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A HOSPITAL LIBRARY SERVICE

C. W. SUMNER
Librarian, Sioux City Public Library

It was the privilege of the writer while Camp Librarian of one
of the southern camps during the summer and fall of 1918, to
observe the splendid work of the A. L. A. Hospital Librarian. He
was greatly impressed with the opportunity afforded by this work
and firmly resolved that upon returning to his local library, due
consideration would be given to the matter of establishing library
service in the local hospitals. If the A. L. A. co-operating with
military authorities and Red Cross, could establish and maintain
library service in hospitals for the benefit of our convalescing
soldiers, why could not and should not the Public Library at home
undertake to furnish library service to the many sick folks confined
in our local hospitals? Was there not an opportunity here to carry
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over into civil life one of the good things so completely accomplished
in military life? \Vhy should it not become the legitimate function
of the Public Library to undertake this work, especially in view of
the fact that there has never been any systematic or organized plan
to meet this real need, a situation which obtains in practically every
city in the country.
On returning to Sioux City in October, 1918, we began immediately to plan to establish a new department of hospital service. The
Board of Library Trustees authorized the new work to be established
The preliminaries
in co-operation with the hospital authorities.
were accomplished in a short period and the actual service was in
full working order by December 1st, 1919. It was soon found that
they were enthusiastic about the undertaking. Prominent physicians
and surgeons of the city endorsed. the movement and gave their
hearty 5ttpport. A hospital librarian was appointed and plans for
a campaign for books to form the basis of the permanent collection
to be established in the various hospitals were made. The people
of Sioux City were asked to contribute the books. As a result of
an intensive campaign during the week of September 28th to October
4th, during which time wide publicity was given to types of books
wanted and even to lists of specific titles suitable for hospital use,
the library secured over 5,000 volumes. The books given were in
splendid condition and largely of the types requested. Many new
books were purchased by individuals and given to the library for
this service.
Large containers '.vere placed in the big department
stores and book shops and library attendants were stationed in the
stores to sell books for the Hospital Service, with results beyond
our expectations. \Vith a collection now placed in each of the six
hospitals ranging from 300 to 500 volumes and supplemented by
the lVIain Library for special requests, with a Hospital Librarian
employed to visit each hospital twice a week and find out from the
patients what kind of reading matter is desired, whether it be a
book of light fiction or a magazine, or whether it he a technical book.
or even reading aloud that is desired, the Sioux City Public Library
is the first public library, we believe, to establish such a service.
Six hospital book-trucks, designed after the latest model used by

ROOK TRUCKS OF II OS PIT AL LIBRARY SERVICE,
OF SIOUX CITY, IA.
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the A. L. A. in Library Vvar Service were purchased at a cost of
about $250.00 and placed in the service. These trucks were donated
to the library by our Sunshine Club, a local organization, the objects
and purposes of which are "to bring happiness and good cheer into
the lives of everyone and. the promotion of good fellow::.hip and
fraternity between the citizens of our city."
\V e soon found that the current magazines were in great dem:;nd
in the hospitals. This problem is being solved through donations by
members of the Sunshine Club, through the organization of a Book
and Periodical Le:1gue in the Boy Scout and Catholic Cadet organizations, through donations of unsold copies by our jobbers and
through subscriptions placed by the library.
The question may arise as to what steps have been taken in order
to guard against any possible spread of disease through the circulation
of books in hospitals.
After conferring with prominent physicians and hospital authorities, as a matter of precaution and to safeguard against the possible
spread of disease, the following plan has been adopted and is rigidly
adhered to:
1. Each hospital has its own permanent col1ection and books
are not transferred from one hospital collection to another.
2. The books in each hospital collection are thoroughly fumigated at regular intervals.
3. Under no circumstances are books circulated to patients
having contagious or infectious diseases. The Hospital
Librarian makes it a point, on entering the hospital, to
first secure a list of such patients as may be confined with
contagious or infectious diseases. The number of each
patient's room is taken and these rooms are carefully
avoided.
4. Any book borrowed from the Main Library for special
requests are thoroughly fumigated before being placed in
circulation again.
During the recent "flu" epidemic it seemed wise to discontinue
the library service altogether for a time.
However, the situation
was so very unusual, it seems unlikely that it will be necessary to
discontinue the service again unless a similar situation should arise
and then only temporarily would it be necessary to take this step.
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The field of this ~ervice is as unlimited as are the varied tastes
and interests of the hundreds of patients accommodated by the
hospitals. Usually \vhen we think of reading for the invalid it
presents only the aspect of entertainment and relief from the many
tedious hours to be spent in the hospital. This alone would warrant
the Public Library in undertaking such a service, but there is another
phase less often thought of, the use of hooks as a theraputic measure.
The Hospital Librarian to be of real service must know her wares
and human nature as well as acquaint herself with the condition of
each patient in so far as possible. Nearly all convalescents may read
when proper selection is made.
The patient who is very nervous or worried over his condition
or who may suffer from too rapid heart action may be given an
entire change of mental attitude by the selection of books that amuse
and soothe him.
There are also many patients whose enforced
sojourn in the hospital affords them an opportunity to read many
of the books they have long desired to read, but could not for lack
of time and it is the privilege of the Hospital Service to renew this
joy in reading. This is particularly true, it is found, in connection
with the reading of the standard books.
Much care and thought were given to the selection of books that
were to make up the collection to be placed in the hospitals and only
books of a large clear type and light weight were used, all books of
highly finished surfaces being eliminated, as the patient in bed is
at best much handicapped for reading, eye strain and nerve tension
must be considered carefully.
Many special requests have been received and a partial list of
those filled may be of interest. They include books on concrete
farm buildings, poultry raising, animal husbandry, child hygeine,
Bibles, hymn books of various denominations. The service has also
supplied materials requested by instructors of nurses' training classes
su•h as books on massage, orthopedic surgery, mathematics, chemistry and nursing.
A point of interest in connection with the four months' experience
in the hospitals is the comment heard on the service. Recently the
superintendent of one of the large hospitals expressed her pleasure
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and satisfaction by saying, ''Though this service has been with us
so short a time we already notice the psychological effect on our
patients. vVith their interest centered in these splendid books they
have less time and opportunity to think of their own condition and
consequently are much happier."
Patients watch for the coming of the Hospital Librarian and her
book truck and on all sides she meets with expressions such as these,
''It's certainly a comfort to have these books." "This is the real
use of a library.'' "I'm not nearly so lonesome since I can have
books to read." "vVhen are you coming again?" "Always leave a
book or two for me if I am asleep." "Don't pass me up if my do<:>r
happens to be shut." A mother who spent considerable time in
the hospital said, "You have surely brought much sunshine to my
son." Another patient told of the dread of coming to the hospital
because of the long hours to be spent with nothing to do and added
expressions of gratitude for the books and the visits of the Hospital
Librarian, for she was far from home and friends, and visitors were
few. This is but one of the many similar experiences, for many of
the patients in each hospital are from many miles distant. From the
men's ward comes this expression, "By George, what would we
fellows do without this cart and its books?" Numbers of people
have said again and again that it is impossible for them to express
their appreciation of the Hospital Service.
Magazines, scrap books of cartoons, poetry and humorous stories
prove very popular but there are always found the devotees to
Shakespeare, Eliot, Dickens, Cooper, Milton, Carlyle and many other
of the old masters.
The Hospital Librarian is often requested to stop a while for a
chat with some patient who is far from home and craves just a bit
of social contact. Reading aloud from newspapers, magazines and
books, the telling of stories also falls to her lot, for in every hospital
there is a children's ward where not only books are supplied bui
games, puzzles, cut-outs and paper and rag dolls find their way to
longing hands. The rag doll is indeed a treasure for "Raggety
Ann" can tumble head over heels out of bed and suffer no permanent
injury.
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Eaeh of the six hospitals is visited twice a week; visits are also
made at intervals to the inmates of the County Farm and reading
material~ supplied. Thus indeed does the Sioux City Public Library
become a Good Samaritan.
\Vhat Sioux City has clone in the matter of Public Library
Hospital Service we believe any city can do. The field of Hospital
Service "lies undeveloped at the door of practically every public
library in America." Our experience shows beyond any question
that the public is vitally interested in this work, so interested in fact
t11at a generous public will make it possible for any library to undertake this service, with but very little call upon the budget, as
compared with the regular departments of our work. The writer
believes that the A. L. A. could do no better in seeking items for
the Enlarged Program of American Library Service that will make
a direct appeal to the public than to include in this program a specific
endorsement of public hospital library service and encourage, promote, and as~ist libraries throughout the nation in every possible
way in establishing this greatly needed humanitarian service.

"Live your life while you have it. Life is a splendid gift.
There is nothing small in it. For the greatest things grow by God's
law out of the smallest. But to live your life you must discipline it.
You must not fritter it away in fair purposes, erring act, inconstant
will; but musl make your thoughts, your words, your acts, all work
to the 9e.me end, and that end not self, but God. This is what we
call Character."-FLOREKCE NIGHTINGALE.

ON FOLLOW-UP
JESSIE L. BEARD
Director of Social Service Department, Post Graduate Hospital}
New York
Recently Hospital Social Service has been making a decided
effort to define its field and in order to do this, has classified its
work under various heads. Some of the fuller case records have
annotations at the sides showing the different processes in case
Such terms as Home Supervision or Employment
treatment.
Investigation are self-explanatory; but one term in particular,
namely, Foll.ow-up has been used in so many connections that it
seems advisable to make its definition more exclusive, inclusive, (and
may I add?) conclusive. There is something about this AngloSaxon term which denotes a persistency of effort, which, I imagine,
is one reason why social workers use it ~o much in preference to
the more exact words.
Taking a negative stand, it may be best to designate some of the
services which I consider should not come under this term:
!-Interpretation of the physician's orders with instructions for
carrying them out within the patient's home; 2-Routine home Instruction in diet and hygiene for discharged ward cases; 3-Home
Supervision where the patient or his family may become neglectful,
leading to recurrence of disease; 4-Investigation into the employment of the patient and supervising his work to prevent his becoming
ill again; 5-Visiting closed cases after a time to ascertain their
present conditions.
This last is sometimes done to learn how
permanent the work has been, or it may be to ascertain the end
result of certain special cases such as pleurisy with effusion, which
has received convalescent care. The Clinical Congress of Surgeons
of North America1 applied this term especially to inquiries into
end results and present conditions of major surgical cases after a
specified period following discharge from the hospital. To eliminate
confusion, however, it seems advisable to narrow the meaning of
this term and omit this type of case also.
289
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Already there have been a few articles written on this subject.
Dr. Alec N. Thomson2 has described the Follow-up system in the
Genito-Urinary Department of the Brooklyn Hospital Dispensary.
Miss E. T. Patterson 3 has described the Follow-up work for discharged patients from the 'vVards conducted by the Social Service
Department of the Out-Patient Department of the Pres~yterian
Hospital.
The method of following up Cardiacs in St. Luke's
Hospital has been reported by St. Lawrence and Adams. 4 A very
comprehensive description is to be found in Davis & Warner's book
on "Dispensaries," where the chapter devoted to Follow-up Systems
contains cogent reasons for this work being done systematically with
methods for carrying it out.
They describe Follow-up as:
"following the patient during the course of his treatment and during
the year or more after his discharge from the hospital ward of the
dispensary clinic." Various methods are shown whereby the patient
is encouraged to come as often as the doctor considers advisable.
Anyone wishing to establish a system of this kind could use his
time to best advantage by studying these articles. There are however further considerations which I wish to take up and the following is a tentative draft of the next steps. In cases where the patient
does not respond to the form post-card or letter, I think it probable
that an individual letter might be more effective. To illustrate this,
a girl came personally in reply because of a sentence inquiring about
her "nice sister" and stated that she would not have answered an
ordinary follow-up letter but felt that a special interest was being
taken in her case. Just put yourself in the place of such a patient
when you receive a follow-up or other form letter. I am certain
that few of us feel inclined to respond even though social workers
are supposed to have a keen sense of duty.
It is customary in many clinics to send out a post-card before the
desired visit. The clerical work involved would naturally be much
less if a card were sent after the clinic to those only who had been
absent. As the doctor and social worker determine to a large extent
the nature of the clinic, I feel that it is within their power to make
it so attractive that the patient and (if the patient is a child) its
mother will attend not only for the health improvement but for the
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pleasure which they may derive from it. If clinics are sufficiently
large, homogeneous sub-groups may be formed, such as children of
like ages with elimination of antagonistic personalities. Competition
in the game of health can often be made of such vital interest that
only severe illness or some similar calamity will keep them away
from the clinic.
Said one mother, "I like to come to the clinic because it is like
a picnic, I would not miss it for anything." When this remark was
repeated to the physician in charge he said he considered his attendance in the same light. Duty has here become pleasure, and work,
play, which according to Gelett Burgess, is the road to happiness.
As pointed out in the above mentioned chapter in Davis &
Warner's "Dispensaries," it is important that the social worker, who
is managing the follow-up work of the clinic, be in close touch with
the doctor and understands his recommendations. One way to this
end is for them to go over the cases periodically, stating the reasons
in each case why further attendance at the clinic is advisable. Is the
doctor firm toward those who refuse to obey orders, at times even
excluding them from the clinic? This discipline will often make
the other patients value far more highly the treatment which they
are rece1 vmg.
We must bear in mind on some occasions that patients although
far from well may have received all the help that the clinic is capable
of giving them. Again attendance may interfere seriously with
their work or other activities. In such cases we should consider
well before urging them to return. In some instances a patient does
not return because the clinic is too distant, and I feel that here it
is distinctly the duty of the social worker to try to persuade the
doctor, if the opportunity for competent treatment is equal, for the
sake of the patient, to advise a transfer to a hospital nearer home.
Often the physician needs to be educated about the value of regular
attendance and it will then be up to the social worker to make a
survey of the clinic, showing in a graphic way the need for follow-up.
In hospitals where clinic patients are used for teaching material
for students, patients are frequently asked to return many times for
the sake of demonstration.
Too often this results in exploiting
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patients, sometimes It IS true, unconsciously, and I feel that social
workers should view the patient's side very carefully before urging
the regular attendance desired by the doctor. In this connection it
is of course necessary to consider the needs of the students who
must secure this knowledge and experience to recognize and treat
similar cases. Each case must necessarily be considered individually. My personal feeling in the matter is that in cases of this
description where the social workers feel that the patient is receiving no benefit by attending these teaching clinics, the follow-up
service must be done either by the doctor or some clerical assistant
of his.
"They married and lived happily ever after" is an ending which
has ceased to be fashionable, but in our own work do we not tend
to close cases after a patient returns from convalescent care the
picture of health? This is the time when follow-up is needed to
prevent a recurrence and make this temporary improvement permanent. In fact, are we doing the square thing by the convalescent
home if we do not press home the lessons learned?
I suppose you all know about the club for cripples, a branch of
the Institute for Crippled and Disabled Men. In this organization
the cripples themselves help each other and bring about a very
distinct esprit de corps, each one trying to help the other and show
him how he can overcome his handicap. Just so should we not use
patients more than we do to bring back those who fail to come
faithfully?
It is possible that some social workers do not know that under
the Penal Law, Chapter 482, Section 1, of the State of New York,
a parent or guardian may be prosecuted for not securing medical
treatment when its neglect will cause a permanent injury to the
child's health or earning power. Unfortunately there have not been
similar rulings in many of the other States. In general the Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children is the agency which
enforces this law through the courts. Naturally this is a last resort
and to be followed only in extreme cases, such as polio-myletis or
acute cardiacs.
Before taking this step it is often possible to
persuade the patient or his family through somebody whose opinion
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has weight, such as an employer, relative, clergyman, or friend. One
method of follow-up which I have encountered a few times might
be termed bribery, where milk, clothing, or outings are used as baits.
This method can rarely be defended as good social case work,
although it doubtless assists in restoring the patient to health. If
cases seem hopeless so far as attendance at clinic is concerned. watchful waiting may be rewarded in a few months when they will arrive
at the conclusion that they are not conferring a favor on the hospital
by coming and will then return of their own free will.
Follow-up for discharged war and current dispensary cases has
been discussed very well, but less publicity has been given to the
reverse process where the clinic must relinquish the case temporarily
to the wards for surgical or other indicated treatment or permanently
(let us hope) to a milk station, settlement or other organization
which emphasizes the positive side of life. Do we ascertain if these
people transfer themselves to the other agencies? Do we know all
the social, medical and economic arguments to promote the indicated
treatment? Realizing that misery loves company, a citation from
the worker's own experience as a patient will often win the day.
Decisions should not he forced and all sides should be stated frankly,
for most human beings are reasonable. We must remember that
folks would rather be led than driven. Just how much follow-up
should be clone with steering cases, should come throu;;h mutual
ac;reement between the Social Service Department and the other
agency. A few of our foremost leaders in social case work agencies
study their failures only and take successful case work as a matter
of course. It would be interesting to make an intensive study of
failures in follow-up with the ideas of eliminating the causes in the
most frequent types, at least.
These stray observations on this rather large subject are merely
thrown out with the idea that the various social aspects of follow-up
may be developed, supplementing the excellent technique already put
into practice in many dispensaries. If some statements have seemed
dogmatic, I beg that they be overlooked for we haye not yet reached
the place where principles can be stated.
It is to be hoped that
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within a few years, however, tested rules will govern the various
ramifications of the social case work in dispensary follow-up.
1. Davis and Warner; Dispensaries, p. 234.
2. Thompson, A. N.; Social Hygiene, 1915, II, 91.
3. Patterson, E. T.; Hospital Social Service Quarterly, 1919, I, 71.
4. St. Lawrence and Adams; Hospital Social Service Quarterly, 1920, II, 151.

"One would like to think that the universities could be brought
into such a scheme. Were they in close contact with the current
record and analysis, there might be a genuine 'field work' in
political science for the students; and there could be no better directing idea for their more advanced researches than the formulation of
the intellectual methods by which the experience of government could
be brought to usable control. After all, the purpose of studying
'political science' is to be able to act more effectively in politics, the
word effectively being understood in the largest and, therefore, the
ideal sense. In the universities men should be able to think patiently
and generously for the good of society. If they do not, surely one
of the reasons is that thought terminates in doctor's theses and
brown quarterlies, and not in the critical issues of politics."-WALTER
LIPPMANN.

REGISTRATION IN RELATION TO OUT-PATIENT
AND HOSPITAL ADMISSION
JULIA R. McLENEGAN
Registrar, Out-Patient Department, Mil,waukee Children's Hospital

In this restless period when Americanization is a national slogan,
and every progressive Association has adopted some kind of an
Americanization program,--the admitting room of a Children's
Hospital is the psychological spot in which to study the various
races to be absorbed.
The large majority of our parents are foreign born. :Many of
them grevv to maturity in their native countries. Fully a third of
the mothers speak no English and another third speak and understand it so slightly that it is difficult to converse with them except
through the children or through a friendly interpreter. Even with
assistance it is not easy to explain anything more complex than a
concrete fact.
\Ve meet there not only people of many nationalities, but often
strange race combinations, already made, in America. For example,
our dark-skinned, blue-eyed, light-haired girl baby, French ancl
Indian on the mother's side and with paternal grand-parents,
Spanish and negro. Or the sick boy baby whose mother, aged 14
years, is Portugese and her father of Scotch-Irish descent.
A real understanding of the heliefs and prejudices, problems and
perplexities of these many strangers is impossible, for it would presuppose a knowledge of many languages, and of the manners, customs
and religious convictions of each race.
Our only hope is to go at the problem with open minds and alert
sympathies, and to shed the beneficient attitude too often assumed
by the American, in his effort to Americanize. Realizing that while
we have much to give we may receive much in return.
Our patients in the admitting room are in strange surroundings
and unless we can convince them at least of our good intentions,
their attitude is bound to resemble that of the little country boy,
295
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who until he reached the age of 5 years had never been to a large
city. His mother then took him on a shopping expedition to Chicago,
and his remarks as they passed through the busy streets were amusing and embarrassing. \\Then they entered an elevator at Marshall
Field's he screamed in terror as it shot up to the 5th floor, and when
his mother led him back again to make the trip down he screamed
again, and digging his heels stubbornly into the floor gasped. "I
won't. I tell you, I won't. I will not get into that darn silo again."
The registrar's desk is a place of first impressions, on both sides,
and the feeling resulting from the conference held there is apt to
be carried through the rest of the morning.
There are advantages in hospital registration, however, as the
parent usually comes anxiously seeking help for a sick child, and
will answer necessary inquiries feeling that it all has something to
do with giving that aid.
It sometimes seems unfortunate that answers to these questions
must be written upon a card as the family situation is talked overand the registrar longs for a hidden mechanical device to take down
the necessary facts. Parents have a fear of recorded information,
thinking it may be for the use of a court, or in some vague way for
th.; purpose of influencing an employer.
At the Milwaukee Children's Hospital, all patients who come
either for Out-Patient treatment or for Hospital care are admitted
through the Registration Department. Registrations of new families
and yearly re-registrations of old families have been made since
September, 1918. At first the work of admitting was a function of
the Social Service Department. By April, 1918, when the department was admitting from 130 to 180 new families in a month, it
became necessary to employ the services of a registrar. The registration card devised by the Social Service Department in 1916 and
revised at various times since then is shown in the following cuts :
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(Explanation of No. 1 and No. 2-No. 1, Father-; No. 2, Mother)
Date 3/10/20
S. S. No .................. .

SuRNAME-BROWN.
AnDREss-636 Ninth Avenue.
Employ

O.P.D.#Household Age

7191
7192
7164

Fa. Robert

35

Mo. Ada
Florence
Ruby
Robert

28
5
3
14

Earnings

Janitor, Summerfield Court, $80.00 month.
Separated-Divorce pending, $14.00 a week
to No. 2
Goes out cleaning
$12.00 a week
Born 11/7/15-Not attending school.
Born 5/5/17
mos. Born 1/5/19

*Pregnant-7 mos.
Boarders or other income-None.
Rent-$13.00. Rooms-3 (upper). Landlord-Adams.
Insurance-45c a wk.
Car Fare.......
Married-12/24/1913.
Debts-Stove, $23.00; milk, $3.00; family physician; doctor from
Maternity Hospital.
Referred By-Juvenile Protective Association.
Relatives-No. 2's mother, Mrs. C. Smith, 808 Greenfield avenue.
Telephone, Orchard 2588.
Registration-Home for Friendless, 5/25/17. Associated Charities,
8/15/19. Juvenile Protective Association, 1/26/20.
Nationality-American. Religion-Prot. Time in County-3 yr$.
Hospital Fee-$3.00 a week-3/26/20-(paid).
REMARKS: No. 2 a slight nervous little woman, apparently in
great trouble. Says she was obliged to leave No. 1 because he was
so abusive.
Says he has served several sentences in House of
Correction for this abuse but never is any better. Now she goes
out washing and cleaning at $2.00 a day.
Expects a baby "in a month or two." Says that they have little
sickness because family pray every day for good health, She seems
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rather erratic and wild in clinic, saying she doesn't want charity,
won't be "on the State," etc. Baby has a grippe bronchitis, subnormal temperature, needs care but cannot be placed in :Milwaukee
Children's Hospital on account of grippe. No. 2 wants to leave it
and says other children are to be placed in a boarding home by
a Juvenile Protective Association so that she can work right up to
time baby comes. As registrar feels that No. 2 is quite unbalanced
by her trouble, case referred to Social Service Department.
(The above information is all written on card-yellow in colorsize 6 inches wide, 4 inches high. The remarks are written on the
reverse side of the card. Both sides are ruled).
The objects of registration are several:

1. To introduce the family with a brief survey of conditions
to the Social Service Department.
2. To gain any information possible with regard to the health
situation, which may assist the physician in his clinic
examination.
3. To protect the Staff Physicians from giving free services
when they are not needed.
4. To protect our Out-Patient Department and Hospital in
the same way.
5. To serve as a filing record for future reference.
In the summer of 1918 the registrar ,vho was new at the work
wrote letters of inquiry to se-veral similar institutions asking particularly for guidance from their experience in the matter of e'tahlishing
and collecting fees. From the replies she found that ir- was the
general custom to charge a set fee of about $5.00 a week for hospital
care or if the patient's family could not pay this, to charge no fee
at all. This divided the families into but 2 classes, giving no attention to the fact that some parents are well able to pay more than
$5.00 and many are able to pay less than that amount. As this did
not seem quite a fair method in view of our effort at co-operation
and our ideals of Americanization, we have attempted to work out
something to include the other 2 classes.
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The registrar is guided whereYer it is possible in making charges
for service by the standard Budgets of the Local American Red
Cross and the Associated Charities. These budgets are revised at
€> months intervals to keep pace with the changing times and are of
value as a standard in the hands of an intelligent worker. The
registrar frequently finds that she cannot be absolutely guided by
the making of family budget as to the eligibility of that family for
hospital or dispensary care. The budget, however useful, means
nothing in the life of the Guamkoupolis family, for example.
Father G. earns $35.00 a week, and should be able to properly feed
and clothe his unusually small family of only 3 little "polis's" upon
that amount. But there stands Aristocles Guamkoupolis ( 4 years)
on two absurdly crooked legs, showing that sweet rolls, sugar cookies,
macaroni and much coffee, do not make for strong bodies and baby
"polis" on the same diet with the addition of some natural nourishment, does not walk, though 2 years old.
Only careful medical supervision and the follow-up of a Social
Service Department will ever straighten out these babies or correct
the parents' ideas on the care and feeding of children, so the "polis's"
must stay with us until they are able to live in terms of a budget.
The budget is also most valuable for comparative purposes and
it illustrates the difficulties which people are experiencing under the
abnormal living conditions of the present time. A comparison of
the following will best illustrate this point. The family is that of a
skilled laborer, belonging to the class known as machinist helper and
eligible at both periods for dispensary care.
BUDGET OF 1915-1916-Family of William Blank.
Food Per Week
Man-Laborer ......................................... $1.75
Woman-Housekeeper ................................. . 1.38
Boy-12 years ......................................... . 1.38
Girl-10 years ......................................... . 1.21
Girl- 8 years ......................................... . .86
Boy- 4 years ......................................... . .52
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Girl- 2 years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Baby-6 months. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.52
.49
$8.11

Per month of 4!;j weeks .......... $34.14
Expenses Per Month

Resources Per Month

Rent ................... $10.00
Fuel . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 3.50
Household Upkeep. . . . . . . 3.13
Insurance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.60
Carfare . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.17
Clothing ............... 15.00
Food .................. 34.14

\\Tages of man, laborer,
$18.00 per week, 4Y3
weeks ................ $78.00

$69.54

$78.00

Resources ............................. $78.00
Expenses ............................. 69.54
Surplus ........................... $ 8.46
BUDGET OF 1919-1920-Family of William Blank
Food Per Week
Man-Laborer ........................................ $
Wornan-fiousekeeper .................................
Boy-15 years (at work)................................
Girl-13 years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Girl-11 years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Boy- 7 years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Girl- 5 years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Girl- 1 year. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Girl............................................. .

3.00
2.20
3.00
2.20
1.90
1.60
1.60
2.20

$17.70
Per month of 4!;j weeks .......... $76.70
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Expenses Per Month

Resources Per Month

Rent .................. $25.00
Fuel . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . 4.50
Household Upkeep. . . . .. . 6.25
Insurance . . . . . . ... . . . . . 2.00
Carfare . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.60
Clothing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28.00
Food .................. 76.70

\Vages of man, laborer, at
$25.00 per week, 4V3
weeks ............... $108.35
\Vages of boy, (15), at
$9.00 per week, 4 V3
weeks
39.00

$145.05

$147.35

Resources ............................ $147.35
Expenses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 145.05
Surplus ......................... $

2.30

At the time the first budget was worked out, the family had a
small surplus to use for emergencies and when one of the children
was in the hospital, Mr. B. voluntarily paid $5.00 as a hospital fee.
Since that time, Mr. B. has had a raise in wages to $35.00 a
week and an increase in the family, of twin babies. Joe, the oldest
boy, has finished the 8th grade and is working in a factory, earning
$9.00 a week.
\Vith the increase in the family, living conditions became overcrowded in the 4-room cottage which the family occupied. In
despair after long attempts to find a landlord who would rent anything livable to a family of 7 children, Mr. B. became the easy
victim of a land contract agent, and purchased a larger cottage on
the outskirts of town. By selling 2 Liberty Bonds which he had
paid for at the shop, he was able to make the required small payment down. He is now paying monthly payments of $25.00-an
amount wholly out of proportion to his resources.
In the winter of 1918-1919, 5 members of this family suffered
from influenza. The 3-year-old daughter died one week before the
twins were born. Mr. B. had to lay-off for several weeks, and the
family have been slow in regaining their health partially because
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of a diet restricted to such things as they could afford. Two of the
children are now coming to our Out-Patient Department for observation and Mrs. B. is receiving medical treatment at a dispensary
for adults.
The per capita expense of caring for a child in the Milwaukee
Children's Hospital at the present time is $2.50 a day. The physicians on our Staff, with the exception of House Physician, give their
services free of charge. We expect parents to pay \Vhatever fraction
of this per capita they are able to manage and of course this amount
dapends upon the health conditions of the rest of the family and
upon the length of the time the child is cared for in the hospital
as vvell as upon the income of the father. We have always with
us those who can pay nothing at all at any time.
\\Te are constantly beset by parents who have heard that the
Children'~ Hospital is free to all; others who know that a neighbor's
child (from a family of 8) was cared for for $1.00 a week and
cannot see why their child (from a family of but 4) should pay $3.00.
Yet others who will gladly pay even $20.00 if we cure 1\!Iike, but
never a cent unless we do and who promise to call down vengeance
from their Italian God upon us all if by any chance we kill Mike.
Often patients are found eligible for some trouble requiring long
continued treatment where they could afford a private physician,
some of them term it "a real doctor," for lesser ailments.
Then too a family is often eligible temporarily on account of
some unusual financial setback or misfortune. I have in mind the
case of a minister who came to "Milwaukee to build up a very badly
run down congregation and who came to us when his salary was
3 months in arrears for advice in the illness of one of his little boys.
We feel that the spirit of co-operation between parents and
hospital i~ most essential and that there is a vast difference in the
amount of ~ppreciation felt by the family when they are doing their
be6t to help with the expense of the child's illness.
Once a reasonable fee has been agreed upon, we strongly feel
that it 111hould be oollected. There is always the possibility that
other family misfortunes may occur to make this impossible and
we carefully consider this possibility but unless there is such a reason
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we insist upon payment. \Ve advise weekly payments and send
monthly bills. If these bills, with polite notes, are still unpaid at
the end of 3 months, we put the matter into the hands of a collection
agency.
It required long persuasion to impress the Board of Directors
of our Hospital that this drastic method was even to be considered.
They feared the publicity that might be given us should we ever
start suit against anyone and they felt that such small obligations
on the part of people who were not well off had better be overlooked
than pressed.

Finally the following incident occurred which radically altered
this point of view. In the winter of 1918, a step-father injured his
little step-daughter Helen in a fit of drunken temper. Two vertebra
were dislocated at the back of her neck. The child lay in a specially
prepared apparatus for stretching and replacing the vertebrae for
weeks. The case was reported to the Juvenile Court but there was
a question in the mind of the Judge as to the possibility that the
child might have hurt her back in a fall at school several weeks
before she came to the hospital. The step-father refused all efforts
to collect a moderate amount for hospital care. Nine months elapsed
.before the registrar fmally received permission from the Board to
put the matter into the hands of a collector. Finally this was granted
and the collector visited the former home of the family only to find
the place vacant. Upon investigation, he gained the in formation
that the mother had obtained a divorce from her husband who had
been given a 20-year sentence for assaulting Helen, this same little
.8-year-old step-child.
Since this unfortunate occurrence, we have frequently used a
collector and have several times served a summons upon fathers
tardy or defiant about paying their hospital bills but though we have
used this method of persuasion for 2 years, we have never as yet
been obliged to proceed with the suit.
In our Out-Patient Department we charge a 10-cent admission
fee and small fees also depending upon financial conditions of the
family for X-Rays, Casts and Braces, Gas given for Extraction in
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Dental Clinic, Glasses fitted in the Eye Clinic, various ingredients
which we find it convenient to keep for baby feedings, etc.
The registrar uses the visible index system in keeping track of
payments, transferring the results to the space left for that purpose
on the registration card when payments are completed.
If we meet with some success in gaining the confidence and cooperation of our people through the methods which I have here
tried to describe, we feel that our humble and limited attempt at
Americanization has not been in vain.

"There is force in the indictment. And yet I am convinced that
we shall accomplish more by fighting for truth than by fighting for
our theories. It is a better loyalty. It is a humble one, but it is
more irresistible. Above all it is educative. For the real enemy is
ignorance, from which all of us, conservative, liberal and revolutionary, suffer. If our effort is concentrated on our desires,-be it our
desire to have and to hold what is good, our desire to remake peacefully, or our desire to transform suddenly,-we shall divide hopelessly and irretrievably. We must go back of our opinions to the neutral
ia.cts for unity and refreshment of spirit. To deny this, it seems to
me, is to claim that the mass of men is impervious to education, and
to deny that, is to deny the postulate of democracy, and to seek salvation in dictatorship."-WALTER LIPPMANN.

CHILD WELFARE-YESTERDAY AND TODAY
ELIZABETH M. GARDINER, M. D.
The general child welfare problem, as we all know it, is but one
phase of a program of public health work, and if not the most
important at this time, then certainly it is the most promising of
results of all fields of endeavor in the realm of preventive medicine.
As a subdivision of social welfare, we see linked up with it, either
contributing toward, or set in opposition to it, every health, social
and economic factor of our present civilization-to guarantee the
general welfare of children, one must indeed delve deeply into
human experience, its failures and achievements; consider with no
little output of judicial sense every section of that mosaic which
we call environment; indeed we must go further and throw the
searchlight of science and knowledge into that period, the pre-natal
state, considering the unborn as well as the born.
The conservation of child life is only now properly gripping the
minds as well as the hearts of thinking people. Of course, the child
in need of special care has for a long time been the object of much
study and effort on the part of far-seeing individuals and organizations, and while the work on behalf of the child in industry might
be said to have initiated child welfare work, this type of child-the
dependent, neglected, defective child, in its very appeal of helplessness and lack of promise, has been the inspiration of the whole child
welfare movement as we know it today.
Ten years ago, in 1909, there took place in Washington, an event
of deepest significance to all children; it was described as a conference on child welfare, and was later referred to as the "White House
Conference," to which were brought at the invitation of President
Theodore Roosevelt, men and women from every State in the union,
who were actively engaged in the care of the dependent child, and
while every one of 11 of the set of 13 conclusions arrived at by the
conference, dealt with some phase of the care and disposition of
the dependent child, yet in the 12th and 13th of these conclusions
we see evidence of the realization on the part of these workers for
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children, that a task of great breadth and depth lay before them,
for in the 12th conclusion, they voice their approval, as a body, of
the establishment of a Federal Bureau, which should be called the
Children's Bureau, whose duties would be somewhat as follows:
"to investigate upon all matters pertaining to the welfare of children
and child life, to especially investigate the questions of infant mortality, the birth rate, physical degeneracy, orphanage, juvenile
delinquency and juvenile courts, desertion and illegitimacy, dangerous occupations, accidents and diseases of children of the working
classes, employment, legislation affecting children in the several
States and Territories, and such other facts as might have a bearing
upon the health, efficiency, character and training of children." The
13th conclusion advised the sending of a special message to Congress,
with the idea of hastening the establishment of such a bureau.
At first glance this would seem like a very sudden and wide
outgrowth from the interests of the dependent child, its care and
custody; but one may readily imagine that in the interchange of
ideas and experiences which took place at this great conference, the
number and variety of problems discussed and dealt with, made it
more and more evident that in dealing with any phase of child welfare, all the factors concerning all children come into play: that if it
were possible to lessen existing evils, the preventable ones had to be
eliminated, and that if there was to be any value and the greatest
value to prevention, it must be started at the very beginning.
That the Children's Federal Bureau was established and has
since magnificently justified its existence goes without saying; that
the Bureau has gone deeply into the study of the causal factors regarding infant and maternal mortality, and child wastage of all types
is shown by the character and number of publications issued by them
since its establishment. Its activities in the way of propaganda are
well and favorably known, and yet we are conscious within the last
2 or 3 years that the child and all matters concerned with its wellbeing are brought more and more sharply to the foreground of
public attention. Not only are social workers, physicians, and
educators deeply immersed in its study but in all parts of this broad
land the lay-people are intensely interested ; magazines and periodicals
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devote whole sections to the child in every issue; parents are watching their children more closely, demanding health information for
themselves and health supervision for their children while at school;
industrial interests are finding it expedient to protect the expectant
mother, restricting her hours of labor and preventing her working
in factory and shop during the latter months of pregnancy, in order
to better insure safely born children; insurance companies find that
it is money well spent to endow typical industrial localities with the
necessary funds to carry on demonstration health-conservation activities in which child saving work takes a prominent part.
The whole 'vorld is beginning to bestir itself, to shake off, one
by one, the shackles of fatalism, and old-time superstitions that have
hampered and delayed things for so long: it is setting aside the
theory, that the weakling is a necessary refuse of each age's progress, and why waste time, money and energy on its short span of
life? It now believes and knows that it is better and safer to prevent its short and useless existence by prevention of marriage
between the unfit. (vVe have only to scan the marriage laws of
our own Rhode Island to see how little protection the unborn is
afforded against being born a defective, mentally and physically).
In the spring of this year we find another child welfare conference being held in Washington, and to make it a proper and fitting
anniversary of that famous "vVhite House Conference," it was
international in character, and other meetings, regional in distribution, were subsequently arranged; that is, the conferences were
held in the largest cities of the United States; representatives from
England, France, Belgium, Italy, Serbia and Canada all came to pool
their experiences in child care during the war period, so that we
might benefit by them, and that certain irreducible minimum standards for the welfare of children, applicable to all countries, might
be worked out. With that end in view, the preliminary conference
in \Vashington divided into three sections:
1. Child labor and education.

2. Public protection of the health of mothers and children.
3. Children in need of special care.
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These standards have since been issued and are available, upon
request to the Children's Bureau. It takes but a brief glance at
these standards to impress one with their completeness, the great
growth of sympathetic as well as scientific understanding of the
complex problems involved; one is struck, too, with the great part
that health protection has taken in their framing; this is particularly
evident in that section concerned with the public protection of health
of mothers and children. These standards would establish maternity
centers and hospitals, public nursing, control of midwives, trained
household attendants to care for, under supervision, the patient and
the home during confinement, the provision of economic relief where
necessary, and of course an educational health program for parents
and for the general public. An extensive code is set forth in these
standards by the application of which lives of hundreds of thousands
of children might be salvaged.

It used to be said that once a child is born, the parents and the
State must accept the responsibility for its well-being. vVe now go
a step further. The very fact that State after State in this country
is creating new departments for child welfare activities is evidence
enough that the State recognizes its obligation to afford to every
mother the necessary education and health facilities to insure a safely
born child.
It is natural when considering all these advances to inquire as
to the why and whereof of this growing sense of responsibility,
this intensive study on the part of governments, and statesmen; it
is, of course, a natural by-product of a great and disastrous war.
As one writer expresses it, "In that complacent period previous to
1914, it seemed possible for statesmen to ignore the existence of
children; what happened to millions of young people was of little
interest to governments, and it is perhaps safe to say that before the
.great war no cabinet meeting of any great power had at any time
devoted its full attention to the national problems raised by the very
existence of children. To be sure, States and cities were planned
more or less for the welfare of children, but statesmen had no interest in them,-there was no such thing as National responsibility for
children. Now) it is common knowledge among the neutral as well
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as the belligerent nations that the neglect of children is not compatible with national safety, either in war or in peace. We had but
to attempt to mobilize our youth for purpose military or industrial,
to see glaring evidences of public neglect," one might say loss of
public opportunity.
Army rejections and their causes it would be tiresome to go into,
but, roughly: it is safe to say that the greater portion of them represented preventable childhood diseases, which we neglected to prevent,
which in the old days we were too niggardly to appropriate sufficient
funds to prevent, in our States and cities. If this could be taken
as an example of a "penny saved is a penny earned," then what a
wonderfully profitable speculation would it not have been to have
spent that penny for child health and saved that man power to the
country!
We know without going into figures that along with the Allies,
we lost during the war period, thousands of our most promising
citizens-the finest physically, finest in spirit that we were able to
produce; a great many more potential parents, and therefore
potential future citizens, were lost during the influenza epidemic of
a year ago; the number of children lost to us, represented in these
two causes alone is not to be estimated, but we know that it must be
many thousands. These bespeak but two types of child wastage;
we know there are others, directly or indirectly connected with the
war period-great reduction in the numbers of immigrants to the
country, increased emigration, whole families leaving our shores;
but, aside from these, day by clay "poverty and disease, ignorance
and neglect, silently accumulate losses, beside which these war losses
seem negligible."
The two great slogans in use since our entrance into the war to
the present clay have been ''Conservation and Thrift." Not only
does that apply to those very material things of our existence, but
to child life. vVe are confronted today, not merely with the necessity for preservation of a national supremacy, or whatever you might
term our degree of world dominance, but the preservation of our
national identity and existence.
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We are today in a great maelstrom of-who shall say what
untoward events; we are menaced from within and \vithout. Of the
nature of our perils from without we know little; of the character
of those from within we know much but need to know more, but in
the resentfulness which we are all apt to harbor against those of our
citizens who have failed to grasp the American nandclasp of good
friend and neighbor, let us not forget that "the cradle and the hearth
are mightier than either pen or sword in the ultimate creation of
nationality, for from them alone and on them alone can greatness
be built."

"The feelings with which we face this new age of right and
opportunity sweep across our heart strings like some air out of
God's presence where justice and mercy are reconciled and the judge
and the brother are one. Our task shall search us through and
through, whether we be able to understand our time and the need
of our people, whether we be indeed their spokesman and interpreters,
whether we have the pure heart to comprehend and the rectified will
to choose our high course of action. This is not the day of triumph;
it is a day of dedication * * Men's hearts wait upon us; men's
lives hang in the balance; men's hopes call upon us to say what we
will do. Who shall live up to the great trust? Who dares fail to
try?"-WOODROW \VrLSON.

MEDICAL SOCIAL SERVICE AS A FACTOR IN
PROTECTIVE

WORK~

ORA MABELLE LEWIS
Social Service Departnze11t, 11Iassaclzusctts General Hospital
Two years ago at the National Conference in Kansas City and
again last year at Atlantic City it was most apparent that the group
of social workers dealing with the various forms of delinquency,protective officers, probation officers, women policemen or what you
will,-were constantly faced with medical situations which greatly
influenced the possible solution of their problems. Although they
themselves had had no medical-social training they were attempting
to solve these problems without the help of workers who had
specialized along these very lines. At the same time, medical-social
workers were dealing with difficult types of misbehavior in a group
of girls who were none the less delinquent from the fact that they
had not yet been labeled as such.
Because so many of you are
struggling single-handed with these complicated medical situations
is justification for discussing medical-social service as a factor in
protective work.
If we accept, as we must, the practically undisputed fact that the
most frequent condition of delinquency is the broken home, we must
also recognize that one of the chief causes of broken homes lies in
the illness of some member of the family-resulting in temporary
or permanent institutional care, invalidism or death. Sometimes it
is the father or the wage-earner; sometimes the mother, the potential
home-maker. In either case, not only is the home itself upset but
the children, if there are any, may be called upon to assume burdens
with which they are not yet equipped to cope, or, if they are too
young for this, they may be shifted about among relatives, friends
or strangers where the look ahead is a short one at best.
The
medical-social worker may enter the family at such a time. She has
*Read before the National Conference of Social Work at New Orleans
April, 1920.
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the knowledge of the medical situation and can help the family
make temporary adjustments or even more permanent arrangements,
·
should occasion demand.
At all times, her interest is two-fold-proper care for the patient
and the maintenance of the family unit wherever possible during the
period of illness. Quite recently, I had occasion to go carefully into
the family back-ground of 33 delinquent girls, only 4 of whom came
from homes where both father and mother were living. Even in
these 4 homes there were elements which tended to make them far
from normal in the accepted sense of the word. Taking the whole
group of 33, there is no degree of abnormality which is not represented, from degeneracy, insanity and drunkenness in some to the
less tangible but definite ignorance, indifference and lack of understanding in certain others. No matter what the medical diagnosis,
the medical-social worker's job will be family readjustment for the
protection of the children. If there is delinquency as well as illness
in the parents, our aim should be to give the stage a different setting
for the next generation and to prevent, if possible, more delinquency.
Within the past 4 years we have heard a good deal about protective work with girls and at the same time equally much, if not
more, about the campaign to control "venereal disease," and one of
the things which has happened has been the protection of girls on
the one hand, the discrimination against them on the other. It is
only fair to state that practically every health regulation designed
for the better medical care of the patient with syphilis and gonorrhea
and the protection of the community from such patients discriminates against the girl, who is obliged in no end of instances to receive
her treatment in detention hospitals--a relic of prehistoric days and
a disgrace to our present age. As a group, you as protective workers
have probably been more closely in touch with large numbers of diseased girls than any other set of social workers, unless it be those
attached to clinics for the treatment of syphilis and gonorrhea.
Now it makes no difference whether we are discussing a countrywide plan for the protection of girls or a publlic health plan for
protecting the community from disease, neither one will work automatically, or at all, if the individual is lost sight of. The medical-
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social workers and the protective worker often come in contact with
the same girl, and. in cases when~ syphilis or gonorrhea are involved,
the medical question is so definite and so important that it should
control the situation.
At the very least, the medical-social worker
should have the responsibility for the satisfactory completion of
treatment, and it should be remembered in this connection that the
period of treatment often outlasts any conceivable term of probation.
Case 1. A very pretty Jewish girl ran away from home. She
was arrested near a camp and placed on probation.
A medical
examination at the court showed evidence of syphilis in infectious
form. The girl's home was respectable but extremely poor, the
parents putting every cent into the education of their children because
they felt so keenly their own lack. Our patient went through grammar school and then to work. She liked pretty clothes and companionship.
For some time she attended clinic regularly, then became impatient
with conditions at home. She ran away, was caught and sent to
the State Infirmary for treatment. It happened at that time that
the ward was full of about as disgustingly vulgar a crowd of girls
as could be imagined. The girl made her escape after some weeks,
returned home and to the clinic. The mother told us that an aunt
in another part of the city wished our patient to come and live \vith
her. The uncle was a traveling man, away a good deal, the home
an excellent one. A girl of 10 was the only other member of the
family, and our patient could have good food, clothes, a home and
an opportunity to study music which she craved.
vVe approved the plan, the physician consenting as the girl was
no longer infectious provided she could be under observation and
treatment at regular intervals. Our worker was to see the aunt,
who knew the girl's wayward tendencies, and explain what little
more seemed necessary. But the plan fell through-why? Before
the hospital social worker could get in touch with either, the probation officer had rushed out to the aunt just as soon as the mother
had told her of the possibility. She informed her that the girl had
syphilis and that she must not consider her presence in the family
lest the little girl become infected.
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If any danger existed, it was a moral one, and the mother had
felt competent to meet that, believing that the new environment
would do much to overbalance any wayward tendencies in our patient.
Nothing we could say counteracted the scare given to the aunt by
the probation officer. The girl soon ran away again, was gone a
long time, and when next arrested got a time sentence. Because of
a bungled medical interpretation, we lost our chance with that girl.
But by interesting a children's agency in the family, we hope that
the other 2 young girls, as well as a boy, may be saved from following in the footsteps of this older sister.
It quite often happens that a medical diagnosis influences a social
plan for a patient just as it is true that social conditions affect
medical treatment. Because of this, social agencies are more and
more feeling the 11eed of so-called "routine examinations" of cases
coming to them for care. This especially applies to girb. The
courts in many communities are having all women offenders examined. (In a few instances only is the same procedure applied to men).
The examination consists largely of 3 factors :
A blood Wasserman for syphilis, a smear for gonorrhea, and a
mental test. This procedure is to be commended if it results in a
wiser and more truly constructive plan for the care of the patient,
but is to be most thoroughly deplored if entire social judgment is
based or discarded because of a layman's interpretation of a medical
situation.
The following will illustrate what almost happeHcd to a girl
because 2 children's agencies jumped to conclusions after considering
only a few facts in the case; and in contrast what finally did happen
after another children's agency and a medical-social service worker
had weighed all the medical and social facts.
A Greek girl, 16 years old, had been the slave of her step-mother
for many years. She was referred to a children's agency late in
1917, after 2 other agencies had attempted in one instance to commit
the girl as feeble-minded, and in another to a correctional institution
as incorrigible.
The girl, when referred, could not be managed by her stepmother, and her personal habits were filthy. She had run away,
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committed larcency, and there was a question of her mentality. Just
previous to this, she had been taken to a hospital by a Greek missionary who was attempting to interest one of the above mentioned
agencies in her, partly because of conditions at home as well as
because she did not trust the girl and believed her to be a high grade
imbecile.
The sort of routine examination mentioned earlier would have
been of little value at this time: a complete physical examination
with several consultations was essenti~l. During the first interview,
the girl stated casually that she had never undressed to go to bed
because she had never heard of anybody doing such a thing. Examination revealed a skin condition, resulting from lack of personal
cleanliness and her scalp in such shape that it was necessary to shave
her head. She had a chronic nose and throat conditi(m, curable if
persistently treated, 2 septic fingers, a weakly positive \Vasserman,
and a mental test checking her as 15:}~ when actually 16 years old.
The question of feeble-mindedness was ruled out hy 3 physicians
and should have been accepted hy any social agency. The doctor's
statement and recommendations at that time are interesting : "Patient
does all 15-year-old and many adult tests.
Not feeble-minded.
Needs much guidance and supervision and unless actually delinquent
will overcome her bad habits."
In spite of this statement. 2 agencies attempted to obtain institutional care for the girl: a third agency decided to give her a real
chance. The results to date have certainly justified this step. In
brief, in less than 3 years, this undisciplined girl who had slept in
hen-coops and stolen money from Greek lodging houses, has become
honest and reliable and personally most attractive. Her school and
work records are as satisfactory as her conduct. She had left at the
end of the 7th grade and gone to work. She is now on the honor
roll in high school, a class officer and member of the student goverl"l.ment board. From an irregular, shifting employee she has become
most satisfactory at such work as in no way interferes with her
school.
From a medical standpoint, one thing remains unsolved. Her
Wasserman, at first weakly positive, then strongly positive, and,
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later still, after a comparatively small amount of anti-syphilitic
treatment, was several times negative. There is nothing definite in
the medical or social history to confirm a possible diagnosis of either
inherited or acquired syphilis, but, if acquired, it probably dates back
to very early childhood. No one trained in getting medical histories
has had opportunity to interview, through an interpreter, the one
possible source of information. A routine \:Vasserman in court,
Board of Health clinic or elsewhere at the time this girl \vas arrested
would probably have been positiYe in some degree. In many States,
the only way that a girl could have received treatment would have
been in a detention hospital, and treatment would have been required
by law because of her positive \Vasserman. The atmosphere of a
detention hospital with only the occasional help of an already overworked probation officer, struggling with the medical as well as the
social situation, would have been all that was needed to send thi,;
girl far beyond the reach of any later constructive social work.
But 8 months of intensive re-education in a small home school
devoted to this purpose sent her back into the community with a
fair chance to succeed. Frequent visits to hospitals where the children's agency had at all times the help of experts in medical and
psychiatric fields have restored this girl to real health. As the case
now stands, the protective officer who brought it into court, the
medical-social worker who gave the medical findings a less clark
forecast, and the children's worker who has accomplished the actual
results have shared the responsibility.
Incredible as it may seem, there are people who still look upon
the compulsory treatment of syphilis and gonnrrhe::t as an expiation
of the sin which caused the disease. But in order to justify a
detention hospital, in preference to care in general hospitals with
specialists, medical and social, we should have to be perfectly sure
that only the guilty were punished in this way. The follmvinz case
should be a conclusive argument against the use of the detention
hospital in doubtful cases.
A young, well-educated French girl of 28 had lived as governess
for several years in the family of a clerk in the diplomatic service.
She had travelled all over the world and finally came to live in the
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United States. At the outbreak of the war, she returned to France,
found that her father and 4 brothers had enlisted and that living
conditions were most unsatisfactory. She returned alone to this
country and became engaged to an English butler in the same family,
who seduced her, under promise of marriage, and infected her with
gonorrhea. She had previously given him 500 dollars of her savings.
The butler married another woman, whereupon our patient brought
suit against him for the return of her money, and she won her case
in the lower court. The man appealed. The girl, thinking he was
going to avoid payment, followed him and his wife one evening,
demanding her money back. The man had her arrested for disorderly conduct. The girl was sent to a correctional institution
among the most hardened street walkers and, because of gonorrhea,
later went by law for treatment to a detention hospital where conditions were but little better. One questions whether the warrant
for her arrest should have been allowed. Certainly as a first offender
she should have been given probation and the right to choose some
place other than a detention hospital for her treatment, a privilege
which was of course allowed the man.
When clinics for the treatment of syphilis or gonorrhea each
have an average daily attendance of more than 100 patients, as is
the case at the Massachusetts General Hospital, and when the number
of beds in the wards for the care of such patients is few, the best
we can do is to use those beds in as rapid succession as possible for
infectious patients. TI1e rest must be done with the patients in
the community. It is impossible to do as carefully planned casework with all our patients as we wish. Neither time, the supply of
trained workers nor the calibre of the patients themselves would
permit. But when we accept as our minimum for a great many
patients the supervision of their medical treatment (that is, the
responsibility for their return to clinic at certain stated intervals),
we do so with the hope that we are indirectly giving courage to the
innocent victims of disease, saving many from future economic ruin
and protecting the community from the spread of disease by such
persons as will not change their method of living. In many instances, we actually change a patient's point of view and instill in
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him a desire to live a clean, decent life.
A girl of 22, fine looking and dignified, came to the hospital with
a dislocated shoulder. She was also rather hysterical, and a neurological examination was advised. After a diagnosis of secondary
syphilis was made, she admitted that her hysteria had developed
follo·wing exposure to syphilis and her fear of the consequences.
Even so, she at first refused to believe the diagnosis, then refused
treatment, her one idea being to get back at somebody. The doctor
cQnvinced her of the diagnosis, but the social worker had the job of
making her see the wisdom of treatment and the futility of a vindictive frame of mind. By degre~s, and after many visits to the
hospital, a long story came out which explained, and in a sense
justified, the patient's attitude of mind on her first visit. Comparatively little has been said to this girl, yet she has followed treatment
faithfully, her whole outlook on life has changed, and we have
almost positive proof that she is now living a straight-forward,
respectable life.
In many instances, all that can be accomplished is medical treatment. In most cases; that can be brought about by interfering little
in people's personal affairs. A medical-social worker in any department of a hospital learns many things which might be used as evidence, should court action ever take place for divorce, prostitution
or so-called moral offenses. This is especially true of workers in
clinics for the treatment of syphilis and gonorrhea. But should
information acquired in this way be turned over to the court, patients
would very soon learn that their confidence had been betrayed, and,
by a rapid falling off in numbers, would defeat our own ends. On
the other hand, clinics should be used by protective workers, and the
social workers in hospitals :,hould be their strongest allies in planning
a patient's future.
There is, however, one type of case in which information should
be used to the limit and the initiative for court action taken by the
medical-social worker with the full support of her medical staff and
hospital authority-the case of a child needing medical care, wilfully
neglected by its parents, growing up under conditions tending toward
delinquency. One case ·will illustrate a large group of family prob-
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lems in which the medical-social worker may be the first real
protective agent in some child's life and responsible for a piece of
work which will save him from becoming physically handicapped, an
economic burden or a member of the great army of delinquents.
Three years ago, a boy of 13 was referred to the hospital from
an Eye and Ear Infirmary. The diagnosis was interstitial keratitis,
a severe inflammatory eye condition due to hereditary syphilis. The
mother was examined, and her blood Wasserman for syphilis was
posttlve. A brother and sister were examined, neither of whom
showed any signs or symptoms of disease, and all laboratory tests
were negative. The father, a sea-captain, was away most of the
time. The mother refused treatment for herself and took no interest
in the boy. Under the circumstances, the only possible way of
getting treatment for this boy was to place him at board temporarily
under the care of a children's agency. The mother consented, but
the father, returning from one of his infrequent visits, vetoed the
plan. Our patient and his brother were both defective and in special
classes in school. The little sister was wild and undisciplined. Both
from a medical and a social standpoint, the handling of this situation
was a failure.
A year ago, the little 9-year-old girl in the family, whose examination had previously been negative, came to the hospital with an
accidental primary lesion of syphilis on the lower lip-source of
infection unknown. We admitted the child to the ward and, when
the time came for her discharge we had, in addition to our former
experience with the family, the records of social agencies, teacher,
and friends pointing to conditions of disorder and confusion in the
home-enough to convince us that we must anticipate difficulty in
adequately caring for the patient.
The mother was given a clear understanding of what was expected of her, agreed to do her part, and failed. With the aid of a
children's agency, we took the case into court, hoping to prove
1
improper guardianship and physical neglect. Temporary guardian~
ship was given to the children's agency, and, when the child returned
to her mother, it was with an order from the court for attendance
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at clinic and material improvement in living conditions. Her father
has since died at sea, leaving another "broken home," but we are
hoping to do enough constructive work with this little girl to save
her from an otherwise assured future as a delinquent.

"The country is spotted with benevolent foundations of one kind
or another many of them doing nothing but pay the upkeep of fine
buildings and sinecures. Organized labor spends large sums of
money on politics and strikes which fail because it is impossible to
secure a genuine hearing in public opinion. Could there be a pooling
of money for a news-agency? Not, I imagine, if its object were to
further a cause. But suppose the plan were for a news-service in
which editorial matter was rigorously excluded, and the work was
done by men who had already won the confidence of the public by
their independence? Then, perhaps."-WALTER LIPPMANN.

HEALTH PROBLEMS OF THE FOREIGN-BORN FROM
THE POINT OF VIEW OF THE HOSPITAL
SOCIAL

WORKER~

M. ANTOINETTE CANNON
Executive

Secretary~

American Association of Hospital Social
Workers) Philadelphia

During the course of the study of methods of Americanization
conducted recently by l\1r. Burns, I had the task and the privilege
of reviewing the answers to two questionnaires sent out in the name
of that study to hospital social service departments, and of making
a report to the Committee on the medical-social aspect of the health
problem of the foreign-born. This paper is based upon that report.
Initial questionnaires were sent to 188 departments. Sixty-nine
replies were received, of which 60 gave information of interest.
Second questionnaires, following up suggestions gathered from
the first answers, were sent to 35 departments, and from these, 11
answers were received from hospitals in six cities, vVorcester, New
York, Philadelphia, Indianapolis, St. Louis and Baltimore. I have
discussed the subject of the health of the immigrant with many
hospital social workers, and have myself had some experience with
it in Boston and in Philadelphia.
There is a problem for the hospital social workers in the foreignborn patient. The fact that some hospital social workers do not
know it, and that most of us do not know how to deal with it, only
makes the problem more real and more serious.
The 60 letters received in answer to the questionnaire show that
the hospitals of this country are giving care to nearly all the
French Canadians in the Northeast;
nationalities of the earth.
Portugese, both white and Negro, in New England; Scandinavian
sailors in Baltimore; Roumanian gypsies in Ohio; Swiss in Detroit;
Mexican in the far South; Chinese, Japanese, Filippinos, Porto
*Read before Annual 1\feeting of the National Conference of Social
Work, New Orleans, April, 1920.
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Ricans, Hindus in the West, all are spoken of as presenting special
problems, besides those of the more widely distributed Jews,
Italians, Poles, Greeks, Lithuanians, Armenians, Hungarians, Russians, Germans, Irish, French. Thirty-six nationalities are mentioned
·in the aforesaid letters.
The first difficulty we meet in dealing with the foreign patient
is his language. We cannot stop here to ponder over the strange
social phenomenon of language, but we must pause to consider the
various ways in which we try to reach a common understanding
with people of different tongue. Some of us follow the definite
policy of exclusive use of English. We feel thus: the foreigner has
come to claim all the benefits of American citizenship, let him take
the trouble of teaching himself the language he needs, why should
we be the ones to make extra effort to be understood? In our own
country, one writer, for instance, hopes that the government will
"compel all immigrants to learn English within five years after
arrival or be deported." Another says, "Probably if only those
speaking English could get work and be maintained, it would have
some effect."
There are however other methods in use of trying to be understood by the foreigner-some even, of trying to understand him.
Thirty-eight out of 60 ( 300 departments in all) social service departments have workers who speak some language other than
English.
Twenty-two departments are using foreign language
literature. Eighteen have some organized use of interpreters.
Often there is someone employed in the hospital as orderly, maid,
or janitor who acts as interpreter of some language.
I believe that the social workers and doctors who speak languages
other than English are for the most part themselves of foreign birth
or descent, and this is true also of interpreters and hospital employees.
In general, America's contact with the foreign-born is through
foreign-born Americans. This is inevitable, and good as far as it
goes. The danger is that native Americans will fail to get for themselves either directly or through these interpreters, the understanding
of other people that would be so enlightening. Many workers think
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it possible to get such understanding through a study of traditions,
customs and characteristics; this is advocated as a part of the social
worker's essential equipment by nearly all with whom we have been
in communication.
Of the answers to the second questions, the only one which
emphasizes the value of knowing the language more than the value
of knowing the immigrant background comes from a worker, herself
of foreign birth, who gives this reason:
"A knowledge of the language spoken by the client is not only
an excellent help but often a positive key to the success or failure
of our efforts. It is extremely difficult to trust a person whom we
do not understand, not because we doubt her good intentions, but
because of the ever-lurking fear that she does not understand us."
None can doubt the truth of this; there must be some way of understanding and of having the client know we understand, and to know
his language is the surest way, yet there are other things to consider.
Another worker, in a Jewish hospital, says: "A knowledge of the
language is desirable, but the worker's personality counts for a great
deal more. I have known a worker who spoke the language of the
district make an utter failure of a piece of work where a woman
who spoke only English succeeded." And another: "A knowledge ot
language is of enormous advantage, even a slight knowledge is a
help, for it gives confidence to the foreigner. A working knowledge
of the type of people you are dealing with is absolutely necessary.
The racial characteristics, personal traits, customs, and home life
must not only be recognized but understood in order to deal with
your problems.
Situations cannot even be sensed without this
knowledge, much less can standards be established without it."
SPECIAL PROBLEMS

The special difficulties noted in the replies are of two kinds,
medical and social, and the two are usually combined, though the
writer may mention only one. The physical condition most frequently ( 22 times) spoken of is malnutrition, often evidenced by
rachitis, especially among Italians. Other conditions noted by several
writers are : neurasthenia among Hebrews ; industrial diseases among
Hebrews and Greeks; and tuberculosis among Greeks, Hebrews,
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Irish, French Canadians, and immigrants generally. Of these the
only condition which seems to indicate any racial peculiarities is that
of "Hebraic debility" or "Yiddish neurasthenia." All the others,
internal secretions-racial included-are due to social and industrial
causes and maladjustment.
The social conditions noted as frequently found or difficult to
deal with among immigrants are: (a) bad housing and overcrowding; (b) use of midwives; (c) illiteracy; (d) superstition and fear;
(e) family incoordination (lack of discipline, isolation of the
mother).
These conditions can be remedied only by a combination of public
measures to provide sanitary living quarters and individual instruction and casework, on a basis of knowledge of underlying causes.
Only one worker, in Boston, mentions the co-operation of public
health agencies, and in this case the public health agencies in towns
outside of Boston are spoken of as offering the most effective means
of working out immigrant problems of hygiene. Casework, on the
other hand, is the more or less sa tis factory tool which the social
workers are relying upon in all hospitals. It is modified in some
places by special emphasis on teaching dietetics, in others by prenatal
and postnatal clinic instruction with home follow-up.
New Haven Hospital has a diet class for nurses and expects to
send these nurses to give home instruction.
No mention is made of teaching the nurses anything but the usual
dietetics.
Worcester 11emorial Hospital, has a consulting dietitian in clinic,
and "believes in home education." The social service department
co-operates with the district nurses in work for the foreign patients.
Cambridge Hospital has a series of "health talks" given in the
homes by Italian speaking doctors and nurses.
The Children's Hospital of Milwaukee has a group of volunteel"
visiting dietitians (most of them from the County Council of Defense
courses), and also some volunteer "friendly visitors," who teach
English to immigrant mothers. The visitor "takes her sewing and
visits the mother." The department has also in its resource catalogue a list of "Pleased Patients," by district and nationality. These
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patients help to explain to other patients and to overcome fear, superstition, and suspicion. Diet lists in German and Polish are used.
There are three volunteer workers who speak Italian. In fact, this
department's report indicates more thought in dealing with foreign
patients than does any other report we have received.
From this study I would recommend :
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Courses in training schools on immigrant heritages.
Study of household customs of different nationalities,
and teaching based on this.
Better public health work for Americans.
Interest in languages.
Published studies ; more literature.

A.

CouRsEs ON IMMIGRANT HERITAGES.

Several such courses are being given.
on Immigrant Heritages should include:

I believe a good course

1. The outlines of European geography and history, with special
attention to climate, physical character of different lands, racial
relationships, industries, politics, given from the standpoint of each
of several different nations, either by natives, or by some students
thoroughly familiar with the subject; and
2. Traditions of the peoples, superstitions and customs, especially those having to do with care of children and the sick, and with
morals. Both good and harmful points should be brought out in
the ideas and customs of each nationality, and they should be compared with corresponding American tradition. The influence of
religious ideas is important.
B.

HOUSEHOLD CUSTOMS.

The social worker who has had no course of study of immigrant
backgrounds can learn a great deal from the families among whom
she visits and will succeed better in teaching hygiene and good
standards of living if she bases her teaching upon a thorough under·standing of their habits and ideas. This is notably true in the case
of diet work, which frequently fails because the dietitian tries to
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force a family, a patient, a child to use food so prepared as to have
an entirely unfamiliar flavor, when perhaps it might be prepared in
such a way as to offer the accustomed taste and still be quite as
nutritious and digestible as the American preparation. I have seen
Jewish children forced to eat food which at first was fairly nauseous
to them; they learned to like it, but it was a hard process. With
older people it is nearly impossible in many cases. I would encourage in everyone the cultivation of a cosmopolitan taste, but in our
efforts to teach the foreign-born the superiority of American flavoring, let us sometimes consider our own reactions to strange foods,
such as the octopus of Hawaii, rats, and bird-nests of China (no
doubt very nourishing), and eyen the Italian garlic flavor and the
German caraway seed. Of course, the religious sanctions in regard
to food are also a powerful influence and never to be disregarded.
Certain habits in the care of children must be understood in
order to be altered, as, for example, the Polish habit of never washing the head of a very young child, which is based on a superstition
that washing the head causes feeble-mindedness. The Italian parents and some Austrians are often unwilling to let their daughters
take part in even the most wholesome neighborhood activities. This
extreme caution is not simply narrowness and hardness of heart,
but is deeply rooted in national social tradition as to the protection
of girls and their place in home 1i fe. We find often most serious
conflicts between the young boys and girls who are learning new
ideals and their parents who can know only those of the old country.
We cannot reconcile the differences without understanding their
roots.

c.

AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH.

The faults of our housing conditions, public care of streets, city
and rural sanitation, are so obviously an obstacle to the education
of the foreign-born in American citizenship, that it would seem
unnecessary to speak of them but for the fact that there prevails
among many intelligent and influential Americans an ineradicable
opinion that the unsanitary conditions of immigrant quarters are
entirely due to the immigrant's preference for dirt, crowding, and
lack of light and air. No doubt many immigrants have low stand-
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ards of cleanliness and order, but it is also true that many of them
are forced to live where cleanliness and order are made as difficult
as possible, as in Philadelphia, where water pressure is so poor that
many houses can get no water above the first floor, and others must
depend upon hydrants in the court yards, and where many miles of
streets are without sewer connection and surface drainage is a
necessity, or in New York with its crowded tenements.
The New York situation in regard to the state of mind of certain
Italian neighborhoods towards the representatives of the city government is illustrative of the kind of education in citizenship which we
give the foreign-born. I am told by a former settlement worker
who came to know his neighborhood very well that it was nearly
impossible to get the Italian residents to give any information about
crime or disorder, but that on the contrary they did all they could to
thwart the police and shut them out from any activity in keeping
the peace. There were many feuds, but each act of violence was
avenged privately.
The people were firmly convinced by their
experience with the police that no possible justice lay in that quarter,
but that the city's police system was simply a way for American
politicians to make money out of the ignorant. \Vhat happened to
a criminal in the courts depended entirely upon how much money he
could lay hands on. Certain gang leaders boasted, and could prove,
that they could do anything they pleased and get away with it without taking any trouble to conceal it.
An Italian woman complained to me that a neighbor's house and
yard drained into her yard, which was constantly wet from this
surface drainage. The owner of the offending property loudly contended that he did not have to do anything to stop the trouble because
he was "a politician-man," and several fruitless reports to the Bureau
of Health had borne out the contention. This is our kind of lesson
in American citizenship and civic responsibility, and leads us to think
seriously of the desirability of casting the beam out of our own eye.
D.

INTEREST IN LANGUAGES.

It is no doubt impossible for the American social worker to speak
all the languages she will encounter, but it is probably entirely
possible for her to acquire a fair understanding of one or two
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languages and to pick up as she goes along a few phrases in each
of the tongues her patients speak. The few words are an evidence
of interest which goes far to win the response and confidence which
are necessary to effective social work. The interest in the language
serves to indicate the wider interest in the family's ways, difficulties,
and character. It helps to free them from any sense of inferiority
by showing them that they have a knowledge which we value (and
the psychiatrists tell us that many hindering traits such as obstinacy,
conceit, and sullenness are the result of a sense of inferiority).
At Bellevue courses in different languages have been given to
the nurses who were to visit in immigrant neighborhoods, to give
the nurses a start with the languages. It was found that with a
slight beginning equipment the nurse went on and gathered in the
course of her work a much fuller knowledge of the language, but
that without the lessons to begin with she rarely made a beginning.
The value of an ability to check up by our own knowledge of some
few words the reports of interpreters is extremely helpful m a
matter often difficult-the satisfactory use of interpreters.

E.

LITERATURE.

Among the bulletins of the C. 0. S., published by the Russell
Sage Foundation, is a monograph on certain Italian families, done
by a worker who knew at first hand both the Italian background and
the American experiences of the immigrants. These studies are
the only thing of their kind which I know; those of a similar sort
should be possible to make, and would certainly be most helpful in
the study of immigrant problems hy social workers.
Scattered through biographies, autobiographies, works of travel
and stories of folk life is a good deal of more or less valuable material on national customs and superstitions. I suppose that everyone
unconsciously picks up a good many impressions from these sources
and uses them in interpreting immigrant and natiYe situations. If
this material could be checked up and systematized, it might be of
use.
Good case records ought to furnish further material, but in the
present state of record-writing we should probably not get a great
deal from them. The knowledge gathered by social workers and
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nurses in the course of their work would no doubt yield a great
many facts and much understanding.
The work of the Y. W. C. A. in tlo!.e International Institutes, in
army camps among foreign-speaking soldiers, and in the education
of Polish girls in the Polish Gray Samaritan Training School has
resulted in the accumulation of much knowledge of foreign customs
and characteristics which may already be in print in the form of
reports, but which should be thoroughly organized and put into
permanent form. This subject of a literature has many further
possibilities.
In the far west where Mexicans and Orientals are an element
of the population, they would of course demand the same kind of
study as the Europeans, and seem to present-especially the Orientals
-a far more difficult problem on account of their comparative
strangeness to us. The Negroes are a subject for study perhaps
even more difficult.
In all this consideration of racial and national character, we must
not forget that there is danger in generalization and the presupposition of "types," and that each individual is no less an individual for
being a member of a race or a nation. Individual differences can
be known only by a study of the individual. In individuality the
members of all races and nations are universal-alike in that all are
different.

A GOOD CITIZEN.
"A good citizen is one who is willing at all times to make some
sacrifice of his time, means and convenience to advance the common
welfare, and has such an abiding interest in this that he is always
watchful and needs no urging to do his duty."- Ex-GOVERNOR
JunsoN A. HARMON, OHIO. (Municipal Reference Library Notes).

HEART DISEASE AND ITS RELATION TO
PUBLIC HEALTH¥
M. L. WOUGHTER

Executive Secretary of The Associatinn for tlze Prc7•cntion and
Relief of H cart Disease
Until within the last few years, heart disease has attracted little
or no attention in public health discussions.
Its frequency and
importance have apparently failed to impress the profession, or the
laity, yet heart disease causes more deaths than tuberculosis.
At the recent draft examinations, 2o/o of those examined were
rejected because of serious heart disease, and for the first time this
problem assumed a national importance. AcC(1rding to Dr. Louis
I. Dublin of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, 2o/o of
persons examined for insurance were not accepted because of heart
lesions and 2% of workers examined for industry were found to be
similarly affected. 10 to 2o/o of children examined in the public
schools of K ew York were found to be suffering from organic
disease of the heart. Under 25 years of age, this condition causes
as many deaths as Typhoid Fever, and between 25 and 35 years it
causes as many deaths as Lobar Pneumonia. Between 35 and 45
years, it causes more deaths than Bright's Disease, and after 45 years
of age, it shows a higher death rate than that from any other
disease.
From the above facts, we may conservatively estimate that 2%
of the population or in the United States, m•cr 2,000,0(}0 persons
suffer from serious heart disease.
In view of the magnitude of this problem, the amount of suffering and the extent of the handicap to the patient. and the great
economic loss to the community, it is not a little surprising that, as
yet, no concerted public effort has been directed toward its prevention
and relief. Although much may be done to improve the condition
*Read before Bi-Annual Meeting National Organization Public Health
Nursing, Atlanta, Ga., April, 1920.
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of these patients with heart lesions, at the present time their care
is unorganized and they are left largely to their own resource~. In
absence of intelligent supervision, cardiac failure becomes more frequent and severe, and eventually the patient becomes a burden to his
family, to the community and to himself.
Special effort in Prevention and Relief of Heart Disea!lle is
needed because it is preventable to a considerable degree and, although the heart be already damaged, its condition may be improved
and future breakdowns may be made less frequent and less severe.
That this may be accomplished has been well proven in the New
York development of the past six years. The well known cycle of
periodic examinations, special cardiac clinic supervision, convalescent
home care, and vocational guidance, adjustment to occupation and
social environment has been the means by which these results have
been obtained.
The actual prevention of heart disease will require a prolonged,
patiently organized 'vork with co-operation of the many health and
social agencies. The most promising point of attack for prevention
in children is the elimination of acute rheumatism and the allied
rheumatic manifestations. Much may be expected from attention
to diseased tonsils and teeth, and from the proper care during convalescence after acute infections have run their course. In the adult
the most important causes are syphilis, chronic intoxications and
fatigue.
In 1915 an Association was formed in New York to disseminate
information about and to arouse public interest in these matters of
Prevention and Relief of Heart Disease.
The well established
evening clinic at Bellevue Hospital, under supervision of Dr. Hubert
V. Guile, was an example of the work that could be accomplished if
adult patients were cared for in special heart clinics. To meet the
situation adequately, it was evident that more special cardiac clinics
were needed. The formation of these clinics was encouraged, together with those for children similar to that of Dr. \Villiam P. St.
Lawrence at St. Luke's Hospital.
The number has constantly
grown and there are now 27 well organized clinics in New York
City, in which some 3,000 patients are registered.
Through the
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Executive Committee of the Association for the Prevention and
Relief of Heart Disease, the cardiac clinics of New York were organized into one Association which has had a stimulating influence on
the work of the clinics and has already formulated valuable standards.
A similar work of special heart clinics is being done in the
Central Free Dispensary in Chicago, under the direction of Dr.
James Herrick. Also at .Massachusetts General Hospital and Peter
Bent Brigham in Boston and Barnes Hospital in St. Louis.
Measures of Prevention and Relief can only attain measurable
success when assisted by an effective Social Service Department.
This is indispensible in the following fields of activity:
I. Follow-up of hospital, dispensary and convalescent
patients, and referring of them to clinic for further examination and advice.
II. Betterment of hygienic conditions in the homes and
the giving of temporary relief.
III. Co-operation with schools and Boards of Education
for the detection of cardiacs among school children and
notifications of parents and physicians. Much of this has
been installed by the Board of Education in New York,
Teachers are instructed:
a. To permit these children to enter or leave school
directly before or after the regular time for normal
children.
b. To excuse carcliacs from physical training, fire
drill, etc., and to lengthen the lunch hour to avoid
hurry in eating.
c. To revise the individual regime upon the receipt
of a report of a cardiac's condition from the home
physician.
IV. Occupation is of great importance and should be
given in a separate paper on relation of heart disease to the
Industrial Division of Public Health. Occupation must be
adjusted to fit needs of patient by relieving some of the more
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strenuous duties, by the changing of occupation to some
lighter form of work, by the teaching of a new occupation,
and by the placing of the patient in some small self-supporting
business.
Besides the individual work of the Social Service connected with
the Special Cardiac Clinics, the placement of cardiac patients is very
successfully carried on through the Bureau for the Handicapped
connected with the New York Hospital Social Service Association
under the direction of Mrs. Ida M. Duggan.
V. CoNVALESCENCE-Until recently the average convalescent home would not take cardiacs. However, much has
been proved through experiments of long stay at Sharon
some time ago, and in the last 5 years at Burke Foundation,
where patients are sent for short re-constructive stay of from
4-10 weeks. (Feeling that those needing longer stay belong
to the chronic, rather than convalescent group). Their results obtained in the past 6 years in the care of over 2,000
selected cases are most convincing.
Right selections for
convalescent homes can best be made through the special
cardiac clinics, where patients are kept under supervision for
long periods of time.
It is interesting to know that St.
John's Guild will soon give over 150 beds for cardiac children
from 1-16 years, and will arrange to open their hospital all
winter for cardiacs, accommodating from 300-400; a great
undertaking.

The Need at Present1. More special Cardiac Clinics.
2. More provision for care of diseased tonsils and adenoids.
3. :More provision for dental care.
4. Opening of Convalescent Homes for cardiacs.
5. Co-operation with schools and Boards of Education.
6. Occupations-adjusting work to needs of patient.
Vocational guidance for youth.
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The facts presented indicate the need of an organized attack
upon the problem of Prevention and Relief of Heart Disease. The
need for supervision, which means more than the medical care of
patients in their periods of serious illness. It implies the intelligent
supervision in their homes, in the schools, and in the workshops ;
the instruction of patients, parents and teachers; the selection of
suitable occupations; the establishment in dispensaries of special
classes for heart disease patients and the extension of facilities for
their convalescent care - all these will be needed to prevent the
occurrence and postpone the re-occurrence of the acute attacks of
heart overstrain which are in themselves so dangerous and distressing and which lead so inevitably to permanent invalidism and
dependency.
(Those who have been engaged in the work have
been greatly encouraged Ly the results obtained. Seemingly hopeless patients; both adults and children have been markedly improved
and not infrequently returned to a life of usefulness and comfort).
We believe that if this information is properly presented to the
public, the response will be prompt and substantial.

"Be a iood soldier, and a guardian just;
Likewise an upright judge. Let no one thrust
You in a dubious cause to testify,
Through fear of tyrant's vengeance, to a lie.
Count it a baseness if your soul prefer
Safety above what Honor asks of her :
And hold it manly life itself to give,
Rather than lose the things for which we live."
-EIGHTH SATIRE OF

JUVENAL.

SUGGESTIVE METHODS FOR IMPROVING THE
TEACHING OF DIETETICS TO

NURSES~

ELEANOR F. WELLS
Supervising Dietitian of the Social Service Department, New York
Post Graduate 11! edical School and Hospital

The problems of improving the teaching of dietetics to nurses
is so great and far-reaching, that it seems impossible to encompass
it in specific detail in this short period. Moreover, each institution
has its individual problems to meet in adapting dietetics to its needs.
The dietitians have long felt the need of standardizing the Curriculum
in Dietetics for Nurses. To this end, a committee of the National
Dietetic Association is nO\,v working on such a curriculum which we
hope shortly to present to the Nursing Body for approval. In the
meantime, suggestions are in order and constructive criticism will
be welcomed.
With this end in view, it has seemed advisable to confine myself
tonight, to suggestive points for your consideration. The first point
I urge is stronger co-operation between the Training School for
Dietitians and the Hospital. The pupil nurse gets her training in
theory, in direct contact with her practical work. The dietitian must
cull her practical experience in hospital work, after she has finished
her training. I should like to see such affiliation between colleges
and hospitals, that the Hospital Dietitian give a series of lectures
at the college on hospital problems, particularly bearing on the
methods of teaching dietetics to nurses.
This should be followed, on the part of the pupil by a post
graduate course in the hospital, involving experience in assisting in
teaching practical dietetics, in attending the lectures given by the
Head Dietitian, and in drawing up, and presenting under supervision, at least one lesson plan to the class. This plan is to a certain
extent, carried out now by students in the Department of Health at
*Read before the Joint Meeting of the New York Branch of the Nursing
League of Education, and the New York Association of Dietitians.
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Teachers College, studying to be Instructors of Nurses. The hospital is the practical working field.
The period allotted to Dietetics in many Training Schools, while
originally adequate to the needs, has not increased in proportion
to the demands the subject is receiving from the hands of the
:Medical Profession. Nor are the Dietitians blind to the fact that
limited time in training, and limited number of pupil nurses has its
important bearing on this point. The general course in dietetics
should include, in the probationary period a group of from 6 to 8
lesson-s in ward cookery, housekeeping, and tray service.
The
preparation of hot and cold beverages, toast, egg cookery, and
methods of heating and making gruels in the wards should be included in this period. This preliminary course should be followed
in the early Junior year by alternate lectures and practical application
of the same, in Dietetics proper. The nurse is then learning gradually, a subject which is difficult in itself. She is getting her dietetics
in conjunction with her Chemistry, Bacteriology, and Anatomy and
Physiology. The correlation of these subjects is bound to bring
about a clearer vision of them all. Diet in disease from a general
point of view should he taken up here. But the specific details of
diets, should be given in the Intermediate year, with direct application to the patient in the ward. Too often, the dietitian does not
come in contact with the special ward patient, and her subject can
therefore be only taught in the abstract, while to really hold the
interest of her pupils, she should be able to teach it in the concrete.
If there is a lecturing centre, or seminary, attached to the hospital,
I would suggest the nurses attending such lectures on patients where
diet is the main problem. The Dietitian :"houlcl attend these lectures,
also, as instructress, for the purpose of handling her problems more
intelligently, and conducting the quizzes following the lecture, with
the students. I am making a double point here, first, by holding
interest by teaching in graphic example, secondly, that the graduated
courses, may keep the subject thoroughly alive and abo aiel as a
review for the State Board Examinations.
The objection may be raised here, that one Dietitian cannot find
time for all this detail. Onr dietitian cannot. But the time has
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come for the standardization of the Dietary Department, with the
Administration Dietitian, as well as the Teaching or Laboratory
Dietitian, and the post graduate student assistant. The latter, in
her Senior's absence should be able to carry on directed work.
The question of the amount of time a pupil nurse must spend
in the diet kitchen is a much mooted point. In order to give all
the pupils Diet Kitchen experience, the time is often cut too short
to be of value to any one involved. I shall be interested, therefore,
in your reaction to the following suggestion. This is a time of
specialization. By her Senior year, the nurse should know which
one of the many branches of her profession she plans to enter. It
therefore behooves her to take subjects that will directly fit her for
her chosen work. The nurse who is planning to do private duty,
will find a knowledge of dainty foods, and a well arranged tray,
very essential.
Therefore, plus her foundation in cookery, she
should spend part of her dietetic training in pantry work, in charge
of the trays and serving of meals. Too often, good food is spoiled
by poor service. As diet nurse she should be responsible to the
Dietitian who would make rounds during meal hours. The probationer who has just had instruction in tray service, should work
under her.
It is seldom that a nurse elects administrative work, while still
in trauung. Such problems are recognized generally as post graduate. But the nurse taking post graduate training, has incomplete
knowledge of administrative affairs, without a knowledge of how
the dietary department is run. A few weeks spent in the administrative end of a dietary department, will by no means train her to
run such a one herself. But it will give her an understanding of
the problems to be met there. Sometime, she may be a Superiniendent of Nurses, or of a hospital herself, with her own Dietitian.
How much better can she understand the problems facing her, with
this knowledge behind her.
The Public Health and Visiting Nurse have a problem that so
far has not been met from the dietetic point of view. Nor can she
acquire this necessary knowledge in the hospital proper. To be
But it's
sure, she must get her foundation in cookery there.
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adaptation to the problems of the tenement, she can learn only
through her Social Service Dietitian, who cares for the special diet
problems that may come in through their Dispensary, or who need
follow-up work on discharge from the ward.
Often times the
social problem of the family, hinges on the question of food. It is
the Social Service Dietitian's province to acquaint herself with these
problems, to know the national customs, dishes, and prejudices of
her patients, to frequent their markets with an eye to assisting the
people in wise selection of food, to supervise their budgets, with a
suggestive thought to the right proportion of expenditure in their
income. Such a training in dietetics is necessary for the public
health, visiting and dispensary nurse, and her training is incomplete
without such knowledge.
In summing up may I state my points as,-closer affiliation with
the colleges; an apprentice training in the hospital of post graduate
nature for the pupil dietitian; graduated classes in dietetics for the
nurses, with close application to the concrete and graphic, and a
practical adaptation of dietetics, for the nurse, to her specialized
work. May I add one other point, that a dietitian be represented
on each State board for the purpose of making out and correcting
the examinations in dietetics. We of the Dietitian group place these
points before you for your approval, hoping that together, we may
acquire stronger co-operation, to the same end, through better
understanding.

"I like to see a man proud of the place in which he lives. I like
to see a man live in it so that his place will be proud of him. Be
honest, but hate no one; overturn a man's wrong-doing, but do not
overturn him unless it must be done in overturning the wrong.
Stand with anybody that stands right, and part with him when he
goes wrong."-A. LINCOLN.

EMPLOYMENT FOR THE HANDICAPPED
III.

THE CRIPPLE

IDA lVI. DUGGAN

Director, Emplo)'11-tent Bureau for the Handicapped of the
Hospital Social Ser'l,ice Association of
New York City, Inc.
The Employment Bureau for the Handicapped of the Hospital
Social Service Association has had 3,494 handicapped applicants of
both sexes in the year ending June 9, 1920. The age of the applicants ranged from 15 to 80 years. Twenty per cent were foreigners
without citizen's papers.
Half of the applicants were cripples.
This term applies not only to the man or woman who has lost a
limb, but also to the many cases of arthritis ; arterio sclerosis; fractures resulting from automobile accidents; the partially blind; multiple burns and scars ; hemiplegia; sacre illiac strain; locomotor ataxia;
osteomylitis; paralysis, poliomyelitis; and rheumatism.
The applicants are referred to the Bureau from the Social Service
Departments of the Hospitals with a diagnosis from the physician
who attended them while in the hospitals or as out-patients in the
clinics. A large number of these applicants must return to the
hospital clinics for massage, bakings, electric and other treatments,
one or more mornings a week. The cripples are in need of immediate employment more than any other group of handicaps because
they have been months, sometimes years, in the hospitals or have
been maintained by other members of the family who can ill afford
to help them financially.
The physical improvement of the applicants from the continuing
of their hospital treatments, even in six months' time, is marvelous.
Consequently the Bureau makes the greatest effort to encourage the
return of the cripples to the hospitals for treatment and has found
employers who will allow the employee to get off to go to the hospital
for treatments.
It may seem surprising to the outside world to learn that the
cripple is not badly handicapped. He has a good heart, good lungs,
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and good eyes, therefore, he is physically fit for almost any kind
of work which does not conflict with his disability. The man or
woman who has had one or both legs amputated, or one arm amputated, is always in great demand in industries and is about as
placeable as the normal man. They must, however, be fitted into
a new trade because in most cases they cannot continue in their old
one. An applicant who had always worked in a lumber camp in
Maine, and had both legs frozen and later amputated, one above the
knee and one just below, was one year in a hospital. He is very
ambitious and cheerful, and after being fitted with artificial legs
was placed with a motion picture company, in a sitting position, as
inspector of reels, at a very good salary. When this firm moved to
Long Island City he was placed with an express company, driving
a one-horse mail wagon. During the worst storm of the winter for
4 days, he led the horse through the side streets where the road had
not been broken. He very proudly stopped at our window to show
us how he could jump on and off the wagon with the greatest ease.
A longshoreman of 55 who had had his right leg amputated at
the hip as the result of an accident, was placed as a door watchman
at an exclusive women's club. After a few days he made himself
an invaluable member of the household by his watchfulness in keeping objectionable agents, peddlers, etc., from entering, and by keeping a close watch on packages which were carried out by doubtful
employees.
A splendid man of 40, highly educated, but alcoholic, who lost
his left ann at the shoulder in an accident while intoxicated, was
placed in a clinical thermometer factory grinding in the marks and
figures on the thermometers.
He worked at this during
the winter then wanted a country position, and was placed at a
Boy's Camp in the mountains as an assistant cook and was later
made chef of one of the camps where he is doing well. He has an
occasional spree, perhaps once in 2 years, but is not tempted to
drink at any other time.
A young woman of 27, formerly a chambermaid, had her left leg
amputated at the hip.
She was first sent to the Singer Sewing
Machine Company who taught her to operate a power machine, and
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then was placed as a machine operator on high priced sofa pillows.
On the power machine she does not use her feet, guides the work
with her hands, has no standing, and as the work is piece work, she
is making an excellent salary.
None of the above mentioned cases receive Workmen's Compensation as they did not receive their injuries while employed.
Of the cripples from automobile street accidents, the most
pathetic was a woman of 38, who though 8Yz months pregnant was
deserted by her husband. She was taken to a hospital and her baby,
born after the accident, was given over to the New York Foundling
Asylum. After 5 months in the hospital the woman was referred
to this Bureau for a position. She was walking on 2 crutches, as
her hip was badly injured, and after several operations one leg was
6 inches shorter than the other. She was placed in a factory near
her sister's home in Brooklyn to do packing of light hardware supplies (curtain rings, etc.). The produce is carried to her and taken
away when it is ready for packing in the shipping department. She
has no standing or walking in the factory, and is now caring for
her child as well as herself.
Another auto victim, a man of 70, was run down by a recklessly
driven army truck on a street crossing. He was in a hospital 8
months and when discharged was referred to this Bureau for a
position. He walks with 2 canes, consequently, must have a sitting
posttlon. He was placed in a large hotel sorting and counting flat
silver and his condition has improved wonderfully from the light
work and nourishing food. His case is yet to be tried in court and
as he has sufficient evidence against the driver of the truck it is to
be hoped he will be recompensed for his injuries.
A waiter of 35, whose right side was paralyzed and who had been
9 months in a hospital, when discharged was to go back 4 mornings
a week for baking and massage. He had been financed by the Social
Service Department and other agencies to such an extent that no
more aid could be given him and he was given a pass to the almshouse as this seemed the only solution to the problem. The Social
Service worker, as a last resort, referred him to the employment
bureau to see if he could possibly be placed. Being extremely neat
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-although very shabby-and having a pleasing personality, he was
immediately placed with a leading publisher as a messenger, is giving
valuable service to his employer, and has earned his living for the
past 10 months.
A woman of 39, formerly a telephone operator, and office man01.ger
of a tubercular clinic, who had been on Black,:vell's Island over 2
years as an incurable from a compound hip fracture, is nmv in a
hospital at Coney Island as telephone operator, and is paying back
money borrowed 3 years ago from friends who have long since
ignored her. She gets around the hospital in a rolling chair which
she manipulates by the wheels.
The partially blind, who will eventually be totally blind, are a
very difficult type to place. They cannot be educated as a b1incl man,
nor one who sees partially because they shortly will be entirely blind.
One night a stationary fireman of 21 lost the complete sight of
one eye and most of the sight of the other one. He has been told
by the most eminent eye specialists that he will be entirely blind
from atrophy of the nerve in a year or so.
His quiet resigned
manner is a grief to behold and he will not accept sympathy. He
lives near a large piano factory in Long Island City, w~here, when 14
years old, he worked as a messenger in the key department. The
interest of the President of the Company was aroused through this
and he was induced to give the applicant a chance. He placed the
applicant in the key department where he has been employed for a
year and has grown adept in work which does not require eye sight,
and is making a splendid salary.
Another young man of 21, a church organist before becoming
totally blind, who could operate an Oliver typewriter, was placed with
the Dictaphone Company to be taught how to operate the 2 together.
At present he is employed in a collar factory as a typist. He was
invited through the efforts of this Bureau, to give 2 organ recitals
at the Wanamaker store which were so well given that he received
five dollars for each recital.
The cripple can be fitted into all industries in \vhich their handicaps will permit them to work.
As _they are nearly normal the
employer has no fear as to accidents involving vVorkman's Com-
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pensation. They are unable to take up their former pos1t10ns on
account of their crippled condition which may require walking,
standing all day, or using both arms or hands.
Fitting the cripple into a new job necessitates a complete readjustment of the applicant's living conditions. He must begin on
a smaller salary until he is accustomed to the work. The ambitious
man or woman seldom complains about this and as the physical
condition improves, they progress rapidly. In referring the cripple
to the employer stress is laid on the fact, and in his presence, that
he is worth 'While. That aside from the fact that he cannot return
to his former occupation on account of his handicap, he is capable of
giving complete satisfaction.
I have found that his hearing on
leaving the office is considerably different from that with which he
entered.
Dr. Richard Cabot. in speaking of placing cripples in industry,
said it was much easier to place cripples in positions than to keep
them placed. \:\Te have not found this to be the case. The average
cripple placed from this Bureau has not been as restless a; other
types of handicapped. There are in all lines of handicapped employment work men who will not work if they can possibly avoid it but
many perfectly normal men are in the same state of mind.
One of the special characteristics of all cripples is their mental
condition. All are neurotic and too much sympathy will demoralize
them. Many have been out of work and in the hospital for months,
some times years, and it would be strange indeed if they had not
lost their grip on life. They must re-adjust themselves to a new
position and new living conditions. Dr. Cabot's view of the mental
condition of the cripple is true in some cases when he said that the
mental condition was a contributing cause of the physical condition.
That a person who has lost a leg has something wrong mentally.

COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTRE IN CONNECTION WITH
LEBANON HOSPITAL SOCIAL SERVICE
EDNA L. BERNSTEIN
Chairman, Ladies' Auxiliary, Social Service Department,
Lebanon Hospital, New York City.
In Lebanon Hospital a Medical Social Unit has been organized
which, in addition to giving social care to the patients within the
institution, is making a study of the health needs of the district in
which the hospital is located. Every family in the district is being
visited in the hope that the workers will be able through instruction
and service to reduce the mortality and morbidity rate and raise the
health tone of neighboring homes.
The work was begun in March, 1919, with one worker in the
field. We started by taking the square block next to the hospital.
The nurse visited every family to ascertain the social and medical
needs. It was rather difficult to reach the people at first as they
looked upon us with suspicion and fear. We thereupon had cards
printed in English and Yiddish to be presented on entering the
home, in an effort to establish a friendly feeling.
Very often,
some demonstration of interest in the children, or a word spoken
in their native tongue, (even if one knew only one or two words)
would establish a friendly feeling. We found that many times a
home would haxe to be visited 4 or 5 times before achieving any
results.
To give an idea of the good results attained I cannot do better
than cite one or two cases. \Ve found a cardiac who was attending
a cardiac clinic at Bellevue Hospital not knowing there was such
a one across the street. After the nurse's visit she attended our
clinic and consequently saved much of her time and energy.
There was another case of a cardiac child who climbed a hill
The nurse looked into this and
4 times a day to go to school.
arranged for the child to be transferred to another school where
she did not have this hill to climb. Consequently the condition of
the child is very much improved.
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From July 1st we began intensive work taking the complete
history and census of each family. By this time the people began to
respond. They did not wait until we visited their homes but would
come to interview the worker at the office. They came for instruction and advice on many problems and we had to be prepared to
meet all kinds of needs. The work developed so quickly through
the summer that by October 1st we had 4 workers in the field, each
nurse taking one square block. Many cases required medical and
nursing care in the home; this was given gratis or arrangement~
were made for private physicians when they were able to pay for
this service. Specialists' advice was arranged for in unusual cases.
There were a great number who did not know of the valuable
services they could receive in the hospital and dispensary. vVhen
we found pre-natal cases we referred them to the pre-natal clinic.
Infant cases were referred to the Infant Hygiene Clinic. Home
visits followed and instruction was given the mothers in the care
of the babies. \Vhenever necessary nursing care is given in the
home; this was especially necessary during the influenza epidemic
\vhen invaluable services were rendered. When the need for convalescent care is discovered we arrange for the patient to be sent
to a convalescent home, while cases exposed to tuberculosis are sent
tD a Preventorium.
We have orphans committees. We furnish free X-Ray, and appli. ances such as braces. belts. whitman plates, etc. Groceries and milk
are also furnished when the need is urgent. \Ve find employment for the unemployed and make application for licenses. One
whole family was moved to the mountains as a prevention from
tuberculosis. We have also distributed instructive health literature
according to diseases found in each home.
As a result of our first year's work we found the people eager
for knowledge of the care of their families and accordingly we arranged a course of lectures given once a week for a period of 4
weeks. The subject of the first \vas ''The Infant," at which we had
an attendance of 100. The second was "The Adolescent Boy and
Girl." with an attendance of 200. The third was "The Woman,"
attended by 300 and the fourth "The 1fan," also very well attended.
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This alone proves to us that at last we have reached the people.
After the fourth lecture the people were so enthusiastic that they
begged for another course and consequently we arranged 3 more
with the same very good results. As a result of this success we are
planning several other courses of lectures for the fall.

"An autocratic ruler may govern without science, a bureaucracy
may dispense with science, but no democracy can survive unless its
education is sound, unless its educational policy is based upon the
achieved science of its time, unless scientific research is constantly
encouraged. This is the challenge of the hour. Shall we have the
wisdom, the self -sacrifice and the courage to strike down ignorance
and to arrest human wastage with zeal and enthusiasm equal to that
with which we marched to o-verthrow the enemies of the State on the
field of battle ?"-A. RoGERS, Canadian Journal of Mental Hygiene.

"But realization is not the last step, though it is the first. We
need be under no illusion that the stream of news can be purified
simply by pointing out the value of purity.
The existing newsstructure may be made serviceable to democracy along the general
lines suggested, by the training of the journalist, and by the development of expert record and analysis. But while it may be, it will not
be, simply by saying that it ought to be. Those who are now in
control have too much at stake, and they control the source of reform
itself."-WALTER LIPPMANN.

THE HISTORY, VALUE AND PROGRESS OF THE
TUBERCULOSIS AUXILIARY MOVEMENT
GRETTA JONES
E:recuti've Secretary, Associated Tuberculosis Auxiliaries

The first organized step in the prevention of tuberculosis in New
York City was taken 18 years ago by the establishment of the
Committee on the Prevention of Tuberculosis by the Charity Organization Society, which has been succeeded in the past year by the
New York Tuberculosis Association.
Of equal, if not of greater importance, was the organization in
1906, by that Committee, of the Association of Tuberculo~is Clinics.
The Auxiliary movement entered the campaign simultaneously, lending to the work interest and financial support, and contributing
largely to the success of the campaign.
It is not possible to describe or evaluate the work of the
Auxiliaries without calling attention to the pioneer work of the
Association of Tuberculosis Clinics, ·which led the \vay in organized
effort for dispensary control of the disease, and to the leadership and
untiring efforts of Dr. James Alex. :Miller, President of the Association, Dr. John Huddleston and Dr. Hermann M. Biggs to whose
intere5t in tuberculosis New York City owes the first forward steps
in the co-ordination of public and private organizations in the fight
against tuberculosis. During those early pioneer days, under the
influence of the Gouverneur and Bellevue Tuberculosis Clinics, the
first in New York City to advocate tuberculosis social service, individual public-spirited women (who later organized as Auxiliaries)
were helping with this problem, and making possible the carrying
out of medical advice by providing funds for emergency relief and
special workers to visit the homes and adjust the many difficulties
encountered.
It was not, however, until New York City was districted for the
clinic care of patients living in the different sections of the city,
that it was recognized that special care and ~mergency relief were
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needed for many patients and their families, and that organized
effort on the part of those interested in the social problems was
necessary and should become an integral part of the clinic machinery.
In 1905, one year after the first clinic was opened, the first Auxiliary
was organized, with Mrs. Borden Harriman as Chairman, and
operated in connection with the Presbyterian Tuberculosis Clinic.
This Auxiliary later offered its services to the Department of
Health, established 2 other Auxiliaries, and finally became incorporated as "The Society for the Prevention and Relief of Tuberculo~is" under the able guidance of Mrs. Hermann M. Biggs and
later of Miss Ruth Twombly, the present Chairman.
Additional Auxiliaries were later organized by others interested
in the work and financed hy private contributions, until at the present
time, there are 7 Auxiliaries and 7 Committees doing similar work
and actively engaged with the social problems in 14 clinic eli ctricts,
developing community spirit for the advancement of health standards.
The Auxiliaries and Committees connected with the various
clinics are organized with a full complement of officers and hold
meetings reguh•.rly for the purpose of helping with the problems of
the clinic by giving emergency relief and advice in regard to the
social and economic adjustments necessary in so many of the homes
of tuberculous patients.
To these meetings are invited representatives of the various
relief and health activities of the district and the clinic nurses, who
are also the home visitors. This gives an opportunity to have presented both the medical and social aspects of the case. Under this
plan, excellent co-operation has been established. making possible the
solution of many difficult problems, affording the Auxiliaries their
most valuable opportunity to care for the interests of the family and
the community. This, and temporary aid for patients not identified
with organized relief, are the problems for which the Auxiliaries are
best fitted and to which they give sympathetic interest and stimulus.
There are, however, others cared for; those who have been helped
by other agencies but who, for sufficient reasons, have been refused
further aid. This problem is one of the most difficult with which
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the Auxiliaries have to deal, for although the relief-giving agency
may be entirely justified in its policy of refusing further aid under
certain conditions, the Auxiliaries feel that when tuberculosis is part
of the problem, they must provide care for such cases for the reason
that they represent a community health interest for which they have
assumed responsibility.
Because of the importance of this problem, emergency relief will
always be an important part of Auxiliary work. In the early days,
it was of the utmost value as the only means of enabling the nurse
to establish confidence in the home, so greatly in need of her influence.
From a program of emergency and other relief, the work has broadened until today prevention plays the leading role. Conditions found
in the homes of patients unable to accept institutional care led the
Auxiliaries to establish the first Day and Night Camp for the care
of such patients. Today there are 4 of these Camps and only those
familiar with conditions in the crowded tenement homes can appreciate what these camps mean to the mother who would otherwise
have no choice but to commit her children to an institution, to enable
her to go to a sanatorium, or to the man who can be self-supporting
if provided with an opportunity to sleep in the open.
The influence of the Day Camps led further and in connection
with this work the first Fresh Air Class in New York City was
established which was the second in this country. Today we have
32 such schools doing important work in the fight against tuberculosis.
Nurseries for the care of delicate babies of tuberculous parents,
and also Day Nurseries for the care of well babies of tuberculous
parents, have also been established, affording opportunities of special
value in preventive work and education of the mothers who are
taught the value of proper feeding and some of the simple rules of
personal hygiene.
In order to correct any impression which this may give that the
children of tuberculous parents are considered a menace to others
and should be segregated, I must say that these nurseries (or Preventoria) were not organized as a result of any such conclusion but
because the need for this work was found to exist.
At a recent
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meeting of the Associated Tuberculosis Auxiliaries, Dr. John S.
Billings, Director of the New York Tuberculosis Association, in
distus9ing this question, assured the Committee that the possible
danger of spreading infection in this way was very slight and could
not be considered a menace.
The Kimball Memorial Hou~e for the care of young women and
children attending Day Camps or waiting admission to sanatoria,
with its home-like atmosphere, proper food, opportunity to sleep in
the open, with sympathetic medical and social support, is filling a
long felt need. It has been said by well known sanatorium superintendents that patients admitted from this institution were most
desirable because of their education in personal hygiene and the
appreciation of their own responsibility in getting well.
A small Day and Night Nursery for the care of babies of tuberculous parents in need of special care is also carried on in connection
with this House, accomplishing results that warrant the extension of
the work, and it is hoped that opportunities of this kind may eventually be extended to every district in the city.
Realizing the great value of dental hygiene in preventive work,
dental service has been furnished to clinics unable to meet this want.
Additional workers have also been supplied under similar conditions.
Clas'Se~ in corrective exercises, personal hygiene, vocational and
occupational training, domestic science and home-making, playgrounds, club rooms, Boy and Girl Scout organizations for the
children of tuberculous parents have also been established.
JYiuch of this work has been developed and carried on for the
special purpose of helping to accomplish one of the most important
and difficult functions of the tuberculosis clinic, namely the examination of those exposed to tuberculosis. This is carried out as far
as J'ossible for the purpose of doing preventive work and locating
early or incipient cases. It is not easy, however, to convince parents
that apparently well children and adults should be examined "quarterly" because they were exposed to tuberculosis.
By taking children and growing boys and girls from their homes
and offering them opportunities of work and play that are of interest
and pleasure by making physical examinations, dental correction, etc.,
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necessary conditions for admission to clubs and playgrounds, the
desired results are obtained and opportunities afforded for the correction of physical defects that could not be otherwise accomplished.
The results are reflected in the health and morale of the community
and pay a health dividend that far exceeds the time and money
expended.
Such are the preventive measures which have been
developed.
During the trying days of the war, when many of the tuberculosis
physicians and nurses had enlisted, the Auxiliaries gave interest and
stimulus to the work.
Shortly after the signing of the Armistice, the leaders in the
Auxiliary movement called attention to the need of more active
measures to deal more effectively with the tuberculosis problem in
New York City. This was one of the reasons for the organization
of the New York Tuberculosis Association and directly resulted in
the formation of a central organization under the name of the
Associated Tuberculosis Auxiliaries, affiliated with the New York
Tuberculosis Association and the Committee on the Prevention of
Tuberculosis of the Brooklyn Bureau of Charities, with the following
officers representing the five city boroughs:
Miss Blanche Potter, Chairman, representing Manhattan.
Dr. T. M. Lloyd, 1st Vice-Chairman, representing Brooklyn.
Mrs. George Forbes, 2d Vice-Chairman, representing Queens.
Mrs. Wm. G. Willcox, 3d Vice-Chairman, representing Richmond.
Mrs. Hermann M. Biggs, Secretary, representing the Bronx.
Miss Gretta Jones, Executive Secretary.
The principal objects of this organization are as follows:
(a) Care and prevention of tuberculosis through the provision
of adequate relief and economic rehabilitation.
(b) The study of relief methods and community needs.
(c) The extension of the Auxiliary movement to cover all
tuberculosis clinics and the standardization of the work.
(d) The co-ordination of all agencies interested in the care and
prevention of tuberculosis.
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(e) Representation in the New York Tuberculosis Association,
the Committee on the Prevention of Tuberculosis of the Brooklyn
Bureau of Charities, The Association of Tuberculosis Clinics and
on committees in which such representation may be mutually advantageous.
The New York Tuberculosis Association provides the offices for
meetings of the organization and secretarial, clerical and stenographic
staff.
By-laws have been prepared, committees appointed, and the
organization is now actively at work.
A survey of the social problems of the Clinics, Health Centers
and Auxiliaries, has already been completed by the Executive
Secretary, bringing out important facts of value in planning the work.
A survey of conditions relative to occupations among women and
children also has been made.
The following is a tentative outline of standards and proposed
activities:
Tuberculosis auxiliaries or committees now members of the
Associated Tuberculosis Auxiliaries, or hereafter applying for
membership agree to the following: Every Tuberculosis Auxiliary1. Should have as its object the observance of medical advice
through supplementary social service.
2. Should have a full complement of officers.
3. Should hold conferences at regular intervals with the clinic
staff and representatives of local welfare workers, for the purpose
of mutual advice in regard to tuberculosis work.
4. Should obtain funds for its own support and operate on a
budget.
5. Should have a worker designated as in charge of the Auxiliary work, who may be either the nurse-in-charge of the tuberculosis
department, or a separate Auxiliary worker. This appointment to
be made with the approval of the Clinic Executive.
6. Should keep uniform records for similar types of work, and
submit a monthly report to the Associated Tuberculosis Auxiliaries.
The supplementary social service, when of an emergent or
temporary character, may be given in full by the Auxiliary, but
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when of a continued nature, should be done m close co-operation
with existing agencies as follows :

1.

Relief.
Nutrition classes.
Classes in dental hygiene, prophylactic and repair work.
Preventorium day nurseries.
Posture classes.
Scout movement.
7. Camp Fire Girls.
8. Playgrounds.
9. Fresh air work.
10. The Big Brother and Big Sister movement.
11. The support of the worker (on part or full time) for the
supervision of the auxiliary work.
12. Dietitian.
The above include the usual lines of tuberculosis Auxiliary work.
The following special activities require considerable financial outlay
but are important parts of an adequate tuberculosis program:
1. Convalescent homes.
2. Special sanatorium care.
3. Temporary homes charging a moderate fee for patients
awaiting admission to sanatoria.
4. The support of homes for the care of young children and
babies whose parents are temporarily unable to care for them, but
who are willing and able to pay for such service.
5. Classes in domestic science.
6. Classes in occupational training.
Considerable progress has already been made. A public meeting
has been held. The Society for the Prevention and Care of Tuberculosis which has rendered extremely valuable service in this work,
and which is affiliated with the Department of Health, is actively
engaged in extending this work in the Tuberculosis Clinics of the
Department of Health. Altogether, those interested in the movement are confident that there will eventually be established an
Auxiliary for every Tuberculosis Clinic in Greater New York.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON RECORDS OF
THE PENNSYLVANIA ASSOCIATION OF
HOSPITAL SOCIAL WORKERS
The Social Service Departments represented in the Pennsylvania
Association of Hospital Social Workers have for sometime felt the
need of improvement in their records.
As a first step toward bringing about such improvement, the
Pennsylvania Association appointed in October, 1919, a Committee
to make a study of records of the various departments and to make a
report based on this study. Miss Josephine Bright, Director of the
Social Service Department at Hahnemann Hospital was appointed
chairman of the Committee. The Committee begins its work by
sending out to every social service department in Philadelphia a request that 5 records be submitted for study. If the departments kept
2 distinct types of records, for long and short service cases, both
types were to be submitted.
Of the 40 hospitals included in the request, 19 responded by sendnig records to the Committee. About 100 records were thus obtained and studied.
Among these 100 histories was found a variety of record forms.
Nine of the 19 hospitals are using a uniform face sheet, which was
prepared for Philadelphia hospital social work about 4 years ago by
the Bureau of Social Research of Seybert Institution. Of the other
10, two are using a face sheet somewhat similar to the Seybert sheet
and formerly in use by many of the other hospitals of Philadelphia,
but discarded by the association in favor of the present Seybert sheet.
One department is using a rather elaborate face sheet of its own.
Two hospitals are using special forms to fit psychopathic and tuberculosis work. The other 5 are using small cards of various forms.
In most cases the records are typewritten but in some departments
there is no provision or insufficient provision of clerical help and the
records are written in long hand by the worker who does the case
work. The long hand records were meager and unsatisfactory.
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The recommendations of the Committee apply to long service or
intensive case records only, with the exception of points 1, 8 and 9,
which are of general application.
The following are the recommendations submitted by the Committee to the Pennsylvania Association:
1-GENERAL

Clerical help is necessary.
The time of the worker should not be taken for writing records.
2-FACE SHEET

(a)
(b)
(c)

(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)
(e)
(f)

The uniform face sheet now in use, is approved by the
Committee.
The face sheet should be filled out completely if only
for statistical purposes.
Enough detail should be placed on the face sheet and in
the record to show the reason for action taken.

3-N ARRATIVE
Have case number and page number on each page.
Have date and headings in margin.
Records should state facts clearly so that a new worker
taking up the case would be able to learn of the work
done.
Do not leave out the subject of a sentence.
Avoid use of word "impression."
A void use of impressions as facts.
When case is closed or transferred to another agency,
state in definite terms reason for closing or for transferring.
4--.SUMMARY

(a)
(b)

Case should be summarized each year and when the
case is closed.
Summary should state action taken and reason for closmg.
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(c)

The summary of the record should be kept on a separate
sheet next to summaries from other agencies.
(d) Have summaries from other agencies next face sheet in
chronological order.
5-CORRESPONDENCE

(a)
(b)

Correspondence should be kept in folder with record.
Correspondence should be summarized in the narrative.

This report was taken up as the subject of the December Meeting
of the Pennsylvania Association. Each point was assigned to one or
more members for discussion.
In the cours~ of the discussion, several of the points made in the
Committee's report were called into question and other points were
emphasized and amplified by the speakers.
1-This statement received mutual agreement. On this point the
Association passed a resolution with the idea that such action might
be helpful to workers in hospitals which did not provide adequate
clerical help.
2-The uniform face sheet is generally acceptable. Most agencies that are using other forms are doing so for reasons of economy,
with the exception of the special hospitals which require information
that is not called for on the general face sheet. The main criticism
to be made in regard to the uniform face sheet prepared by Bureau
of Social Research is, that not enough space is given for the recording from time to time of conditions which vary, such as, for instance,
the financial statement, housing, address, work, medical treatment
and diagnosis.
2-The face sheet should he filled out for statistical purposes.
This point was brought to the notice of the Committee by the fact
that many face sheets are not completely filled out because the information called for does not seem necessary in the treatment of this
particular case.
The statistical value of the information is quite often lost on the
case worker. But in these times of surveys, and special studies, it is
found to save a great deal of time in the end if a minimum of infor-
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mation is recorded for all cases, irrespective of the facts needed in
the case treatment.
3-In regard to the form in which the narrative is written, the
point particularly called in question was, that of the use of headings
and dates and their arrangement in the margin.
The point (e) in regard to the use of "impressions" in the narrative, brings up enough discussion to form a volume in itself. The
committee had found considerable misuse of impressions in records
and believe that such misuse is more or .less general, and that it is
most detrimental to the value of records for purposes both of treatment and research.
Certain outlines may be useful in helping a
worker to avoid false statement in the recording of her own personal
and vague impressions.
It was suggested that the word-"Social Treatment"-be used
instead of "action taken" in connection with the summary and also
the narrative.
4--Summary. The Committee had suggested the keeping of the
summary on a separate sheet next to the summaries from other
agencies with the idea that it would be convenient to have a number
of special summaries which could be used to send to other agencies.
It was pointed out in the Meeting, however, this would necessitate the
making of a great many duplicate summaries, which might never be
used. It was also pointed out that there were good reasons for pla~
ing the summaries in chronological order in the record. The question
of the proper place for summaries was finally left open.
There was practically no dissent from the view that summaries
should be secured from all agencies to which the case is known and
placed in the record next to the face sheet in order that in reading
the record such important preliminary history may not be overlooked.
5-In regard to correspondence, a very good point was made in
opposition to the suggestion that correspondence should be summarized in narrative. It was argued that the use of the summary of the
letter in the narrative would tend to prevent the reader from reading
the correspondence in full in its proper order, and would be conduThe opinion was
cive to superficial and careless record reading.
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stated that correspondence should be filed with the record and noted,
letter by letter, in the narrative and that it would be necessary for
the reader to read each letter in its proper place.
It will be noted that the Committee has made no attempt to get a
complete statement of the purpose of the medical social record, but
has implied two purposes, one, to enable a new worker taking up the
case to proceed with the treatment intelligently, and, two, to show
the reason for "social treatment." l\1uch more could be said on this
point. The brief report of this committee touches only the more concrete and obvious points in the method of record keeping, which
ought to form a minimum of uniform practice in hospital social service departments.
The committee would appreciate any suggestions from other hospital social workers in regard to their experience and ideas in record
making.
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CORBIN, ELLEN
11118/18. Ellen's sister Ann brought her in to Maternity Dispensary. Said she was pregnant. Did not know how far. Has discovered she was not menstruating. Took her to family physician
who, upon examination found her pregnant. Ellen is 17 years old
but has not been able to get very far in school, only to third grade.
Had never been very strong and had never seemed as bright as other
children. Mother died when Ellen was four years old. Since that
time Anna has had the care of her. Father is Captain for private
yacht and two brothers are with the Army in France. Have found
out from Ellen that the boy responsible for her pregnancy is one
William Johnson, 17 years old, a High School student. His family
have not been approached regarding it, neither has he as, owing to
Ellen's mental condition, the famHy would prefer keeping it quiet.
Are very anxious to have Ellen away from people who know her.
DESCRIPTION. Ellen is a short, blonde, childish looking mdividual, very lame. Probably mentally deficient.
ELLEN's STATEMENT. SociAL HISTORY. \iVas born in Trenton,
N. J., is 17 years old. Father, Charles, 48 years old, i~ Captain on
private yacht. Mother died several years ago of tuberculosis. Oldest sister, Anna, 28 years old. Keeps house. Sister Lillian 19 years
old. Clerk in candy store. She herself has never done any housework, owing to lameness. Has been treated for her lameness in Children's Hospital in 1912. Did not know what caused lameness.
RELIGION. Has been accustomed to attending Methodi~t Church.
RECREATION. Her only amusement had been attending moving
picture shows. Worker asked Ellen if she knew what condition she
was in and she replied: "Yes, I am going to have a baby." When
asked who the father of unborn child was, gave the name of William
Johnson, 17 years old. Address, 210 S. Summer St., Trenton, N. J.
Said she had met him at school in 1\1arch, 1918. Had taken her evenings to moving picture shows. Never came to house for her; but
she met him a few squares away from her home. Said he had never
asked to come to the house. Had intercourse with him first time in
April. They were out for a walk one evening and he took her und~r-
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neath the boardwalk where she had intercourse with him. Worker
asked Ellen if she understood consequence of this act and she replied, "she did." When she was asked if she considered the act right
or wrong she replied, '"wrong" and when asked why she considered
it wrong she replied, because she wasn't married." Said she told
William Johnson in July that she was pregnant and at first he "was
mad" and afterwards said "he was sorry." '
PLANS. Said she expected to take the baby home with her aGd
thought her father would be willing to provide for her.
AcTION. Steered to ·Maternity Dispensary. Examined by Dr.
Jones. Pronounced pregnant, 6 months. Later admitted to l'vfaternity Dispensary as waiting woman to help make supplies. Later \V.
telephoned Children's Homeopathic Hospital with regard to Ellen's
treatment there. Hospital gave diagnosis of T. B. Hip. Date, 8/1/12.
12/10/18. Psychological Clinic requested to give date for Mental Examination for Ellen.
12/17/18. Ellen examined in Psychological Clinic.
12/19/18. Letter number 1 received from Psychological Clinic
as follows: "Ellen Corbin, born October 10, 1901, was examined at
the Psychological Clinic by Dr. Witmen, December 17, 1918. The
examiner has asked me to write you the following report :
Ellen is feebleminded, of a grade not higher than a Low Grade
Imbecile (Barr) . Her educational limit is the third grade. The cause
is probably tubercular degeneracy. In view of the fact that she is a
feebleminded woman of childbearing age, she should most certainly
be placed in an institution.
1/6/19. Resident on lVfaternity Service requested to make examinations for Gonorrhea and Syphilis.
1/15/19. Resident on Maternity reports \Vasserman Negative.
1/31/19. Resident of Maternity reports Vaginal smear examined for gonorrhea, negative.
2/6/19. Letter No. 2 sent to Anna Corbin, requesting an interview with either her or her father, stating that Mental examination
had been made and it would be desirable to have the result explained.
2/10/19. Anna Corbin into S. S. D. Was informed of the re-
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sult of Mental Examination. Likewise the suggestion made that
steps be taken to place Ellen in an Institution for the feeble-minded,
as soon as discharged from Hospital. Anna was unable to give any
definite decision without consulting her father ; but felt sure he would
be willing to have Ellen placed in an institution.
3/13/19. Ellen delivered of female child, baby apparently
normal.
3/14/19. Anna Corbin notified of birth of baby by telephone.
3/18/19. Letter number 3 sent Dr. Johnstone and Letter number 4 sent Dr. Hallowell, asking for information with regard to admission to feeble-minded institution in N. J.
3/21/19. Letter number 5 received from Dr. Johnstone giving
particulars of Training School and method of admission.
3/22/19. As baby, Elizabeth, is running a temperature and is in
rather poor condition, transferred to Child. Ward G. Previous to
transfer, examination of Vaginal smear for Vaginitis found N egative.
4/2/19. At time of delivery indications were that Ellen had a
Neiserian infection. Vaginal smear was ·examined and found Positive.
4/17/19. Mr. Corbin and Anna into S. S. D. Mr. Corbin is a
man of very good type and apparently a man who has always lived
a clean life. He displayed a great deal of common sense when diicussing Ellen; he had supposed that inasmuch as she was not mentally like other girls, and appeared so childish no one would harm
her. Agreed with \Vorker the only thing to do wa5 to place her in
an institution for the feeble-minded. He would be very willing to
pay baby's board in a boarding home, if such could be found. The
subject of the father of the child was thoroughly discussed with him
-with regard to the boy's attacking a feeble-minded girl; the fact
that Ellen had Gonorrheal infection; also placing of some responsibility on the father of the child. Mr. Corbin said he himself knew
nothing of Venereal Disease except what he had heard from sailor~
when he was on the Yacht. In his own family there had never beea
any such thing, neither had there been any mental condition as far
as he was able to recall, H~ also agreed to see the b@y and his
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father to talk the matter over carefully with both and to take action
at once towards having Ellen admitted to feeble-minded Institution.
He requested that a letter be sent Dr. Lee, City Doctor of Trenton,
whom he knows well; explained the case to him. Ellen's infection
was explained to Anna, who knew nothing of Venereal Disease and
was told what precautions to take in order to protect those of the
household. Later Ellen was taken home by Anna, baby remaining
in Ward G.
4/17/19. Letter number 8 sent Dr. Lee explaining Ellen's condition and asking him to assist in any way he could towards having
Ellen placed in an institution.
4/25/19. Letter number 9 received from Dr. Lee expressing
willingness to help in every way possible.
5/1/19. Baby was taken by Worker to boarding home in Nicetown.
5/9/19. Letter number 11 sent to Anna telling her that the
baby has been taken to Nicetown.
5/14/19. Letter number 12 received from Anna enclosing
money order for baby's board.
6/5/19. W. visited Corbin home in Trenton. Home is very
comfortable and clean, well-kept and furnished, showing good taste
and refinement. One brother had been discharged from service; he
was a very bright, active looking boy. The whole atmosphere of the
home \vas one of congeniality. Mr. Corbin said he had written the
boy asking him to come to see him and as yet the boy had not replied;
but he wished to give him a fair chance before sending for his father.
Application had been made to State Feeble-minded Institution and
Dr. Lee had called the case to the attention of Governor Edge, a
personal friend of his. 1\fr. Corbin had received notice of date for
case to come up in court for the placement of Ellen. Ellen herself
seemed very cheerful and well, and had been treated by family physician for gonorrheal infection regularly. l\f r. Corbin promised to
notify Worker as soon as anything definite happened.
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SMITH, SUSAN
INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT. Referred by Dr. Caldwell for investigation of home condilions. Pt. is pregnant and they wish to save
the child if possible. Pt. was in Ward B. and left against advice.
DESCRIPTION. Pt. is of medium height, fair, blue eyes, bobbed
hair, looks as if she were about 16, extremely nervous in manner.
FIRST INTERVIEW 6/9/19. Took place in Pt.'s home.
SociAL HISTORY 6/9/19. Pt. was in bed when worker calL:d,
no one haYing stayed home from his employment to care for her.
Number one's mother was left a widow when he was a small boy.
He was sent to Girard College, where he remained six years, having
left seven years ago. While at Girard College, he was trained in
a general way, but for_ no particular trade. When he first left the
school, he was sent to work for the Pennsylvania R. R., in the office.
He left the office to work in the yards, where he received better pay.
He is employed as an air-brake inspector, and has always worked
night work at this, which means that it is necessary for him to be
away from 3 to 11 p. m. He would be very glad to change to day
work on number 2's account. He is now doing the housework, cooking. etc. Number 2 lived in this neighborhood until her marriage to
number 1. They attended the same church and it was through number 1's sister that she met him. For one year, previous to her marriage, she was employed as a press-feeder at the Carter Talking Machine Co. This was hard on her nerves. Number 2 said that she had
known number 1 for 3 years previous to her marriage, and that they
had seen each other seldom as he had always worked night-work, and
when he did have time off he did not always come to see her. Showed
W. the marriage certificate, which showed that they were married
6/26/18 by Father O'Hara. Number 2 spoke of the bedroom furniture in the room in which we were sitting, Mahogany dressing
table, bureau, and chiffonier, for which they had paid $140.00 in full.
Pt. said that she had lived with her mother for a time, but was not
content. She prefers to be alone with her husband and does not
want him to leave her.
6/10/19.

Carter Talking Machine Co. :-Susan O'Shea was em-
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ployed there 4/17/18 to 6/4/18. Ability, Fair; Record, Poor. Absent 7 days without excuse.
6/11/19. Talked with Mrs. O'Shea, who says that at the age of
3, number 2 was knocked down by 2 dogs and was unconscious for
some time after and for a time she was extremely nervous. Nervousness re-appeared when she began to menstruate, at the age of 13.
She worked at the Carter Talking Machine Co. previous to her marriage. She knew number 1 about 3 years previous to her marriage,
but seldom saw him. Relatives were much disappointed that number
2 married him, and for a time after their marriage, as the family
were not quite satisfied with the vvay things were going, they persuaded them to move in with her sister, Mrs. Jane Naulty. Mrs.
N aulty was present during the interview and said that this arrangement was not satisfactory as the 2 men did not get along well. Mr.
N. is English. Says that number 1 is peculiar, never looks her in the
eyes. As he worked night-work, his meals were irregular, which
made it hard on Mrs. N.
6/11/19. They do not want to try this arrangement again. If
number 1 works at night, number 2 is alone and this makes her extremely nervous. Spoke to them of number 1 doing day-work and the
relatives helping out clw.ring tke clay. As number 1's mother wished
to assume responsibility, they did not interfere. They had number 2
previous to the time she went to the Hospital which meant a bed in
the living-room; and as number 1 came home from his work dirty
and greasy, it was hard for them. They prefer, too, to have their
own home. Number 2 is jealous of number 1, thinking that he goes
to see his mother too often, where he meets other young men and
women. Neighbors tell Mrs. 0. that sometimes he does not come in
till 2. Neighbors also say that he takes her walking at 2 in the morning. One night as she was coming to her mother's, an automobile
followed her and they have been afraid that she might be kidnapped.
Mrs. 0. prefen to have number 2 in the Hospital. Promised to talk
with number 1's mother and later to talk with her again. At the age
of 13, the Dr. thought Pt. would have St. Vitus Dance.
6/11/19. Talked with Mrs. D. Corey.
She says that she has
been going regularly to see number 2 and to help her with the work.
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She, however, goes during the day, usually in the afternoon. She
realizes that number 2 should not be alone at night, and hopes that
number 1 can get day-work. She was willing to have number I and
number 2 come and live with her, but as there are 6 in the family and
only 2 bedrooms, it means that they would be much overcrowded.
Says that she had trouble with number 2, 2 months after marriage, as
number 2 objected to number 1 going home to see his mother. She,
however, is willing to do whatever she can to help her at this time.
6/13/19. Reported as above to Dr. Caldwell. He asked that
number 2 be brought to Mat. Disp. for prenatal instructions.
6/16/19. Father Sullivan says that he is interested in number 2
and kels that she is well cared for. States that she is to live with
her parents and does not feel that we need to continue our interest
in her. Will have report for us on 6/21/19.
6/17/19. Visited about noon time. Number 1 is not working
but expected to go to day-work at Cramp's Ship Yard. Number l's
mother has been over to help number 2 with the work. Told number
2 that Dr. Caldwell wished her to go to the Mat. on the morning of
the 18th. Number 1 agreed to bring her in if he did not go to work,
and in that case, would notify us. Told them of our visit to relatives.
Told them we would visit number 2's mother today and try to arrange to have the relatives care for number 2 while number 1 is at
work. The house was very untidy, table was piled with milk bottles,
scraps of bread, etc. Number 2 had not yet been up, and number 1
had been sitting on the back step reading magazine.
6/17/19. :Mrs. O'Shea. Told her of our visit to Mrs. 0. and to
Father Sullivan, and of Mrs. O.'s willingness to help number 2 at
this time. Mrs. 0. says she cannot be reconciled to number 2's marriage, did everything to prevent it, kept number l's letter to number
2. Does not feel that it would be wise to follow Father Sullivan's
advice, and have number 2 come there and live. Told number 2 that
we felt that she would lay aside past grievances toward number 1 and
his family, and help to make it possible for number 2 to have the
proper care at home while number 1 is working. She agreed to do
this, so she will visit and do what she can.
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6/20/19. Visited, as number 2 did not come in for prenatal instructions to Mat. Disp., number 2 was not yet up, 10 a. m., said she
was willing to go with us to Disp., as she and number 1 could not get
ready in time on the 18th. The house was in much better order than
on any previous visit, although the supper dishes had not been
vvashed. Number 1 explained this by saying he had gone out the previous evening to see about his work. He is to go to Cramp's at 1
o'clock today, and if he passes his physical examinations, will begin
work there on the morning of the 23rd, as assistant shipbuilder.
Number 1 prepared number 2's breakfast and went to his mother's
to borrow a suit for her, while number 2 was getting ready to go
with W.
6/20/19. Took number 2 to Mat. Disp. Dr. gave her instructions in diet and asked that she return in 2 weeks with specimen of
unne.
6/20/19. Took number 2 to Dr. Wills, who says that she is
greatly improved and asked that she come in to see him after she
has been to Mat. Disp. on July 2. Took number 2 to her Mother's.
Mrs. 0. is delighted over number 2's improvement and says that she
will do all she can to help us carry out the present plan. Appreciates
our interest very much. Said, when number 2 was not present, that
w·hen she first began to notice her nervousness at Easter time, could
not lace her shoes nor comb her hair. At times they thought her
mind was entirely gone, she acted so peculiarly.
6/20/19. P. N. visited P. R. R., West Philadelpdia, number l's
former Employer. He said number 1 had started to work for him
in Oct., as a messenger boy, and later was promoted to air-brake inspector; but had left one week ago. He said he had never been very
fond of work, and has done all he could for him.
6/26/19. Visited. House was closed and neighbor next door
said that number 2 had gone out a short time ago.
It was a very
rainy morning when VI/. called. Neighbor also said that number 1 is
working regularly at Cramp's Shipyard. Left books for number 2
on prenatal and infant's care.
6/27/1 9. :Mrs. O'Shea telephoned. Said that number 2 stayed
with her last night and late this morning, number 1 telephoned that
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he had overslept and was angry that there was no milk for his breakfast. Pt. has finally told Mrs. 0. that number 1 drinks and that there
had been trouble between them over money and, as they have no
money at the present time, number 2 is afraid that he will sell bedroom furniture. Number 2 was very much better until number 1
telephoned this morning. After his telephone message, she grew extremely nervous and insisted on going home. Mrs. 0. is afraid
that they will have words which will make her worse. Promised we
would visit late this afternoon.
6/27/19. Visited. Number 2 and number 1 were in the kitchen
having a serious quarrel. Number 1 said he had never put up with
as much from anyone, as he had from number 2. He said that on the
day that W. had taken number 2 to the Hospital she had taken all the
money out of the house, leaving him without a cent. \Vhen he was
ready to go to Cramp's, he was without carfare and was unable to
borrow it from a neighbor. Number 1 says that he does drink and has
been drunk on several occasions since their marriage. Number 2 is so
jealous of number 1 that she wants his constant attention, does not
even want him to read in her presence. Her people interfered and
did not want his people to visit when she was in the W d. Number 2
says that she never told her mother anything about their private lives
until this morning when number 1 telephoned her. She says that when
she returned home from her mother's on the day that \V. had had her
to the Hospital, number 1 struck her with his hand when she came
in the door. She was in a dreadful condition after this and number
1's mother had come up to quiet her. Number 1 had been drinking
at this time. Number 2 said that she had taken the $15 to pay one
month's rent, and $8 to pay for their livng expenses until number 1
was paid on the 5th of July. Number 1 and number 2 called each
other liars. Number 1 said that number 2 frequently made him so
mad that he could kill her. Number 2 pounded so hard on the chair,
it seemed that she would break the bones in her hand. When W. suggested that number 1 go to his people, and that number 2 go to her
people until she was admitted to the Hospital, she refused and said
that she was not going to leave her furniture in the house and let
number 1 keep "open house." W. suggested that the furniture be
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taken to her Mother's until after her confinement, as we felt that the
trouble had been caused by number 2's illness and number 1's impatience, and that after number 2's confinement these difficulties would
clear up, and they should then re-establish their home. Suggested to
number 1 that he should go to his Mother's before we left and that we
take number 2 to her Mother's. Number 2 refused to go saying that
she had no fit clothes to wear and that she would go on the street
until after dark, as number 1 had given neighbors the impression that
she was insane. Number 1 finally left and we had number 2 to go to
bed, where she promised to stay until her mother arrived.
6/27/19. Visited Mrs. O'Shea's and told her that under the circumstances, it would be necessary for number 2 to be kept as quiet
as possible. Asked her to take her to her home and attend to the furniture. Mrs. 0. promised to attend to this affair. Suggested that she
bring number 2 to the Disp. on 6/30/19, in order that she might be
admitted at that time.
6/30/19. Number 2 in with her mother to Nerve Clinic. Explained present circumstances to Dr. Caldwell and suggested that she
be admitted to the Hosp. Dr. C. gave note asking that she be admitted. Later, learned from Dr. Howden, chief resident, that number 2 had not been admitted because Dr. \Vilis now had his full quota
in the Hosp. Told number 2 to come in on the 5th.
7/2/19. Number 2 in to Mat. Disp. with her mother. She is
very nervous and the Dr. H. suggested that she see Dr. Wills. Number 2 says that number 1 had not been to see her. Both number 2 and
Mrs. 0 talked about number 1, which made number 2 extremely nervous. Question number 2 about intercourse, and she stated that while
this had occurred during her pregnancy, it had not been frequently.
7/5/19. Number 2 admitted to Hosp., Dr. \Vilis' service.
7/6/19. P. N. reports that number 2 had tel. on visiting day to
her people, saying that she did not want to be visited.
7/7/19. Visited number 2 in W d. She seems content and says
she is being independent.
7/9/19. Visited in Wd. Says she is sleeping well and has a
good appetite. Number 1 has not been in, but she is not concerned
about it. Says that her sister was in today, and says that Father Sul-
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livan will see that number 1 pays the Hosp. bill. Number 2 is anxious
that we visit number 1's mother and ask that she come to see her
with her own mother, on the 13th.
7/9/19. Talked with number 1's sister who says that her mother
is v.rorking every day and number 1 is employed regularly at Cramps.
Both return after 5. Does not know what number 1 is earning. On
the 5th, the Hosp. sent word for him to come in to see about the bill.
He went to the Hosp., but as number 2's mother told him he must
see number 2 in the Hosp., he made no effort to do so. He seems worried about her and says that he has her on his mind constantly. Told
sister that Dr. Caldwell wished to talk with number 1 and that he
would arrange for an interview. Asked that she tel. to us on the
morning of the 12th. Talked with Dr. Caldwell about the situation
and asked if he would talk with number 1. Said that he would be
glad to do this, and asked that we send him to his home in the evening.
7/12/19. Number 1's sister tel. Gave Dr. Caldwell's address
and asked that she have number 1 call at his home this evening.
7/14/19. Talked with Pt. in the Wei. who says that number 1
was in to see her on the 13th. Says that she has a "feather in her
cap" as he came without her asking him to. Number 2 says that
number 1 has changed considerably, he is more considerate.
7/14/19. Talked with Dr. Caldwell, who says that number 1
came to see him on Sat. Eve. Had a very serious talk with him. Told
him he must go to see 11umber 2 regularly on Sundays. He has seen
Pt. in the Wd. today, and she seems quite happy, is getting along
nicely.
7/15/19. Saw Pt. in the Wd., who seems less nervous and is
quite content.
7/17/19. Saw Pt. in the Wd. Her sister visited her yesterday
and brought her flowers and cakes.
7/21/19. Miss Roth reports that number 2 was confined on the
19th. The baby is to be called John, Jr. The baby came easily and
quickly. Number 2 suffered little pain.
7/22/19. Visited Pt. in Mat. Wei. Number 2 was quite happy
and very calm. Said that number 1 had been to see her on Sunday,
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and was much surprised to see the baby. Saw John, Jr. in the
Nursery; is a very nice baby.
7/22/19. Visited. Mrs. O'Shea said that when she was notified
on Sunday morning, the 20th, of the baby's birth, she tel. number 1
as she thought he had a right to know it.
She is still very bitter
toward him and says that the day Pt. was admitted to the Vv d .. Mrs.
0. went to the house to tell him that he would need $10 at once, as
he would now have to pay for Pt.'s care. Said that he did not understand this as he had not previously paid, and he now had only $2. although he had been paid 2 days previously and had $5 refund on the
rent. Advised Mrs. 0. to leave them to themselves, when she comes
out of the Hosp., as we felt it 'vould be the only way they would get
along satisfactorily. Both vV. and Mrs. 0. agreed that it would be
best to have 2 rooms, as Susan would be unable to care for a 4-room
house. Advised that she have convalescent care at St. John, which
would probably mean that she would not be at home until Sept. Mrs.
0. approved of this as she wishes her to become strong at this time.
Says that she was almost insane when she came into the Hosp. the
last time. vVould jump up and tear all her clothes off except her
kimona, and insist on sitting on the porch at 2 o'clock in the morning,
and wanted to go back to her old home. Mrs. 0. had the priest an'noint her as soon as she entered the Hosp. as she feared she might
become demented.
7/25/19. Visited Pt. in the vVd. She had John, Jr. with her
and seems quite proud of him. Pt. seems much less nervous, though
she looks pale and thin.
7/25/19. Talked with Dr. Caldwell, who feels that number 1
and number 2 should live near number 1's work, away from their
relatives. Promised to try to carry out this plan.
7/29/19. Visited Pt. in Wr. \Vill be very glad, indeed, to go to
Sunny Rest for convalescent care. Number 1 has been coming to
see her on Sundays and getting a pass to see her evenings. Dr.
Howard has told her that she can leave the W d. at any time, and she
is expecting number 1 this evening. They have decided that it will
be better to go to number 1's parents' home for the present. John, Jr.
will be christened on the 3rd and number 2 will be glad to go to
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Sunny Rest on the 4th. She is not planning for a big christening.
Talked to number 2 about moving near number l's work as Dr. Caldwell suggested. Number 2 and 1 had talked this over and they think
this will be advisable. Suggested to number 2 that they take 2 rooms
as she will then not have so much work to do.
Sent application,
which was signed by Dr. Howard, to Sunny Rest Convalescent
Home.
7/30/19. Miss Sarget reports that number 2 left the Hosp. this
morning.
8/2/19. Visited. Number 1 was playing ball. Brother-in-law
went to the ball game and brought number 1 home to talk to \V.
Number 2 was nursing when W. visited. Had just been out to buy
a new pair of shoes; '''as wearing her sister's waist and skirt. Said
she had about given up the idea of going to Sunny Rest. One sister
said that this was due to the fact that she did not know how to take
care of the baby, as number l's mother has been caring for it since
she returned from the Hosp. :rvirs. O'Hara came in at this time; said
she had been upstairs lying down, crying, because she was so nervous.
Thinks that she needs convalescent care as much as Pt. does. Suggested that she make application to Father Barr to go to Sunny Rest.
While we were talking, l\1rs. Shoemaker, visitor from Sunny Rest
came in. Saifl that they had considered number 2's application on
the 31st, and she was quite sure that number 2 would be accepted on
the 5th. Number 2 agreed to go and \V. promised to send nurse to
gi-:e her instructions on the care of the baby. Talked with number 1
and number 2 about taking rooms on N. 9th St., which \Vould be near
number l's work. Told them we would consult the owner, who is at
Atlantic City at the present time, and will notify them in case they
can have the rooms. They would be very glad to take 2 rooms after
she returns, until number 2 is stronger.

EDITORIAL
In many instances as Emerson 1 has aptly pointed out, Hospital
social service departments were started because the hospital needed
to be humanised. Glaring evils, which had gradually crept into these
coldly scientific institutions, could only be corrected by unscientific
but sympathetic ladies. At first the social workers treated the patients
as friends. They attempted to make the patient feel at home; a thing
the busy doctor and the professional nurse had forgotten to do. \i\Thy
should an expensive department be maintained to correct the unnecessary shortcomings of doctors and nurses? In other institutions
the social service department does little but dole out relief. As the
relief agencies become more accustomed to the needs of convalescent
patients this function will gradually disappear. In still other hospitals the social workers had to buy their right to exist from the
hostile hospital authorities. This was done by doing all the odd jobs
which no one else wanted to do. Some departments were even started
to give occupational therapy to rich nervous patients. It is but a natural consequence that the duties of the social service departments
in different hospitals have developed along widely divergent paths.
This difference has been accentuated by the ideas of the benevolent
ladies who have in large part supported these departments. But in the
future, as the functions of the social service department become more
indispensable for the proper care of the patient, we will see its functions become uniform. At the same time the hospital trustees will assume its financial support. When these changes have taken place
there should be a gradual diminution in the number of ladies on the
advisory committee. Who would today expect to have a board of
lay women choosing and providing the salary of the pathologist or
roetenologist of any up-to-date hospital? Instead, an advisory board
composed of one of the superintendents, a representation from the
board of trustees, a number of physicians and a few experienced
ladies should compose the s.ocial service advisory board.
1.

Emerson, Chas. P., Hospital Social Service Quarterly, 1919, I, 263.
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PRISONS AND PRISON LABOR
The National Committee on Prisons and Prison Labor held its
annual Conference in New York, May 13th, 14th and 15th.
The opening meeting was held at Columbia University with a conference on the Farm Industrial Colony. Speakers during the sessions were Warden Lawes of Sing Sing, Dr. \Valter James on
Psychiatry, and the Prison-labor and the Prison, Hugh Frayne. Care
of Delinquent Girls was discussed by Dr. K. B. Davis, Mrs. Jessie
Hodder of Sherburn, Mass., and others.
On Saturday morning Frank Tannenbaum and George Hodson,
Sec'y of the Mutual Welfare League Outside, described the cell and
what it means from the attitude of personal experience. The former
said that the Juvenile Institution i~ a failure which does not create
useful citizens. Too much regularity, abnormal environment, repression, all effect character distortion. If we examine ourselves we
discern our own shortcomings. Cllildren are quick to perceive these
and lose respect for their elders. This makes for a lowered opinion
of humanity. The feeling that life is unfair grows in them. Upon
leaving the school the children are treated with suspicion and therefore draw apart with their own kind who are congenial. This special
group develops ethics which are strong in a loyalty to their own which
makes life tolerable. The jail should organize the life of a man and
make him a good citizen. Human nature is slowly adaptive under the
weight of centuries of tradition; a thousand channels lead to one fatal
act upon which a man may be finally judged. Form has no substance
in prison routine. Men are isolated on the supposition that fear governs them. Prison forbids self-expression. We can best foster this
by self-government. In the convict court punishment is rated a disgrace.

On May 21st the home office of the American Hospital Association was opened at 22 East Ontario Street, Chicago,-Dr. A. W.
Warner, Executive Secretary.
377
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The offices occupy the ground floor of a spacious residential
building located in the neighborhood of the North West University,
the American College of Surgeons building, and the American Medical Association building. The upper floors of the new quarters house
the editorial offices of the !IIodcrn Hospital, and ~~fodan !lfedicine
magazines, and the executive offices of the National Catholic Welfare
Council.

----------THE LIBRARY AND SERVICE BUREAU FOR HOSPITALS
During a recent conference between the executives of the American Conference on Hospital Service and the Rockefeller Foundation
of New York City a plan was organized whereby a library and service bureau of information on all lines of hospital development, including the organization and operation of hospitals will be established
in the American Hospital Association building. A well-fitted library
room on the first floor will be utilized.
The proposed Library and Sen·ice Bureau will collect, classify for
reference use and distribute types of data as outlined below :
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Plans, drawings and other data pertaining to the construction
of hospitals, dispensaries, first-aid rooms, etc. Also follow-up
of all new hospitals within one year of their opening for the
purpose of appraising efficiency and adaptability of architectural arrangement.
Complete record of hosrital architects with lists of hospitals
planned by them.
Records of equipment in new hospitals, dispensaries, etc., and a
follow-up for the purpose of ascertaining what part of the
equipment proved unnecessary and what additional equipment
was found necessary.
Indexes of hospital supplies and equipment, and equipment necessary for certain work with cost estimates.
Case systems with discussions and comparative data.
Health and hospital literature and reference material on community problems, vital statistics, social service, public health
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nursing, legal subjects, new laws and pending legislation affecting hospitals.

7.

Material and data concerning preliminary educational and publicity work incident to the promotion of hospitals. Data on
preliminary and permanent organization of hospital boards
and information regarding methods of business organization
and financing.

8.

Lists of names of suitable and desirable persons with the record•
of their work will be kept available for those desiring to employ persons for special work, as for various surveys, campaigns, etc. and for expert advice on various subjects.

9.

Complete records of all organizations and associations in the
hospitals-health field, with names of officials, information as
to purposes, scope and places of meeting.

10.

Information as to internal organization and management and
function and work of the various departments.

CLIENTELE

To

BE SERVED:

The Library and Service Bureau will give such reference service to
its clientele in person or by mail as may be requested within the
scope of its material. This clientele will comprise the following :
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

Hospital, medical, nursing and health organizations and publications; and the trustees, organizers and proprietors of
these.
Hospital organizers, trustees, superintendents, staff members, department heads and other executives in official capacity or as individuals.
Building committees and committees organized for the promotion of a hospital project.
Directors of dispensaries and first-aid workers in industries,
schools and colleges.
Architects.
Public Officials.
Others having practical needs.
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HELPING TO LESSEN THE BURDEN OF THE SOCIAL
AGENCIES OF THE FUTURE
The Dietetic Bureau, a department of the League for Preventive
Work, it is now 20 months old. In its development it has seemed wise.
to encourage the establishment of branch centers in various sections
of the city where people will feel free to go for advice and help relative to the part food plays in improving health. Social workers and
nurses have found the value of the help given and direct people to
these centers, but people also come of their own initiative. A neighbor, noticing the improvement in the health of the children in a family
under supervision of some one from the center, wants to know how
to feed her own children properly. A boy, with a manly desire to be
strong and healthy, but who is handicapped because of lack of
strength, wants to know how he can get into good physical condition.
People are eager for help. They seek ad vice, they follow it. They
are amazed that food can make so much difference in the health of the
family, and ask why no one has ever told them these things before.
They have heard of the importance of food to health in the abstract,
but they have never known hnw to get the concrete advice which
they needed concerning their individual problems. Every city holding
before its people the ideals of health should have such centers within
the reach of the people if they would see the ideals realized. The appreciation of the mothers is enough to justify the existence of these
centers, but a realization of what this habit of health will mean in
helping to lessen the burden of the work of the social agencies of the
future makes such centers seem not only justifiable, but a necessary
part of the present work.
LUCY H. GILLETT, Director,
Dietetic Bureau, Boston.
Bulletin of League for Pre·vcntive lVork.

A FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE COMl\lEMORATION
A dinner was held at the Hotel Biltmore, New York, May 12th,
in commemoration of the lOOth anniversary of the birth of Florence
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Nightingale. It was arranged by the Ladies' Auxiliary of Bellevue
Hospital, The State Charities Aid Association, and the New York
League of Nursing Education.
Mr. Homer Folks presided. In his introductory remarks he pre5ented briefly the career of :Miss Nightingale and its influence upon
the health problem of the present day. The vital object of the gathering was that impetus be given the campaign to educate the American
people, in the influence of public health and nursing education in
creating a happier and better race.
Major General Ireland discussed the work of trained nurses in
war and of the changing aspect of nursing from bedside care to prevention and educational work. The world is passing through the
greatest crisis of its history especially in regard to vitality and economic stability. Although there has been great reaction from the high
ideals which prevailed during war time. there is a strong desire in
many people to give helpful service. :Miss Anne Goodrich gave a
brilliant commentary on the influence of Miss Nightingale's character
and personality and likened it to the spirit of the reincarnation of
womanhood. Hon. Whitwell Wilson, the American representative
of the London Daily News, spoke of the ideals which held Miss
Nightingale constant in public service. He said "We live by hope,
love and honour. At the moment an ancient church is canonizing
Joan of Arc-another splendid woman. In order to appreciate the
shock which Miss Nightingale's career caused her friends, we must
read of the early Victorian society as pictured by Jane Austen. Om
first editorial woman writer, Miss Harriet :Martineau, wrote an obituary of Miss Nightingale at a time when she was mistakenly reported
dead, which was brought out after 50 years. She sprang from the
same kind of stock as Washington. Like Miss Cavell she was a princess of service. Both nourished their souls on the Bible. The dead
speak to us of the radiant path of duty. Have we those today who
need rescue? New York will be a centre of medical science. The
mighty influences of the past lead us to progress. America was in
the war from the beginning so far as disease and pain were concerned and will be until the end."
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THE AMERICAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION

Annual Meeting Oct. 4th-9th, Windsor Hotel, Montreal, Canada
MONDAY, OCTOBER 4, 1920.
REGISTRATION

Inspection of Exhibits.
Entertainments.
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 5, 1920.
lOA. M.
INVOCATION

Address of Welcome.
President's AddressBy Joseph B. Howland, President. Superintendent Peter Bent
Brigham Hospital, Boston, 1\fass.
Report of TrusteesRead by the Executive Secretary,
Executive Secretary's ReportBy Dr. A. R. Warner, Executive Secretary.
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 5, 1920.
2 P. l\1.
Community Hospitals as a Solution of the Rural Health Problem.By Dr. F. E. Sampson, Superintendent, Greater Community
Hospital, Creston, Iowa.
The Place of the Dispensary in the Public Health Program of the
FutureBy Mr. John A. Lapp, Editor, "Modern Medicine."
TUESDAY EVENING.
8P. M.
SECTION :-HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATIONChairman-Dr. R. B. Seem, Director, Albert Merritt Billings
Hospital, Chicago, Ill.
Secretary-Dr. A. C. Bachmeyer, Superintendent, Cincinnati
General Hospital, Cincinnati, Ohio.
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SECTION :-DISPENSARIESChairman-J\1r. John E. Ransom, Michael Reese Dispensary,
Chicago, Illinois.
Secretary-Mr. Clarence Ford, Superintendent, Division of
Medical Charities, State Board of Charitie~, Albany, N. Y.
\\TEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 6, 1920.
10 A.M.
Community Funds for Capital ExpendituresBy J\:fr. Pliny Clark, Superintendent, Presbyterian Hospital,
Denver, Colo.
Industrial Clinics in General HospitalsBy Dr. Wade Wright.
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 6, 1920.
2 P.M.
Trip on the St. Lawrence River.
Entertainment by the Local Committee.
\\ITEDNESDAY EVENING.
8 P.M.
SECTION :-NURSINGChairman-Miss E. M. Lawler, Superintendent of Nurses,
J alms Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, Md.
SECTION :-HOSPITAL CONSTRUCTIONChairman-Dr. George O'Hanlon, Bellevue Hospital, New York
City.
Secretary-Mr. Oliver IJ. Bartine, New York City.
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 7, 1920.
lOA. M.
Function of the Social Service Department in its Relationship to Administration of Hospitals and DispensariesBy Miss Ida M. Cannon, Director Social Service Department,
Mass. General Hospital, Boston, lVIass.
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Organization and Standardization of HospitalsBy Dr. James C. Fyshe, Edmonton Hospital Board, Edmonton,
Alta.
Report of Social Service SurveyBy :Mr. :Michael M. Davis, Jr., Chairman.
ROUND TABLEIn Charge-Mr. Asa Bacon, Superintendent, Presbyterian Hospital, Chicago, Illinois.

8 P.M.
ROUND TABLE (Continued).
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1920.
10 A.M.
Joint Session.
American Hospital Association.
American Conference on Hospital Service.
Program to consist of summary of reports by
Dr. John M. Dodson, Dean Rush Medical College, Chicago, Ill.
Miss l\fary C. vVheeler, Superintendent, Illinois Training School
for Nurses, Chicago, Illinois.
Col. James T. Glennan, U. S. A. M. C., Office of the Surgeon
General, Washington, D. C.
Miss Edna G. Henry, Social Service Department, Robert W.
Long Hospital, Indianapolis, Ind.
Rev. Chas. B. Moulinier, S. J., President, Catholic Hospital Association, Milwaukee, Wis.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1920.
2P.M.
Unfinished Business.
Election of Officers.
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AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF HOSPITAL SOCIAL
WORKERS
Semi-annual Meeting, in conjunction with A. M. A. Meeting
Program
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 7, 1920.
2 P.M.
Imogene Poole, Chairman,
Director of Social Service, University of 1Vlichigan Hospital
Alice Rushbrook, Secretary,
Director of Social Service, the Royal Victoria Hospital, Montreal
Medical Social Work as a Therapeutic Factor ...... Edna G. Henry
Director of Social Service, Indiana University.
Discussion ............ Miss Mabel \Vilson and Rev. John O'Grady
Problems of the Social Service Survey ....... Michael M. Davis, Jr.
Chairman, Committee on the Study of Hospital Social Service.
Discussion.
Occupational Therapy and Placing of the Handicapped ............................... Lilly E. F. Barry
Honorary Secretary, Catholic Social Service Guild, Montreal
Discussion.
General business of the Association of Hospital Social Workers
will be considered at meetings to be arranged. The committee which
is organizing the plan of districting the National Association of
Hospital Social Workers will present their plans for discussion and
for action.
A daily bulletin of the programs of meetings, general events and
information will be issued by the A. M. A., with a section on Hospital
Social Service, N. F. Cummings, Editor.

Exhibit of Hospital Social Service and Out-Patient Service.
The central exhibit of hospital social service will be a standard
social service office, located between the dispensary exhibit and the
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standard venereal disease clinic. The latter are under the direction
of the Out-Patient Committee of the A. M. A., Mr. J. E. Ransom,
Chairman. The social service office will contain a standard filing
system, and a record exhibit which will be assembled from record
departments of the membership of the Association of Hospital
Social Workers. The records will be displayed with annotations by
the directors of work of the department from which they are loaned.
Committees have been created who are arranging for conferences in
the social service office to be conducted by workers in special fields,
under the following chairman:
Miss Ida M. Cannon-Organization.
Miss M. A. Cannon-Training and Education.
Miss Susie Lyons-Psychiatric Work in Hospital Social Service.
Miss Grace Bolen-Maternity Centre Work in Hospital Social
Service.
Miss ·Scudder-The Unmarried Mother in Hospital Social Service.
Miss Charlotte Feezer-Venereal Work in Hospital Social Service.
Selected office organization material will be loaned from departments of our membership.
The exhibit of the Hospital Social
Service Association of New York City, Inc., will be a feature.
"One of the features of the coming meeting of the American
Hospital Association at Montreal, October 4-9, will be a model or
demonstration venereal disease clinic, under the general direction of
the Committee on Out-Patient Work. The purpose of the clinic is
to demonstrate to hospital people the best treatment procedure,
equipment, clinical organization, record systems and forms, social
service, in fact everything that goes into the structure of an efficient
clinic for the treatment of gonorrhoea and syphilis.
"The clinic will be operated by the Division of Venereal Disease
of the United States Public Health Service. This organization will
provide personnel for the clinic; assigning a doctor to be in charge,
a nurse and a technician to demonstrate the methods of preparing
for clinical use the various brands of arsphenamine.
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"Social Service in relation to venereal disease clinics will be
demonstrated through the Social Service Section of the Association
in co-operation with the Social Service Department of the United
States Public Health Service and the American Association of
Hospital Social Workers. Opportunity will be afforded all inquirers
to obtain expert advice on all phases of venereal disease clinical work.
Record forms both medical and social will be available for inspection.
"Another plan of the committee is to have available for consultation, at stated hours and places, experts in dispensary and
hospital out-patient work."- ]. E. RANSOM.
1V1iss H. B. Broderick, Social Service Department, Montreal
General Hospital, Chairman of the Montreal Publicity Committee,
may be addressed for local information.

CONFERENCE ON GROUP LIVING.
Members of the American Home Economics Association, the
American Dietetic Association, the Economics Section of the Y. W.
C. A., Deans of Vv omen, Faculties of Institution Administration
Course given in 34 colleges, assembled at the Lake Placid Club, New
York, for a conference on Group Living, May 27-3lst. The conference covered community kitchen experiments at Evanston, Ill.,
the work of Peabody Kettle, Cambridge, Mass., the Economy
Kitchen, operated by the National Civic Federation, Boston, Diet
Department in United States hospitals, Co-operative Buying and
Administration.
Sessions were held on : Housing, Research, Employee Study with papers by Professor \V. M. Cole, of Harvard
University, Dr. Susan Kingsbury of Bryn Mawr, Dr. M. A. Bigelow of Teachers' College, and others. Dr. Royal Meeker, and H. C.
Metcalf at the Bureau of Industrial Research, New York, read
papers on Personnel. The formal meetings were supplemented by
round table conferences.
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DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL DIETETICS.

Miss Eleanor F. Wells, B. S., Social Service Dietitian at the
Post Graduate Medical School and Hospital, New York City, has
accepted direction of a department of social dietetics in the Quarterly.
Miss Wells has had 8 years experience in hospital dietary work,
including 2 years at Johns Hopkins Hospital. She prepared for this
field by training at the State Normal School at Framingham, Mass.,
from which she has a Home Economics diploma, and at Columbia
University, from which she has a dietitian's diploma and a degree
of B. S. :Miss Wells is on the staff of lecturers at Teachers' College, and is giving the course in Problems of the Administrative
Dietitian during the summer session. She has always been active
in organizing post graduate courses in hospital dietetics for graduates
of schools of domestic science. During the war Miss \Vells enrolled
as a Red Cross Dietitian and directed the dietary department of
Brooklyn Hospital which at the time was a Naval Base Reserve.
She recently retired from the presidency of the New York Association of Dietitians but remains an active member of the National
Dietetic Association. During this last year Miss Wells has organized
the Dietetic Division of the Post Graduate Hospital Social Service
Department. The work started with organizing the Malnutrition
Class and has gone on to instruction of mothers and children in the
Pediatric, Cardiac, and Asthma Clinics. Direct affiliation with
Teachers' College has had its bearing on the issue, in that students
from the Nutrition Department there have put in practical work,
under her supervision, in case work, home visiting and home instruction in cookery, marketing, and housewifery to the double end of
edlljcating the families involved in proper ways of living, and of
giving the students the practical application of dietetics to Social
Service.

PROBLEMS OF NURSES' TRAINING SCHOOLS.
The American Conference on Hospital Service appointed in
March, 1920, a Committee on Nursing. The committee is making
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a study of the nursing problem as it exists in the United States and
Canada today.
The committee asks that the readers of Hospital Social Service
Quarterly will help them by giving some thought to the following
questions. Replies may be sent to M. A. Cannon, Social Service
Department, University Hospital, Philadelphia, Pa.

1. In your opinion, what is the value of the three-year course
for nurses connected with hospitals; the two-year course for nurses
connected with hospitals ; the high school pre-nursing course; the
Red Cross extension course ; short courses and correspondence
courses?
2. Are the principles laid down for nursing education in these
courses right or wrong? If right, how can they be improved to
meet adequately the nursing need? If wrong, how should the training of the nurses be made right?
3. What use are the graduates of these various schools making
of this training? What mis-use are the graduates of the"e schools
making of their training?
4.

What, if any, is the nurse wastage during training?

5. What, ·if any, is the nurse ·wastage after finishing their
course?
6. What are some of the reasons for the shortage of nurses
today?

7. What suggestions can be made as to changes in the training
to make it efficient and not lower the nursing standards.
NOTE- This period is one of intensive study of the nursing profession,
including its fields of specializati0n and its place in the s0cial plan.
The
opportunity to discuss the methods of training, as listed above, presents an
interesting occasion for comments from the medical social service group
whose vision of the nursing service is well able to discern the relation of
health and social work. Therefore, we urge the correspondents of the Quarterly to offer such vie,vs from their observations as will be serviceable to
the Committee.-EDITOR.
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CATHOLIC HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION.

The fifth annual meeting of the Catholic Hospital Association
for the United States and Canada was held, June 22, 23 and 24, at
the College of St. Thomas, St. Paul, Minnesota.
Mass was conducted at the Cathedral of Sts. Peter and Paul,
Tuesday, June 22, by the Most Reverend Austin Dmvling. D. D ..
Archbishop of St. Paul. Following this service a group picture
was taken of the delegates who were then conveyed to the opening
session. Speakers of the morning were: Dr. E. P. Lyon, Dean of
the Medical School of the University of Minnesota; Rev. C. B.
Moulinier, President of the Association, and others. The last hour
of the meeting each day was devoted to discussion of the day's
papers. On Wednesday morning papers were chiefly devoted to
problems of the trained nurse. The afternoon session was given
up to special conferences. Miss 1v1adeline Oldfield of St. John's
Hospital, Long Island City, New York, read a paper which will
appear later in this magazine, and conducted a round table on
hospital social work. A motion was made and carried, indorsing a
resolution that a Social Service Department is thought to be a vital
part of modern hospital organization and should be brought to the
attention of the Catholic Hospital Association in view of its importance and relatively small development in the Catholic hospitals
of the United States and Canada, and that a place be provided for
its discussion in next year's program. It was suggested that it be
made a subject of a symposium and that the Catholic hospitals of
the country undertake social service work during the present year.
All conferences reported at the general meeting at 4 p. m. On
Thursday morning Financial Support of the Hospital \Vas discussed
by Dr. H. B. Sweetser, of St. Mary's Hospital, Minneapolis, who
declared that hospitals should not be operated altogether as charitable
institutions, but as a public service for the preservation of the community health. The budget should be included in the community
tax budget as with other public works, not only for their present
running expenses but for future growth. Sporadic measures for
raising funds are unbusiness-like and should be replaced by a normal
community taxation. This plan requires adequate and business-like
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bookkeeping and record work in the hospital in order that the actual
service rendered may be presented to the community. Other subjects were: The Intern, Dr. E. L. Moorhead; Dr. C. T. Myers, St.
Vincent's Hospital, Los Angeles, on The Intern's Obligation to the
Hospital and Staff; Dr. J. C. Litzenberg, Medical Education and
the Hospital. Thursday afternoon's session was devoted to the
presentation of reports, consideration of resolutions and the election
of officers:
Honorary President-Most Reverend Sebastian G. Messmer,
D. D., D. C. L., Archbishop of 1\Iilwaukee, Wis.
President-Reverend Charles B. Moulinier, S. J., Regent of
Marquette University School of :Medicine, Milwaukee, Wis.
Active Vice-President-Reverend 1\1. P. Bourke, Ann Arbor,
Michigan.
Secretary-Treasurer--Bernard Francis McGrath, A. B., M. D.,
F. A. C. S., Marquette J\1edical School, Milwaukee, Wis.
Honorary Vice-Presidents-One Sister from each of the Religious Orders holding membership in the Association.

Miss J. Smith of the University of Pennsylvania, class of 1920,
has accepted a position as director of an employment bureau for the
handicapped in Minneapolis, Minn. Miss Tattersall, a graduate of
Bryn Mawr University, has been appointed director for a bureau
for the handicapped with the Red Cross Home Service, St. Louis,
Mo.

NEW MAGAZINES.
The Catholic Hospital Asso6ation of the United States and
Canada has created a monthly magazine, "Hospital Progress" which
will be devoted to activities of the Association and to discussion of
plans and policies which ·will stimulate the growth of hospital service.
"It wishes to become," runs the salutatory, "the medium through
which the best thought and hospital service to the sick will work into
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the lives of those who are consecrated to this service-consecration
to service must be wrought into the lives of all who care for the sick.
"Hospital Progress" wants to help all to realize more and more deeply
from month to month that care of the sick must become in every
deed a consecration of mind and heart and soul."
"Mother and Child," a magazine issued by the American Child
Hygiene Association, appeared first in June. Its object is to present
to physicians, trained nurses, and social workers, information on the
special needs and problems of mothers and children and what is
being done to meet them. Its leading article for June is by Sir
Arthur Newsholme. Other writers for the first number are Mrs.
John Collier, Dr. F. L. Adair, Dr. Frances S. Bradley, Dr. R. D.
Curtis, and others. The subscription price is $2.00 for the year.

A special course in Public Mental Health has been organized by
the Division of the Criminologist of the Illinois Department of
Public Welfare in Co-operation with the Chicago School of Civics
and Philanthropy, June 21st to December 18th, 1920. The course
includes Psychiatry, Psychology, Home Behavior and Clinical
Technology. It has been planned to meet the needs of the students
and practitioners of social service who wish to specialize in mental
health problems. The field work will be done under the supervision
of the Institution for Juvenile Research. :Miss Harriet Gage, Supervisor.

A COURSE IN PSYCHIATRIC SOCIAL WORK.
The Johns Hopkins Social Service Department, Baltimore, 1\fd.,
offers a course in Psychiatric Social Work to a limited number of
students who have had one year of training in an accredited school
of social work, or its equivalent, and to graduate nurses. Lectures
and field work to cover one year beginning October 1st, 1920. A
vacation of one month will be allowed. Applications must be made
before August 15, 1920. Tuition, $100.00 for the course.
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The Boston School of Social \Vork, a department of Simmons
College, has just completed its sixteenth year. At least 60 social
agencies in or near Boston have used the school for instruction for
their workers. Dr. Brackett, the Director from the beginning, now
becomes Professor Emeritus of Social Economy in Simmons College,
and is succeeded in the directorship of the school by Dr. Stuart A.
Queen, who was for four years Secretary of the State Board of
Charities in California, and has been a teacher of economics and
social subjects in Rice Institute, Texas, and in Goucher College,
Baltimore, and Director of Training for Home Service in the
Potomac Division of the American Red Cross. He is a Doctor of
Philosophy of Chicago University. The program for the coming
year hegins September 20th, and \vill include, besides the subjects
already offered, specific opportunities in preparation for rural service.
JEFFREY R. BRACKETT,
League for Preventive vVork Quarterly.

The first National Conference on Immigration to take place in
this country occurred in New York, April 9, 1920. Five hundred
delegates representing 30 races met with national leaders in finance,
industry, labor, agriculture and education. Racial qualities, education and naturalization, and the development of the immigrant were
discussed.

Annual reports recently received at this office are from the Social
Service Departments of the Boston City Hospital; Roosevelt Hospital, New York; Hartford Hospital, Connecticut: The Babies
Hospital, and the Society of the Lying-in-Hospital of the City of
New York.

MINISTER OF HYGIENE FOR FRANCE.
"An innovation has been made by Premier Millerand in the
organization of the new French cabinet by the creation of the offic~
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of Minister of Social Hygiene, Social Insurance, and Social Provision. The question of appointing a special minister of public health
has been considered since 1902, and the present action consists in
giving permanent form to the temporary organization, under the
chairmanship of :rvL Clemenceau, of a ministerial conference which
grouped together all the services having to do with health and hygiene
that had been previously scattered through five ministerial departments. The new office of minister of hygiene has been conferred
upon J. L. Breton, whose experience as chemical engineer, adviser
to the Chamber of Deputies in matters of social hygiene, and author
of the bill to suppress the use of white lead in building paint made
him the 'logical choice for the new post'."-Labor Rc·vicw, April,
1920.

Miss Helen E. Campbell, who resigned from the Social Service
Department of the Volunteer Hospital, New York, in May, is now
organizing the Social Service Department of the Broad Street Hospital as Director of that Department.

Miss Evelyn H. Ellis, a graduate nurse of Boston City Hospital,
who served overseas with Base Hospital No. 7, received training in
social service work at Bellevue Hospital and the New York School
of Social Work, and who has been with the State Board of Charities
for the past 7 years, has been appointed to succeed J\:Iiss N. F.
Cummings as Executive Secretary of the Hospital Social Service
Association of New York City, Inc. "Miss Cummings will devote
full time to the growing activities of the Quarterly.

The Municipal Reference Library of New York City has recently
issued, in pamphlet form, special Report No. 4. "Visualizing Citizenship," by Ina Clements. It is a study of motion pictures from a
civic standpoint, and is accompanied by a selected list of civic films,
a section of which are social service subjects,
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Mrs. A. F. Dwight has resigned as Director of Social Service at
the Vanderbilt Clinic and has located in the township of White
Plains where she is Director of Social vVork. 1V1iss M. V. Fennessy,
formerly Superintendent of Nurses of the Brooklyn V. N. A., has
been appointed in her place.

Plans for the Lecturers' Bureau of the Health Service Department have now been formulated, and :Miss Mabel B. Ury, head of
the Bureau, stands ready to secure speakers on public health subjects
for local groups of any kind, desiring to include public health topics
on their programs.
The Bureau is designed as a clearing-house for the 75 public
health agencies in New York County: and the lecturers will be
obtained through the co-operation of these agencies. Problems of
mental diagnosis, occupatioHal therapy, malnutrition, pre-natal care,
no matter how broad or diversiEed the field, will be discussed by the
physician or welfare worker who is an expert in this branch of
research.
For full details of the Lecture Bureau write to Department of
Health Service, New York County Chapter, 119 \:Vest 40th Street.

"While the reporter will serve no cause, he will possess a steady
sense that the chief purpose of 'news' is to enable mankind to live
successfully toward the future. He will know that the world is a
process, not by any means always onward and upward, but never
quite the same. As the observer of the signs of change, his value
to society depends upon the prophetic discrimination with which he
selects those signs."-VVALTER LIPPMANN.

ABSTRACTS
"Medical Education and Practice in Relation to Health Conservation and Social Service," S. S. Goldwater, 1'vl. D. New York
Conference of Charities and Correction, 1920. Dr. Goldwater finds
that medical thought and effort have run to intensive scientific work
in the hospital and away from the old-fashioned family practice. It
has been impossible to dam this stream, but the time has come to
re-direct part of the current.
The most important duty of the
medical profession is to prevent disease; next to detect and arrest
incipient disease; 3rd, to cure disease; 4th, ease the suffering of the
incurable. If these functions were reflected in this order in the
activities of the medical profession the intensive work would be done
with prevention. As a matter of fact the reverse is the custom.
Remarkable progress has been made in preventive medicine during
this generation; but much of the work has been clone hy sanitary
engineers and non-medically trained social workers, without good
co-operation from medical men. Students in medical schools are
captivated by the successful work of great men in surgery and
medicine and are not thinking health conservation. T'he education
of the community must be by forming habits of individuals. "Physicians alone can do this teaching as it should be clone, whose essential power to control and direct the conduct of men is greater than
that of any other class, of whom it may be said that they hold the
key to happiness itself, are themselves not properly taught; they
scarcely realize the splendid opportunity that is theirs." The oldfashioned doctor did effective personal work. He was a psychoanalyst by intuition if not hy training. Sympathy and common sense
serve in place of scientific knowledge at times. The hospital doctor
has the defect of his qualities. Because of the pressure of immediate duties it is not possible to maintain contact with the discharged
patient to whom the hospital is an incident in his health history.
Phases of the particular disease must be studied outside the walls of
the hospital,-the early youth and present environment, etc. Disease prevention covering a long term service to the patient is the
most important duty of hospital social service. Medical education
has advanced in all other directions and scientific medicine has
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advanced by leaps and bounds. For every phase of its advance the
practice of certain types of treatment which without definite terms
may be classed as "quack" treatment has arisen, which has expressed,
with its special method, sympathy and personal interest in the
patient. This must ue combatted by new competition; the education
of the medical profession without lessening scientific work.
"For the future order which is here outlined 3 groups of medical
men will have to be trained: ( 1) The consulting or hospital group,
including the present laboratory workers, experts in the detection and
classification of morbid processes-doctors of disease, the basis of
whose art is pathology; (2) The public health doctor to whom
belongs the prevention and control of epidemics, the practice of
sanitation and public hygiene, and the important task of public health
education; and ( 3) The health doctor or body physician, whose aim
will be the conservation of the health of the individual and who must
have an ample knowledge of medicine, the skill to seek out and the
strength and cunning to control all the forces that impinge on the
life of the individual, threatening him with injury to body, soul, or
mind."
There will then be no "hospital" social service; the hospital will
confine its efforts to the cure of the sick, the study of disease in its
more pronounced manifestations, the teaching of clinical and laboratory medicine, and the training of nurses. Lectures and tracts alone
will not usher in an era of health conservation. The rules of hygiene
vary in their application, and personal instruction is indispensable.
The medical profession itself must assume leadership. Medico-social
work will fall naturally into the hands of the group of physicians
whose place in the new order I have tried to make clear. The headquarters for the organized efforts of this group will be the district
health center to which health visitors will be attached as skirmishers,
investigators, propagandists, and aids.
The health centre and the diagnostic clinic should be parallel,
and by co-operation reconstitute, with modern social training, the
family practitioner who by long term contact with the patient is in a
position to combat quackery. The family doctor may look to the
hospital doctor as the hospital doctor looks to the laboratory mind.
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The laboratory mind, at present, has taken possession of bedside
work without touching the personality of the patient. He cannot
take the place of the right type of family doctor. Recast the profession. Train family practitioners whose chief work will be an
annual individual examination. Use the hospital diagnostic facilities.
America may lead in social medicine as well as in scientific practice.
DiscussiON. DR. LAMBERT: There is great truth in this paper.
Health departments first placed the emphasis on preventive medicine
when they began to prevent communicable disease.
The influenza epidemic and disease during the Spanish War
created the demand for intensive preventive measures. \;vithout the
influenza and pneumonia of the recent war, the morbidity rates
would have been the lowest ever knovvn as a result of preventive
work. We are in a transition stage. Dr. Goldwater is correct in
regard to the emphasis on scientific work. I do not agree \vith him
that social service will not in the end overcome the indifference of
the medical profession. Tt is gaining as the profession becomes
enlightened. The great future field of preventive health work is
in the hospital dispensaries of the big cities. Many of the patients
treated there are in the early stages of disease.
As a solution the best diagnosticians and the best therapeutic men
should be found there rather than the hospital, for the detection of
early disease requires the greatest acumen, and high ability is needed
to influence the physiological processes of this period. The dispensary is the field of the future.
DR. GoLDWATER: It is trne that the work will be great in the
dispensary but there is a larger population who are ne\rer within a
dispensary. The real work must be more fundamental. The
medical school is the place for the beginning. Can the dispensary
give thorough education? It cannot, as many dispensary cases are
advanced. By distribution of material in a modernized dispensary,
the divisions would include group practice, diagnostic clinic, health
centre. The ideal health centre is the mind of the individual patient
as is expressed by the policy of the Life Extension Institute examination. Few physicians have been found qualified to make this
examination, therefore the real beginning is with the medical student.
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A health centre and diagnostic clinic should work side by side,hospital social service in the future should be located in the health
centre. It cannot hold the continued interest of the hospital medical
service long enough as functioning at present, but is of much help
to those who are interested. The family practitioner must have a
force of medical social workers assistants. At present it is directed
by laymen of splendid and generons impulses but they are not medically trained. The health centres need social workers. The present
relationship of hospital social service to the hospital is inefficient.

"The Essentials of an Education," Stewart Paton, Mental
Hygiene, 268, IV., 1920. Essential factors of an education are
(1) knowledge of actual life, (2) definite impelling interest in some
phase of life, ( 3) information gained from actual experience of a
person's adjusting capacity and limitations, ( 4) cultivation of
emotional attitudes and habits required for recognizing and facing
reality. When a young man Abraham Lincoln, whose history of
heredity fails to explain his career, was unconsciously impressed that
life is a slow process of adjustment. He grasped the principle that
in art, in taste, and in life, we decide from feeling and not from
reason. Lincoln was never misled by the idealists vision of man.
He was square in his dealings because of a habit of daily squaring
his accounts with life. Many educational institutions never teach
this fundamental principle of personal adjustment to the immediate
circumstances. Many graduates, including those with honors, later
are found in mental institutions because of an abnormal educational
process. The system should provide against intemperate idealism,
judgments based on personal ill-feeling and bigotry. Changes in the
system which would rationalize it are the method of studying history
and human behavior as applied to the present. The following inventory formulates the basis for a formal education:
I.

Beginning of School Period :
a. Sex. Age. Weight.
b. General physicial and emotional characteristics.
c. Capacity to stand and sit quietly.
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d.
e.

f.
g.
h.

Precision and co-ordination of spontaneous and voluntary
movements.
Evidences of eye, ear, and motor mindedness.
Signs of intelligent curiosity.
Fatigableness, mental and physical.
Signs of unusual or capricious development.

II.

Beginning of High School Period:
a. Physical, emotional, and intellectual signs of feminity
or masculinity.
b. Relation of increase of weight, stature, and mental
development.
c. Hyper or hypokinetic.
d. Signs of rational self-confidence.
e. Plenty of reserve energy (physical and mental) or easily
fatigued.
f. Tendency to face squarely or to dodge critical situations.
g. \Vhat is the character of reaction to unpreparedness or to
unequalness to a given situation.
h. Special interest and aptitudes.

III.

Entrance to College or University:
a. Rela.tion of weight, stature, and mental development.
b. Pronounced masculine or feminine qualities.
c. Purpose stated by student for entering college.
d. General mental attitude toward lift>.
e. Evidences of emotional stability or instability.
f. Signs of healthy independence.
g. Ability to observe and to record observations as well as
to ask pertinent questions.
h. Control exercised over wishful-thinking.
1.
Appreciation of emotional and mental qualities essential
for culture.
J. Defense reactions to compensate for inadequacy.

"Mental Deficiency in New York State," W. C. Sandy, Mental
Hygiene, 380, IV., 1920. The report of the mental and physical
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examination of young men for army service m New York State
shows that 3.7 of the men were rated mentally deficient. It is estimated that over 40,000 mental defectives of the entire population are
outside institutions; 1,293 cases were found among troops residing in
the State up to May 1, 1918, based on inability to attain military efficiency or in routine examination; 65 per cent of them were recognized
during the first three months of service, which points to efficient army
mental examining service. The examinations of the local boards
discovered pronounced cases only. The British Royal Commission
on the Care and Control of the Feeble-minded, after a thorough
summary, classes 5 per cent as idiots; imbeciles, 20 per cent; and
morons, 75 per cent. Their figures approximate results found in
the United States. 32.17 per cent of the army defectives were found
to have neuropathic relatives. The counties of New York that gave
high per cent of mental cases contained no large cities. It is assured
that urban centers care for mental subjects, also competition in cities
would eliminate the lower mentality. Of the normal white men,
3.2 per cent were minus an education as contrasted with 26.1 per
'cent of defectives; 93.8 per cent were in the group of those who
were rated as marginal on economic inquiry, because they were
unable to live in idleness 4 months without charitable aid. The data
on venereal disease shows 13.84 per cent have a history of infection;
86.16 per cent none. Eighty-five per cent claimed moderation or no
use of alcohol. The racial facts present no striking significance.
Colored troops show 48.3 per cent mental defectives for the entire
U. S. A. The conclusions drawn from the figures show that mental
defectives in army service would hamper the progress of an aggresive army, while they would be satisfactory in certain types of
economic positions in civilian life. As 31.79 per cent of the army
mental cases were foreign born, it is estimated that emigration laws
need revising and that New York has been unjustly burdened.
Further institutional provision; early examination; special classes
in the public schools; and parole supervision should meet the conditions outlined in the survey.
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HChildhood: The Golden Period for Mental Hygiene," W. A.
White, Mental Hygiene, 257, IV., 1920. Mental illness is now
understood as a form of reaction of an individual to his problems
by two influences-his own character and the kind of problem. Any
nature may break under sufficient provocation. Character equipment may be strengthened by mental hygiene. A generation ago
psychiatry merely classified types of mentality. Today it is recognized that mental illnesses are reactions of the whole personality.
It is the period of "behavioristic" psychology.
A study of the
individual reveals elements of intra-psychic complications covering
a period of years, fostered by traits of character dating from childhood, which culminate in a crisis. The powers of resistance become
progressively less with time and create eventually a split personality.
The character trait with which a person has struggled, suspicion,
fear, curiosity, is found to be the result of early environment. "The
child in the family is one part of an organism which is highly
responsive to all the influences of that organism." Therefore childhood is the indicated period for prophylaxis and for study. Certain
thought has attributed character to the germ-plasm theory of heredity.
It is only in part true and is susceptible to treatment. The points
of attack in a program are study of the child in terms of psyche
and not in the light of comparison with adult 1i fe. Second, nature
of the child's environment and family relations. Third, the application of these factors to education, which must be diverted from
the old teaching process to a plan for developing and guiding the
individual personality and so train the child as to make the education
workable. The training of children is fundamental in the social
organization. Formerly the relations between parents and children
have been largely instinctive. For example, consider the reaction
of the parent toward the unwelcome child. The work of The Children's Bureau, as well as all social reconstruction, relates to mental
hygiene. More individual treatment will bring forth results, as 1s
the conclusion of workers for therapeutic advancement.

"Definition of Public Health," Prof. C. E. A. Winslow, Modern
Medicine, 1920, II., 188. "Public health is the science and the art
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of preventing disease, prolonging life, and promoting physical health
and efficiency through organized community efforts for the sanitation
of the environment; the control of community infections; the education of the individual in principles of personal hygiene; the organization of medical and nursing service for the early diagnosis and
preventive treatment of disease, and the development of the social
machinery which will ensure to every individual in the community
a standard of living adequate for the maintenance of health. Public
health conceived on these terms will be something vastly different
from the exercise of the purely police power which has been its
principle manifestation in the past. Even today it is still possible
to make an effective argument for increasing health department
budgets by showing that appropriations for the protection of health
are in most cities far less than those which are made for police and
fire protection,-matters of far less moment in actual possibilities
of community service. As a matter of fact, the police department
and the fire department furnish criteria much too modest for the
public health department of the future. It is rather to education
that the possibilities of public health should be compared. I look to
see our health departments in the coming years organizing diverse
forms of sanitary, and medical, and nursing and social service in
such fashion as to enable every citizen to realize his birthright of
health and longevity. I look to see health centers, local district foci
for the co-ordination of every form of health activity, scattered
through our cities, as numerous as the school houses of today and
as lavishly equipped; while the public health services of the city and
state will constitute a corps of experts comparable in size and influence to the great educational organizations of the present day."

"A Samaritan Quarter for Housing and Employing the SemiInvalid," S. Wachsmann, Modern Medicine, 1920, II., 326. Transportation of the cripple to and from the workshop is the crux of the
problem of employing this type of handicapped. If home work is
planned an able-bodied person's time is used for obtaining the
material. Also there is the danger of unsanitary homes and some
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wastage of goods. Cripples are brought to the workshops either
by special bus, the cost of which must be deducted from the profits,
or by housing the worker in dormitories, which is also expensive.
Therefore the rational solution is to bring the shop and the handicapped near together by specially planned communities with factories
and homes comfortably near each other and connected by smooth
and inclined roads for foot passengers and wheel chairs; streets for
ordinary traffic to be depressed to viaduct depth and crossed by
bridges; no thresholds are to be built in the wide doorways; toilets
and baths should have grip rails. Each block should be a unit with
vehicular roads limited to one side; workshop buildings should have
elevators. This community while sheltering the handicapped will
attract a percentage of normal persons because of its advantages.
Vocational training schools may be located here. Excellent sanitation and good street cars are essential. Special industries should be
reserved for the handicapped and the plan if soundly organized will
be a self-supporting one.

"Immigration and Defectives," W. G. Smith, Canadian Journal
of Mental Hygiene, 1920, II., 73. Large numbers of aliens who
have furnished a percentage of the criminal and insane of the
Provinces have called attention to the character of immigrants.
Figures have been quoted which are based on large generalizations
rather than facts. No technical census of the mentally defective of
Canada has been taken. Of 3,083 cases reported from the Psychiatric Clinic of Toronto General Hospital 45.33 per cent of these were
Canadian, 55 per cent foreign born; 8.8 per cent of the
population of the city furnished 55 per cent of the above clinical
cases. Twelve per cent of this number were backward and therefore the case against the foreigner is not clear. In the statistics of
the 1911 census the word "infirm" includes the blind, insane, and
idiotic. Of the total population 28,611 were classed as "infirm"
and 3 per cent of these were foreign born. The Scotch, Irish, Engl}sh, and French total 57.89 per cent of these ; 6.66 per cent German,
Austrian, Italian, Scandinavian, Russian, Indian, various; 35.34
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per cent were not given. The statistics are subject to misunderstanding because of lack of complete technical data as to absolute
constituents of a class. The knowledge of numbers of defectives
present in the Provinces is accurate, but further conclusions as to
racial characteristics require further study. Ireland has a particularly high total of infirm, showing 3 times the number of blind as
the British Isles and Canada. The high rate of blindness among
Indians is a commentary upon a neglected people. The high per
cent of deaf and dumb falls to France. Ireland contributes more
insane than all the other European countries. Germany furnishes
the greatest number of infirm to Canada showing that illiteracy and
infirmity do not go hand in hand. The tables appended with the
article offer puzzling facts but the case against the immigrant is not
clear.

"Records for the Pre-School Child," E. B. Hunter. Read before
N. 0. P. H. N., Atlanta, Ga. After much discussion of the standardization of records few points have been clearly defined. The
so-called model records do not meet the needs because no one form
can serve all types of work. Child welfare work may be done in
the Federal, State, or local units. Health prevention may be the
only branch of nursing, etc., added. The work may be individual
or unit service. The steps in planning records should be:
1. The field to be covered, general or special.
2. Study records available covering similar work and ask for
comment by those using such.
3. List items applicable to proposed service:
(a) Identification.
(b) Social (nationality, housing, employment, etc.).
(c) Physical history.
(d) Record of work performed.
4. Eliminate unnecessary data. Plan to retain facts needed for
committee, or annual reports, or for educational work.
5. Decide on physical form of record, quality of paper, spacing.
abbreviations, size and shape to fit filing cabinet.
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6. Write directions for use of records with definitions of items.
These form the basis of the office manual. The latter should be kept
up-to-date. No organization can form a record suited to all others
but may follow standard definitions and avoid much repetition and
the need for expensive investigations lessened.

"St. Francis's Country House for Convalescents at Darby, Pa.,"
Modern Medicine, 1920, II., 346. This house containing 15 beds is
conducted for patients with reduced nervous control by a group of
ladies who represent Catholic Charities of Philadelphia. The site
of the home is on a hill formerly owned by Bertram, the botanist.
It has the advantage of accessibility from all parts of the city. It
is non-sectarian. Visitors are admitted daily and with beneficial
results to the patients. Patients who are able, perform light service.
An occupational instructor gives lessons in types of work suited to
the guests of the home. Medical service is available and of the
3,000 persons treated since 1913 many have been restored to normal
life, thus indirectly benefitting the family dependent upon them. A
certain number of children accompany the mothers. Other children
are placed with near-by institutions. A special building for children
would be advisable. Following is a typical case referred by the
Philadelphia Department of Public Health Charities :
Mary, aged 39, married, mother of 3 sons. She was admitted
to the hospital, July 6, 1916, discharged August 10, 1916. Had been
addicted to drugs, paregoric, using a maximum of 2 pints per day,
which she had been using for 8 years. Was separated from husband
and children and had been placed in homes. The woman was
intelligent, but was an outcast from her family on account of her
habit. She was sent to St. Francis August 10, 1916, remaining
there for 6 weeks, at the end of which time she had gained in weight
and strength, and had courage and desire to make a new start in life.
She was very closely supervised by the Social Service Department,
and in 6 months after her discharge from St. Francis was reestablished in her own home, with her husband and children. She
has not taken paregoric since, and states, further, that she never has
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any desire for it. Has written many letters to worker who sent hel"
to St. Francis, claiming that it was due to the care and influence of
the Home that she was able to get back to her old self again.

"Mental Health as a Public Problem," V. M. Macdonald, Public
Health Nurse, 1920, XII., 390. A science of general hygiene a~
apart from the science of disease has been in existence much longer
than the allied branches of mental science. Twenty societies for
Mental Hygiene have followed the first Connecticut Society in 1908,
which was inspired hy the book, "A :Mind That Found Itself," by
C. W. Beers. In 1909 a National Committee was organized in New
York City to investigate national conditions on the laws. treatment,
extent. causes, etc .. of mental diseases; and to promote better conditions. Social work followed in clinics of New York and Pennsylvania. The mental problem has seemed intangible but experience
in observation has demonstrated that preventive measures are needed
in families. The same mental traits may run through a family.
Special care is indicated for nervous children. Public health nurses
need education in facts on mental disease. It is believed that !;3 of
those in mental hospitals are in the class whose troubles were preventable. A leading single cause is alcoholism, which is now
declining. The Superintendent of a Maine Hospital states that
forms of alcoholic insanity have become rare in Maine. A study of
laborers and others under Prof. Kraepelin of J'viunich showed that:
( 1) alcohol impairs every human faculty; (2) the higher and more
complex the faculty the more marked the effect of alcohol; ( 3) the
effects of alcohol are cumulative. Syphilis is another preventable
cause of mental disease. Drug addicts supply a quota. Bad mental
habits of brooding, day dreaming, etc., result in dementia praecox.
The exhaustion psychoses supplies many. The feeble-minded form
the majority. It is a defective condition and not a disease though
the 2 may be combined. Eighty per cent inherit the condition. therefore, marriage is wrong. Congenital injuries and syphilis are other
causes. Public health nurses may give the "word in season" by
individual advice or in group talks. The lesser mental adjustment
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is within their province. With the increased knowledge of the
significance of mental defects it is desirable that psychiatry be included in the nurses training.

"The Necessity for an Institute of Industrial Hygiene," C.
Baskerville, l\![odern Medicine, 1920, II., 363. The promotion of
the use of poison gas in the world war stimulated interest in chemistry, and added control of the trade. Plants were hastily constructed
and some provisions for the protection of the workers were omitted.
This in time turned attention to industrial hygiene. Chemists have
been aroused to intensive consideration of better conditions for
industrial labor. Individual corporations, National, State, municipal
public health boards, social welfare and allied agencies have been
active but not co-ordinated. Before the war The American Chemical
Society created a Committee on Occupational Diseases of Chemical
Trades. Its objects were (1) to develop the interest of manufacturers; (2) to co-operate on legislation; ( 3) to further publicity. The
work so far has not been systematized as it has not financial support.
The layman and the medical man are subject to misconception of the
ftLnes and odors given out by chemical laboratories. These factors
require research. The data on physiological changes of fatigue
needs publicity. A program of training of instructors in chemical
welfare work is available in a few institutions. These should be
co-ordinated in one for research. It may well be promoted by one
of the great foundations.

"The Essentials of Office Management," E. B. Hunter, The
Public Health Nurse, 1920, XII., 397. Office administration should
provide for methods and records which will co-ordinate the activities
of the staff and furnish evidence of past work as a basis for future
action. Scientific management is application of knowledge based
on facts. While a superintendent of an organization cannot be
expert in field service, compiling reports, disbursement of funds,
development of policy, statistics, public speaking, publicity work,
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and general management, it is obvious that the executive shall know
the elements of all of these in order to direct them. Standardization
of work and distribution of method insures accuracy. All these
duties must be well proportioned. The physical properties of the
office require central locality. and distribution of branches according
to population. Economy of rental may waste the workers time.
The office equipment is important if the progress of work is to be
smooth. J\;fodern furniture in good condition conserves time;
grouped according to the nature of the work; orderliness is necessary. "System" and other commercial magazines give useful information. The best office organization is based on the idea that overhead expense saves the head executive's time. Volunteers are useful
when properly trained and directed. Plan and route records so
that they will pass in order from one worker to the next. Check
up to save losses. All financial accounts whether voluntary or otherwise should be methodical. Supplies must be ordered by one
person and in wholesale quantities. Protect property after delivery.
Take an inventory twice yearly. Provide an office manual covering
the above data. An office of 15 or more employees may use a full
time office manager with advantage. Social agencies will increase
in value with gain in efficient office operation.

"Psychology and Medicine," W. D. Tait, Canadian Journal of
Mental Hygiene, 1920, II., 87. The science of psychology is new
and this article outlines briefly its medical application. Medicine
is applied science. The human being cannot be dis-associated from
his mentality. Therefore the medical student must know the structure of the mind, its hygiene, laws, and abnormal processes. This
mu~t be done adequately as follows:

1. Study of normal and abnormal mental life.
2. At present the medical student receives a few lectures and
clinics on mental abnormalities. These should be studied in relation
to the normal.
3. The skillful use of suggestion is of great value in treatment
for organic troubles.
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4. Psychology though a young science has furnished medical
men with valuable data. The intelligence tests are a scientific
example. Few doctors in Canada are qualified to use them.
5. Mental symptoms are useful in diagnosis of organic ills.
6. It is of vital importance to analyze symptoms of the mental
and physical, and correlate observances.
7. J\1ental hygiene includes rules of attention. laws of memory,
causes of repression, development of perception.
The physician
should be able to assist these functions.
8. Valuable study of psychological medicine can only be done
by trained physicians. l\!lerely clinical training is insufficient.
Method training is fundamental.

"The Faith of a Social \Vorker," Owen R. Lovejoy. The
Survey, 1920, XLIV, 208. "There is danger that highly trained
young people coming into a community from tlleir special courses of
study in the technique of what is professionally known as "social
work" may feel aloof from the somewhat simple customs and mental
processes of the local people; may consider their institutions archaic
and their beliefs humorous. Rest assured that these are the very
facts about a community that we need to kuow. These institutions
to which they adhere so closely and those beliefs which are the
stimuli of their activities mnst be sympathelically stwlil.:'d, for precisely there we shall find the working capital available for social
investment. This is the community life. Vve shall make no progress without a humble attempt to understand its basic enthusiasms.
I have spoken of the divinity in every man. It is not my desire
to enter into a discussion of any of those metaphysical questions
which have been so keenly divisive in the past and still separate
member from member in the great body of religious faith. But my
observation convinces me that there is among those vvho work for
the relief of human distress, for the healing of disease, for the
imparting of knowledge, for the building up of universal standards
of health, a positive, though perhaps unanalyzed, confidence in the
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essential divinity of every man. The question is lifted out of controversy as to \vhether at some period in the world's history someone
was born under peculiar conditions from which the human race is
barred. The question is whether there is not sufficient value and
significance in the birth of every child so that we may all find exercise for our highest facnlti~._'-;, g·iyc him a fair chance to make the
race and in attempting to dear away the rubbish of ignorance and
prejudice that the eli \·inc image in man may shine forth. This at
least seems to furui:·.lt a l1asi:; for a hupdul philosophy, for a creed
of optimism, for the layiu.~· uf a foundation beneath our activities
constituted of the coil\' iction th:J1. light is stronger than darkness,
love is mightier than ltatc, goocl can outreach evil, intelligence can
overcome Ignorance ami that the race can be led where it cannot he
driven."

''The Economic Aspec1 s of lndttstrial lVfedicine," C. K. and
K. R. Drinker. J(mrnal uf l11dttstrial Hygiene, 1920, II., 53. The
organization and mdl10ds uf medical supervision in the garment
trades of New York are operative through a board which includes
member:; from the cmplnyers, the public and the trades unions. All
clinic work is paid for by the lahor organization. It is operated
efficiently and is concluriecl, hllancecl, and managed hy the workers.
Labor thus gives evidence of its appreciation of exactly the type
of medical supervi~.;ion which the employer has found worth while.
What it objects to is the pno.;sihility th:-tt, if managed by the employer
alone, medicine contains discriminative possibilities which may
result in decided unbirncss. The employer may rest assured that
industrial medicine carried on hy well-trained, forward-looking physcians cannot produce its greatest benefits for him unless it operates
upon a completely impartial basis. It must not be "welfare work."
It must not be a "finger wrapping" ancl compensation adjustment
business. l\1 eclicine is something in which it is peculiarly easy to
have faith, and the employer mus( knre faith that the medical department in his factory is supplying him with healthy and efficient workmen through \vhom production will increase. The employee must
have faith that the medical department exists for his interest to
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make him fit and keep him fit, to see that his working life is prolonged and his earning capacity increased. It is the duty of the
industrial physician to remove these faiths, translating them into
facts through clear demonstrations of his part in advancing the
productiveness and well-being of the whole organization.

"Trade Unionism and Temperament," E. E. Southhard. Mental
Hygiene, 1920, IV., 281. Dr. Southard qualified his belief that
there is no philosophy of trade unionism by saying there are many
trade unions whose future is uncertain. The Engineering Foundation has been studying the principle of mental hygiene as applied to
the problem of industry. The personnel of mental hygiene workers
are: (a) group of psychiatrists, (b) group of psychologists, (c)
group of social workers, some members of each group working in
industry. The chief immediate duty of the Engineering Foundation
is to solve the situation of labor and capital, which has not been
adjusted by either labor leaders, capitalists, or by the public. Scientific management, social welfare, and social justice may be likened to
the Head, the Heart, and the Long Arm. Their efforts have given
little more than promise of solution of labor difficulties. The physician considers trade unions as far removed from his field, as would
many mental hygienists. Prof. Hoxie, author of Scientific Management and Labor, reports the findings of a study under a settled
program.
Section I. are: Expression of self, temperament, group philosophy. Higher intelligence and capacity for enjoyment. Looking
to improve conditions. Section II. Essence of social maladjustment
is the wage system. Section III. Organization. Section IV. Demands. Section V. Methods.
Hoxie finds 4 functional types of unionism : business, which is
chiefly interpreted in terms; uplift, whose mission is self-explanatory;
revolu~ionary; and predatory, which practises secret rather than open
violence. It would probably be dangerous to apply mass psychology
to all these elements. Their beginnings may be traced to temperamental qualities summarized as follows :
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Classical Temperaments-Phlegmatic. Sanguine, Melancholic.
Choleric.
Functional Trade Unionism-Business. Uplift. Revolutionary.
Predatory.
Studied on the findings of the above analysis the psychiatrist may
meet the problems of the unions more completely.

"Human Side of Industrial Efficiency," Lancet. 1920, CXCVIII.,
1017. A feeling is abroad today that apart from the inconsistences in
the body politic resulting from the periods of industrial revolution,
much ill--being and discontent exist which are due to lack of scientific knowledge as to the working of the human machine. The living
human body is surely the most complex mass of matter in the world.
It protests vigorously when the rhythm of existence is disturbed.
Therefore the Industrial Fatigue Research Board, which is attached
to the Medical Council will study the economics of the human machine. It will fit persons in industry according to their capacity and
recognize and deal with first symptoms of disability. Incidentally
standards will be defined, laboratories will study motion and rest,
mental and muscular fatigue; Traning courses and lectures will be
provided ; propaganda set on foot. Comte said that happiness lies in
doing the work for which one is fitted. Searching for knowledge on
the one hand and applying it with the other to the selection of work,
will reduce discontent and economic loss. In France the Institut
dJ Hygiene Sociale and the Direction des Reserches Scientific is restricted to laboratory work.

"Social Service and the Clinic," A. C. Reed. Bost. Med. & Surg.
Jour., 1920, CLXXXII., 469. A modern medical clinic without a
social service is an anachronism. The purpose of this article is to
discuss the common points on which the clinic and its social service
department meet and the principles of harmony between them. The
physician is the essential unit of charitable and benevolent action.
Often it has happened that a social agency presents a medical relief
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program without consulting the physician. Tbis reflects on ihe physician as lacking in leader:-;hip. 'The social service department of the
clinic is the proper training ground o[ tlw physician and the social
service student. Criticism ot tlte clinic may be macle under three
heads: 1. Use by patients able to pay. Tlms intedt>ring with private practice. A study found 2~'0 o E patients able to pay classed
them as borderline cases which were difl1cnli to judge. Each case
needs special observation. The social worker is the arbiter. 2.
Clinics are said to act as feeders of pri\'ate practice. The social
worker again is the arbiter. 3. The e:xi..;tence of whole~;ale medical
practice. Again the social worker moc1i11es the stressed situation
by record service which saves the doctor's time. The functions of
the clinic arc service first to ihe prttient, next the doctor, tl1e student,
the community. The aft-Pr-care, follow up. and pn-·venti \·e teaching
educate and protect the comnmnity. The clinic should be recognized
as the community institution for soci::tl and pnblic health work. Increased co-operation ancl larg·er education v:ill translate fully the resources for preservation of social unity to the community.

"Cost of Industrial Accidcuts," Royal 1\Ieeker. l\Ionihly Labor
Review, 1920, X., 1. "The good old law which John Smith created
and executed in the colony of Virgini:1 should be reyiyed. "Those
who won't work can't eat." Unemplt•ymc11t insnrance connotes as
a necessary pari of the system, that evcryho(ly sb:11l \\'orJ.;: when suitable work is offered.
The cost of this most expensiH' and dcs1r11c1ivc of all industrial
hazards, unemployment, is appalling. Its mnney cos!, n:ckoned in
terms of product ttnproclucccl, services nnrenrlcred, and capital goods
lost or deteriorated in value, vvonld <lmotmt irJ more than ~ j the value
of the yearly product of all our indu:'>trics. This mc:-~ns that ''ve are
operating our industries on a 06 2-Jj'(, cfficirncy hasis and <1re losing
by not producing something like 35 billions dollars a year, just because we have not yet recognized tln.t ig-nrn-:mcc, hmxe,Ter blissful, is
mighty expensive. Of course, unemployment insurance alone will
not increase our national income to more than $100,000,000 at a single
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bound. But it will help 1o call attention to the cots of unemployment, just as workmen's compensation laws have called attention to
the costs of the less costly :lnd less demoralizing industrial accidents
which result in physical maimings and deaths.
The aim of all
employers, employees, managers, and engineers should be to prevent
all preventable industrial accidents. In order to do this they must
be infornwrl ;:t.;; to wh:lt, where, and how accidents occur, the results
of such accidents, and the means by which they may be reduced or
eliminated. The greatest need of the world today is for factsstati;:;tical bets. E',·ery dollar spent for real statistics will save
2 dollars which will otherwise be wasted in needless experimentation."
"Social \:Vork and ~eurosyphilis," lVL H. Solomon. Social
Hygiene, 1920, VI. Neurosyphilis is known as the syphilitic involvement of the central nervous system, as for instance in general
paresis and locomotor ataxia. The symptoms appear as a rule 5 to
30 years after the original lesion. The family may not be affected
by him but his treatment is vital. The Boston Psychopathic Hospital
examines families and this is arranged by the social worker. Medical
and social problems are allied. The treatment of these patients is
long and tedious. But even so, the results of late treatment are not
perfect, and the pa1 icnt rarely reaches his former industrial level.
The social worker can do much to encourage the patient over a long
period of treatment by finding out just what industrial qualifications
he has and sec11ring him a job which will aid him to retain his selfrespect and help sttpport his family. In early syphilis, the man is
not incapacitated and the family unit is retained. As has already
been pointed out, in neurosyphilis the family is apt to be broken up
and the wife forced to earn her living.
Long before we entered the war and the increased interest in
the venereal diseases came ahout, Massachusetts was far-seeing
enough to realize that free treatment as well as free diagnosis was
its duty and its opportunity. In 1918 Massachusetts began supplying certain clinics with small amounts of arsphenamine. At the
present time it is supplying all authorized clinics with free arsphena-
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mme not only for infectious cases, but also for chronic forms,
im:luding neurosyphilis. Thus the difficult problem of finance no
longer applies to Massachusetts. Other States, however, must still
face this problem. Our war experience has resulted in the manufacture of arsphenamine by licensed companies in this country. As
a result, the cost of the drug has decreased and the patient~ pay less
than formerly. We hope that the tit;pe will come when this problem
of expense of treatment will be taken over entirely by State government, and a legislative grant will establish free clinics for neurosyphilitics as well as infectious syphilitics, and authorized doctors
will be supplied with free arsphenamine as they are with free antitoxin.

"Record and analysis require an experimental formulation of
standards by which the \York of government can be tested. Such
standards are not to be evolved off-hand out of anyone's consciousness. Some have already been worked out experimentally, others
still need to be discovered ; all need to be refined and brought into
perspective by the wisdom of experience. Carried out completely,
the public would gradually learn to substitute objective criteria for
gossip and intuitions."-WALTER LIPPMANN.
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